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Due to impending short~nventional fossil fuels 
(i.e., natural gas, petroleum), substitutes for natural gas 
are being sought. For example, gas and oil may be obtained 
from coal by the gasification of coal process as shown in 
Fig. 1. This process is especially promising since United 
States has large deposits of coal. Briefly, the coal 
gasification process consists of multistage fluidized bed 
pyrolysis of coal to produce oil, gas and char, followed 
by steam gasification of char to produce synthesis gas via 
. the water gas reactions {i.e., 3C + 2H2o ----+ 2CO + CH4: 
2C + 2H2o ----+ co2 + CH4) then followed by the upgrading 
of the oil and gaseous products to synthetic crude oil and 
pipeline gas. 
In 1976, the United States Department of Energy awarded 
related contracts to Purdue University, Lehigh University 
cllld the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to develop digital 
computer programs for the simulation of coal gasification 
plants. Purdue University is developing codes for steady 
state simulation while Lehigh University is developing codes 
for dynamic simulation. These programs. can then be used 
to study the feasibility and economics of various alternatives 
in proposed coal gasification plants. 
The topic of this master's thesis is the dynamic simula-
tion of an entire hydrogen plant which produces hydrogen 
needed by the hydrotreating uni~ as shown in Fig. 1. To the 
best of the author's knowledge, there is no published work 
1 
on the dynamic simulation of an entire hydrogen plant. 
The hydrogen plant consists of five units, a steam 
reformer, two low temperature shift reactors, a co2 removal 
unit and a clean up methanation unit, as shown in Fig. 2. 
In the simulation of the entire plant, computer codes for 
each of the units must be developed and then the individual 
:units must be linked. Since each unit is described by a 
set of ordinary differential equations, the entire plant 
is simulated by the integration of a large set of differential 
equ~tions. 
Computer codes for the shift reactors, the co2 removal 
unit and the clean up methanation unit already exist. 
Therefore, in this report detailed discussion of the steam 
reformer will be given while only references will be given 
for the other units. Also results of the dynamic simulation 
of the entire hydrogen plant will be presented. 
2 
2 Theoretical Development 
In the dynamic simulation of the entire hydrogen plant, 
equations of the temporal derivative.so£ specified variables 
for each unit are set up. These equations are obtained from 
either energy or mass balances. Then, these ordinary differen-
tial equations are integrated in time. In the following 
sections detailed discussions of assumptions and equations 
will be presented for the steam reformer. However, for rea-
sons ·already stated, only assumptions and references will 
be given for the other units. 
2.1 Steam Reformer 
In the steam reformer, the reactions taking place are 
as follows: 
CnH2n+2 + nH20 ----+- nCO + (2n+l)H2 
CO + H20 ----+- CO2 + H2 
(1) 
(2) 
Reaction (1) is the steam reforming reaction while reaction (2) 
is the·shift reaction. 
The reforming furnace contains many parallel tubes 
packed with catalyst( 4). In modeling the reformer unit, the 
following assumptions are made: 
(1) Ideal plug flow behavior 
(2) Constant heat flux into the tubes 
3 
(3) Reactions in the reformer are limited by ·the 
rate of heat transfer( 4). 
Since the reactions in the steam reformer are not 
limited by kinetics, knowledge of the temperature profile 
along the length of the reactor permits the calculation of 
the fractional conversion by reactions (1) and (2) from 
chemical equilibrium considerations. The equilibrium 
constants for reactions (1) and (2) are tabulated in Table III. 
= 
= 








(H + 3X1 + x2)
3 (C + x1 - x2) P
2 
(W - x1 - x2) ( 1 - x1) ( s + 2x1) 
2 (3) 
(4) 
lbmole of methane consumed ·by reaction (1) 
lbmole of methane initially in the feed 
lbmole of methane consumed by reaction (2) 
lbmole of methane initially in the feed 
lbmole of hydrogen per lbmole of methane 
at the inlet 
lbmole of CO per lbmole· of methane at the inlet 
lbmole of steam per lbmole of methane at 
the inlet 
lbmole of co2 per lbmole of methane at the 
inlet 
lbmole of inerts per lbmole of methane at the 
inlet 
4 
S - 1 + W + H + C + D + I 
P = pressure in reactor, atmosphere 
In the case of the dynamic model, from an energy 
balance on a differential control volume, the temporal 
development of the temperature profile is related to x1 , 
x
2 
and the amount of heat transferred into the reactor · 
through the following equation: 
o T _ Tt -
where 
2 n 







0 cat = 
F = m,o 
Ftot = 
y. = 1 
EP n 
A ( RT I: y.c ·+Peat 0 cat) i=l l. pl. 
temperature ( OR) 
time (hr). 





of catalyst (lb/ft) 
heat capacity of catalyst (Btu/lb/R) 
molar flow rate of methane into reactor 
(lbmole/hr) 
total molar flow rate at any point, L 
(lbmole/hr) 
mole fraction of component i 
(5) 
cpi = heat capacity of component i 
(Btu/lbmole/R) 
~H .= heat of reaction of (1) and (2) (Btu/lbmole) rxn,1 
s 
L = reactor length (ft) 
O = heat transferred to the reactor 
(Btu/hr/ft of length) 
A = cross sectional area of reactor (ft
2) 
As an independent check on the formulation of the 
dynamic model, a steady state model was formulated sepa~ately. 








dL Ftot n 
Fm,o 
I: y. C , 
i=l 1 pi 
(Note that the partial differential equation (5) has 
become an ordinary differential equation because now the 
(6) 
variables x1 , x2 , and Tare 
only functions of L, position 
along the length of the reactor.) dXl 
To facilitate calculations, the relationships, dT 
obtained from equilibrium considerations as derived in 
Appendix A, are used to arrive at the final form of~ for 





aL n dXl dX dX c-1.) (-2) Ftot I: + tiH l + tiH 2 y.c. 
Fm,o i=l 
1 pi rxn, dT rxn, dT dXl 
6 
(7) 
In case of the dynamic model, by dividing the 10-ft 
reactor into twenty sections~ resulting in twenty one grid 
points, the partial differential equation (5) can be 
represented by twenty one ordinary differential equations, 
one at each grid point. Thus for each grid point, j, 
n dT 2 dX. 
I: y. c . (dL) F I: llH . (~) + Q 
. 1 i pi . m,o . 1 
rxn,i cu.s • 
= _____ i_= ______ J _____ ...;;;i_= ______ ,IL] __ - Ftot 
n 
A (RTEP I: y. c . + ) i=l i pi Peat ccat 
where is obtained from finite difference approximation 
using T '+1' T. , T. l J J J-. 
dX dX1 (dT) • ( 1) is obtained f rem <ar) aL. dL . 
J J 
dX dX2 dX1 ( 2) is obtained from (ax:-) (-) aL. dL . 
J 1 J 
dXl and dX2 are obtained through equilibrium 
dT ~ 
relationships as derived in Appendix A. 
2.2 Shift Reactors 
The shift reactors were modeled as adiabatic, catalytic 
fixed bed, plug flow units, each 10-ft in length. The only 
chemical ~eaction considered is the water-gas shift reaction. 
(9) 
For more details describing the model, refer to the quarterly 
reports, FE-2338-3(?) and FE-233~-ll(S). 
7 
(8) 
2.3 co3 Removal Unit 
The hot-carbonated process is used in the co2 removal 
unit. The sour gas enters and passes up through the absorber 
while contacting the descending solution of hot-potash as 
shown in Figure 3. The reaction taking place is as follows: 
K2co3 (soln) + CO2 (g) + H2o (aq) ~ 2KHC0 3 (so
ln) (10) 
The lean regenerated solution is pumped to the top of the 
absorber. The spent solution from the bottom of the absorber 
goes to the stripper where it is flashed to a low pressure. 
Some carbon dioxide disengages at this stage. Partially 
st~ipped solution is further regenerated by steam stripping. 
The steam in the overhead gas is condensed and returned as 
reflux. The absorber with 34 trays and stripper with 9 trays 
are assumed to operate isothermally at 233.0 °F and 229.7 °F, 
respectively. For further details describing the co2 removal 
unit, refer to the quarterly reports, FE-2338-6(9 ) and 
FE-2338-B(lO). 
2.4 Clean Up Methanator 
The clean up methanator was modeled as an adiabatic, 
catalytic, fixed bed, plug flow unit, 10-ft in length. 
Two reactions were considered: 
(11) 
(12) 
However, only one mass balance equation was written. It was 
8 
assumed that the carbon oxides disappear in the same ratio 
as they enter the reactor in the inlet stream.. Thus, the 
simulation contains only one fractional conversion for both 
oxides. For more details describing the model, refer to the 
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3 Computational Development 
Again, detailed discussion will be presented for the 
steam reformer. For the other units, refer to the quarterly 
reports, FE-2338-12()), FE-2338-3(?), FE-2338-11 (S), 
FE-2338-6( 9), and FE-2338-S(lO). Since the author is 
responsible for linking the units simulating an entire 
hydrogen plant, detailed discussion will be presented fo-r 
the overall plant. 
Figure 4 shows how the computer codes for the individual 
units are linked. Briefly, the integrator is a main program, 
calling on three subroutines, INITAL, DERV, and PRINT. 
Subroutine INITAL sets up the initial conditions, subroutine 
DERV sets up the temporal derivatives and subroutine PRINT 
prints the desired output. For example, if temperature (T) 
is the dependent variable and time (t) the independent 
variable, then, the temperature (T1) at a later time (t1) 
is given by 
(Euler's method) 
(T 0 is temperature at initial time, t 0 ; ~tis integration 
step size.) Thus if initial conditions are given, and 
equations for calculation of the derivatives are provided, 





3.1 Steam Reformer - Evaluation of the Spatial Derivatives 
Much difficulty was encountered in the evaluation of 
dXl and· dX2 in equations (6) and (8). Two approaches 
dL dL 
will be presented. 
The first approach used is described below. Since 
reactions (1) and (2) are limited by heat transfer, it is 
assumed that at any location in the reactor, if the tempera-
ture is known, x1 and x2 (fraction of conversion by reaction 
(1) and (2) ) can be calculated from the equilibri urn 
relationships, equations (3) and (4). If small time steps 
dX dX are taken, 1 and __1. can be computed from the tempera-
dL dL 
ture profile of the previous time interval. Then, these 
values of dXl and dX2 can be used· in either equation 
dL dL 
(7) or (8) to compute either : or ~~ , respectively. 
The equilibrium relationships, equations (3) and (4), 
are non-linear equations in x1 and x2• At a given temperature, 
known K1 and K2 , the Newton Raphson method was used to 
evaluate x1 and x2• Convergence rarely occurred. Then, 
a routine, taken from the Harwell subroutine library, 
which combines both the method of steepest descend and 
Newton Raphson method, was used. Again, convergence did 
not always take place but did occur more frequently than 
by using the Newton Raphson method alone. 
11 





from combinations of dL, , 
dX2 
dX1 , 
dL dL dT 
, which can be evaluated using results from the previous 
time interval. ~£ can be obtained from the temperature 
profile of the reactor at the previous time interval using 
dXl dX2 
finite difference approximation. and can be 
dT dXl 
obtained from equilibrium relationships. A detailed deriva-
tion of these relationships is given in Appendix A. Spatial 
derivatives of x1 and x2 are integra
ted by using the modified 
Euler's method. Results using this latter approach are pre-
sented in this report. 
3.2 Numerical Integration of Hydrogen Plant 
Two types of integrators, the implicit integrator, GEARB, 
by A. C. Hindmarsh of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and 
the explicit Runge-Kutta algorithm of the DSS/2 system by 
w. E. Schiesser of Lehigh University, were used to carry out 
the integration for the hydrogen plant. This approach was 
used because the temporal derivatives that are to be integrated, 
vary over a range of 108 at start up time of the reactor and 
still have a range of 106 when the reactor has reached steady 
state, as shown in Table V. Such wide differences in the 
magnitudes of the derivatives indicate that the system of 
12 
differential equations may be considered stiff. For stiff 
systems, implicit integrators should work better than explicit 
integrators. It is interesting to note at this point, that 
for our system of 128 differential equations, the explicit 
Runge-Kutta algorithm integrates more efficiently than the 
implicit integrator, GEARB, as shown in Table IV. Discussions 
for both the implicit integrator and explicit integrator follow. 
3.2.1 Implicit Integrator 
Discussion of the implicit integrator as applied to the 
hydrogen plant will be given in three parts: (A) Mapping of 
the Jacobian matrix (B) Inter-relationships of the reactors 
(c) Selection of bandwidths. 
3.2.lA Mapping of the Jacobian Matrix 
The implicit integrator, GEARB, is a computer program for 
the solution of the initial value problem for 
ordinary differential equations, of the form, 
This program is used when the Jacobian matrix, 
systems of 
dY dt = F(Y,t}. 
oF 
~, has 
banded or nearly banded form. To use this routine, the band-
width of the Jacobian matrix must be specified. A bandwidth 
consists of a number of diagonals above the main diagonal 
and another number of diagonals below the main diagonal. From 
now on, an abbreviated phrase, such as 3 above, 3 below, will 
be used to describe a particular .configuration of bandwidth. 
To select bandwidth sensibly, it is necessary to examine 
13 
the mapping of the Jacobian matrix. Two such maps are shown 
in Figures 5 and 6, corresponding to 0.05 hr., close to 
start up time and O.S hr., close to steady st~te of the 
hydrogen plant, respectively. 
For the hydrogen plant, there are five units with a 
total of 128 differential equations. For the steam reformer, 
shift reactors, and clean up methanator, the temperatures 
along the reactors are the Y's where the F's are the temporal 
derivatives of the Y's. Since these units are modeled by 
10-ft reactors, divided into 21 grid points, there are 
4 x 21 = 84 differential equations involved. For the co2 
removal unit, there are 34 trays in the absorber section, 9 
trays in the stripper section and a lean liquid stream flowing 
from the absorber to the stripper, totalling 44 differential 
equations. For the co2 removal unit, the mole fraction of co2 
in the liquid streams are the Y's. Thus for the entire hydrogen" 
plant, there are 128 differential equations giving rise to a 
128 x 128 full Jacobian matrix. 
The mapping of the Jacobian matrix has a two fold purpose. 
One is to show the relationships of the five units while the 
other is to facilitate the selection of bandwidth for the 
integrator. 
3.2.lB Inter-relationships of the Reactors 
The map of the Jacobian matrix clearly shows the inter-
relationship of the reactors to each other. In Figures 5 
and 6, instead of printing out the numerical values of the matrix 
14 
. 
elements, a blank space or a number ranging from 0. to 9 is 
,shown indicating the size of that element. If the absolute value 
of that element is less than or equal to 10-
5
, a blank space 
-5 
appears. If greater than 10 but less than or equal to 
10-4 a O will be shown. This scheme is continued until 10
4 
is reached. 'Any element whose absolute value is greater than 
104 will have a value of 9 assigned to that spot. Thus the 
larger the numerical value, the larger the matrix element, 
the stronger the influence of that Yon the corresponding F. 
In order to give some brief explanation of the Jacobian 
map, the map in Fig. 5 is divided into 14 areas separated 
by the main diagonal. A short discussion will be given for 
each area. 
Area 1 represents the effect of the temperatures in the 
steam reformer on the rest of the units. The only unit that is 
completely unaffected is the stripper which is linked only to 
.the absorber. This comes about because the process gas does 
not flow through the stripper. By varying the temperature 
in the steam reformer, the fractions of conversion are changed, 
hence changing the exiting amount of CO and co2• These changes 
affect the remaining units because CO.is a reactant in the 
shift reactor, co2 is the key a
bsorbate in the co2 absorber 
and CO and co2 are reac
tants in the clean up methanator. 
For area 2, changes made in either temperatures of shift 
reactors, methanator, or composition of liquid in the co2 
removal unit have no effect on the steam reformer since all 
15 
these units are physically behind the reformer. The only 
exception is the non-zero element (2,3). This occurs 
because subroutine DSS014 needs three points to generate 
a spatial derivative. Usually the three points consist 
of the point of interest and two points behind it. However, 
for element (2,3), there is only one point behind. There-
fore, one point ahead was used. 
For area 3, explanation given for area 1 also applies. 
By changing the temperatures of the first shift reactor, 
different amount of CO reacts; hence the second shift 
reactor is affected. Effects on the absorber and methanator 
are rather small. 
For area 4, explanation is similar to that given 
for area 2. 
For area 5, explanation is similar to that given for 
area 3. Effects on the absorber is negligible and that on 
the methanator is small. 
For area 6, explanation is similar to that given for 
area 2. 
For areas 7,and 8, the Y's are the mole fractions 
of the liquid stream in the absorber. This liquid stream 
enters the absorber at the first tray and exits at the 34th 
tray. This stream then flows to the stripper to be stripped and 
is recycled to the absorber. This recycling feature of 
the,absorber as well as the tray-to-tray calculation involved 
contribute to the change in shape of areas 7 and 8 as compared 
16 
to the areas described previously. For area 7, the methanator 
is affected strongly by changes made in the co2 composition 
of the liquid stream in the absorber. This comes about 
because co2 is a reactant in the methanator. 
In area 8, changes made in the composition of the liquid 
stream downstream of the tray of interest affect the tray of 
interest. This is due to the countercurrent flow in the 
absorber unit. Also any changes that are made in the liquid 
stream flowing from the stripper to the absorber affect 
strongly the liquid composition of the first tray in the 
absorber since this is where the stream enters the absorber. 
In areas 9 and 10, the Y's are the mole fractions of 
co
2 
in the liquid. The shape of the map for the stripper 
section should be very similar to that of the absorber. The 
reason that one is the inverse of the other is that in the 
absorber, the liquid stream enters the unit on the first 
tray whereas in the stripper, the liquid stream enters at the 
9th tray. Bearing this in mind, the explanations given for 
areas 7 and 8 apply here. 
In areas 11 and 12, the Y's are the mole fractions of 
co
2 
in the liquid stream flowing from the stripper to the 
absorber. Thus for area 11, changes made in the composition 
of this stream have negligible effect on the temperature 
of the methanator. For area 12, changes made in the tempera-




For areas 13 and 14, the Y's are the temperatures in 
the methanator. In area 13, when the temperature of posi-
tions upstream to the point of interest is changed, tem-
peratures downstream are affected. In area 14, when tem-
perature of positions downstream to the point of interest is 
changed, temperatures upstream are not affected. 
3.2.lC Selection of Bandwidth 
Upon examining the Jacobian matrix, one can choose 
various combinations of bandwidth to include the most important 
elements. A summary of the results using various bandwidth 
is tabulated in Table IV. For the computer (CDC6400) used 
in_ these calculations, limited by memory space and speed, it 
is not possible to select bandwidths such that all the 
elements of the Jacobian matrix are included. 
It should be noted that the Jacobian matrix changes with 
time as shown by the difference in Figures 4 and 5. Thus a 
selection of bandwidth appropriate for the initial periods 
of the reactor may not be suitable at later times. 
3.2.2 Explicit Integrator 
The explicit Runge-Kutta integrator was used (option 8 
in the DSS/2 integration system by w. E. Schiesser). Using 
a print interval of 0.01 hr, minimum step size of 0.01/99999, 
integration was carried out for•the hydrogen plant until 
steady state was reached. 
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3.2.3 Comparison of the Implicit and Explicit Integrators 
As shown in Table IV, the explicit integrator, using 
Runge-Kutta algorithm, is able to carry out the integration 
to steady state within 1300 seconds computer time whereas 
none of the options attempted with the implicit integrator, 
GEARB, is able to carry out the integration to steady state • 
. Qf course the error criterion for the GEARB integrator can be 
decreased so that the system will remain stable for a longer 
period of time. However, as shown in Table IV, for the main 
diagonal approximation, when the error criterion was decreased 
by·a factor of 10, calculation time went up considerably. 
Also, for the version of 65 diagonals below and 10.diagonals 
above, although the system never becomes unstable, during 
a period of 1000 computer seconds, the integrator cannot 
integrate the system from 0.035 to 0.040 reactor hour. Thus for 
this system, perhaps due to the non-banded form of the 
Jacobian matrix, the implicit integrator, GEARB, does not 
integrate as well as the explicit Runge-Kutta integrator. 
19 
4 Results and Comparisons 
Using the input parameters as tabulated in Table I, 
the computed results are shown in Figures 7-24. The initial 
conditions, indicated on the graphs as values at time= 0.0 hr., 
are set by subroutine INITAL. The reformer has a constant 
heat flux imposed on the wall; the shift reactors and clean 
·up methanation unit are adiabatic reactors; the co2 removal 
unit is an isothermal unit. As the gas flows through the 
entire plant, the initial conditions are disturbed. Figures 
7-24 show the transient response of each of the five units 
to·this disturbance until steady state is attained. 
4.1 Steam Reformer 
In Figure 7, temperatures in the reactor are plotted 
against depth of reactor. In figures 8 and 9, fractions 
of conversion by reaction (1), the reforming reaction, and 
reaction (2), the shift reaction, x1 and x2, respectively, 
are plotted against depth of reactor. Trends shown in 
these graphs can be completely explained by the temperature 
dependence of the equilibrium constants associated with 
these reactions. As mentioned previously, equilibrium 
constants for the reforming reaction, K1, increase with 
increasing temperature whereas equilibrium constants for 
the shift reaction, K2, decrease _with increasing temp
era-
tures. In Table III, some values of the equilibrium 
20 
/ 
constants, K1 and K2, are tabulated as functions o'f 
,temperature. 
Near the entrance to the reactor, where temperature 
is low, x1 is small compared to x2• Thus x2 is limited 
by x1 ; therefore x2 = x1. 
During the iriitial time intervals, such as at 0.02 hr, 
not much heat has been transferred; thus x1 reaches a 
maximum value and then levels off, regardless of the length 
of the reactor. Since x2 depends on x1, the behavior of 
x2 is very similar to x1 during the initial time periods. 
However, as steady state is approached, the similarity 
of behavior between x1 and x2, as shown in the initial periods, 
no longer exists because as time increases, the temperature 
in the reactor increases causing a larger x1• However, 
this increase in temperature in the reactor has an adverse 
effect on x2 since for the shift reaction, the equilibrium 
constant decreases with temperature, as shown in Table III, 
· causing a decrease in x2 with increase in temperature. The 
net result is that at steady state, x2 levels off with posi-
tion in the reactor. 
Al though higher conversions in x1 ·can be achieved by 
increasing the heat flux, the strength of the wall material 
and the stability of catalyst are major considerations in 
commercial steam reforrners(6). 
4.2 Shift Reactors 
In the discussion of the results for the. shift reactors, 
it is important to bear in mind that for the shift reaction, 
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kinetics and equilibrium have opposing effects. From 
kinetics considerations, since the reaction is exothermic, 
higher conversion brings about higher temperature, thus 
increasing the rate of reaction. However, from equilibrium 
considerations, higher temperature decreases the fraction 
of conversion since the equilibrium constants are lower at 
higher temperatures. These opposing effects account for 
the maxima seen in the temperature profiles in Figures 10 
and 12 as well as the fact that the steady state values of 
fraction of conversion, shown in Figures 11 and 13, are 
G 
not the highest reached in the reactor. 
4.2.1 First Shift Reactor 
For the fraction of conversion in the first shift 
reactor, shown in Figure 11, as the flow of reactants 
penetrate deeper into the reactor, more reaction takes 
·place, hence the sharp rise of fraction of conversion as 
a function of reactor depth. However, due to the opposing 
effects of kinetics and equilibrium, the steady state values 
are lower than the maximum values reached in the reactor. 
For the temperature profile in the first shift reactor, 
since the shift reaction is exothermic, more conversion 
means more heat evolved, bringing about an increase in 
temperature, until steady state is reached as shown in Fig. 10. 
Again, the maxima are due to the opposing effects of kinetics 
and equilibrium as mentioned earlier. 
22 
It should be noted that for the shift reactors and 
clean up methanator, independent steady state models 
computed the same results as the dynamic models at steady 
state. However for the co2 removal unit, no independent 
steady state model was available. Thus in Figures 14-17, 
the steady state values are from the dynamic model. 
4.2.2 Second Shift Reactor 
In the second shift reactor, the opposing effects of 
kinetics and equilibrium continue to exist giving rise to 
the maxima in the temperature profiles and the fact that 
the steady state values in the fraction of conversion 
profiles are not the highest ones reached in the reactor. 
Differences in temperature profiles between the first and 
second shift reactors, as shown in Figures 10 and 12, can 
be explained by the difference in the composition of the 
feed. In the first shift reactor, the feed is rich in 
reactants but in the second reactor, the feed has become 
rich in products. This difference in composition of the 
feed accounts for the much smaller temperature change 
throughout the second shift reactor as compared to the 
first even though the fractions of conversion in the second 
reactor are higher than those in the first. These higher 
fractions of conversion in the second reactor bear out the 
fact that at lower temperatures, equilibrium favors higher 
conversion. 
23 
4.3 co2 Removal Unit 
For the co2 removal unit, the tr
ansient response of 
the composition of co2 in the vapor and liquid 
streams for 
both the absorber and stripper are shown in Figures 14-17. 
In the absorber, the gas enters at the 34th tray. By 0.1 hr., 
the composition of the inlet flow has reached steady state 
·but the composition of the outlet flow does not reach steady 
state until 0.5 hr. has elapsed, indicating that more time 
is needed for the absorber to reach steady state than the 
r 
preceding units, i.e., reformer and ~ift reactors. 
In the absorber, the liquid stream enters at the first 
tray. By 0.2 hr. the composition of the outlet flow has 
reached steady state but that of the inlet flow does not reach 
steady state until 0.5 hr. Since the inlet flow of the 
liquid stream to the absorber comes from the stripper, this 
time lag between the inlet and outlet flows, indicates that 
it takes longer for the stripper unit to reach steady state 
than the absorber. 
In the stripper, the rich liquid enters at the 9th tray 
and exits at the first tray. Since the stripper is not 
directly connected to the main flow of reactants, it reaches 
steady state with no obvious time lag between steady state 
reached by inlet and outlet flows as shown in Figures 16 and 17. 
4.4 Clean Up Methanator 
In the clean up methanator, the methanation reactions are 
exothermic. Thus, as the reactants penet~ate deeper in'to the 
24 
reactor, larger fraction of conversion takes place, giving 
rise to higher temperatures as shown in Figures 18 and 19. 
4.5 Plant Outlet Flows 
In Figures 20-24, the dynamic behavior of plant outlet 
flows of co, H2o, co2, H2 and CH4 are shown, respec
tively • 
. As seen in Figure 20, the outlet flow of CO goes through a 
maximum before leveling off to a steady state value because 
CO is produced by the reforming reaction but is consumed by 
the _shift reactions and the clean up methanation reactions. 
. In Figure 21, the outlet flow of H2o goes through a 
minimum and then rises to a steady state value. This is due 
to the fact that the steam reformer and shift reactors consume 
water whereas the clean up methanator produces water. 
In Figure 22, the outlet flow of co2 goes through a maximum 
and then levels off to a steady state value. This is due 
. to the fact that co2 is produced by the reformer and shi
ft 
reactors but is removed by the co2 removal unit and the 
methanator. 
In Figure 23, the outlet flow of H2 goes through a 
maximum and then levels off to a steady state value. This is 
due to the fact that H2 is produced by the steam reformer
 and 
shift reactors but is consumed by the clean up methanator. 
In Figure 24, the outlet flow of CH4 goes through a 
minimum·, and then rises to the steady state value, similar 
to that of H2o. This is due to the similarity i
n the role 
25 
played by CH4 and H2o. Both are consumed by the
 steam 
reformer and produced by the rnethanator. 
26 
5 Summary 
A working model for the hydrogen plant nas· been obtained, 
demonstrating.the feasibility of plant dynamic simulation. 
In addition to the results shown in this report for a given 
I 
set of reactor conditions, this model can be used to study 
the effects of changes in reactor conditions. For example,-
using this model the dynamic response in the reactor due 
to start up conditions or changes in the feed conditions 
can be obtained. With slight modifications, temperature 
effects due to non-constant heat flux at the tube wall of 
the steam reformer can be studied. Also, any of the five 
uni ts can be easily removed. For example, if the sole 
purpose of the hydrogen plant is to produce as much 
hydrogen as possible, then, the clean up methanator should 
be removed since the methanation reaction uses three and 
four moles of a2 per mole of CO and co2 removed
, respectively. 
Thus much information can be obtained using simulation 
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Figure 3. CONVENTIONAL HOT-CARBONATE PROCESS 
SWEETENED GAS 
_tray 1 
SOUR GAS STEAM 
tray 34 
RICH SOLN. 
Figure 4. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF DYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM 
Read data needed by integrator: 
Initial time of integration 
Final time of integration 
No. of differential equations 
Step size for integration Initialize Steam Reformer 
First Shift 
· Initialize Second Shift 
Subroutine INITAL i+---,.,....~~~~~ Reactor 
Subroutine DERV 
Integrate for one 
interval 
Subroutine PRINT 
..,_N_O__, End of Integration? 
YES G 
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Initialize co2 Removal Unit 
Initialize clean Up 
Methanator 
Calculate derivatives 
for Steam Reformer 
Calculate derivatives 
for First Shift Reactor 
Calculate derivatives 
for Second Shift Reactor 
Calculate derivativeS 
for CO ::removal Unit 
Calculate derivatives 
for Clean Up Methanator 
Print results for 
Steam Reformer 
Print results for 
First Shift Reactor 
Print results for 
Second Shift Reactor 
Print results for 
CO Removal Unit 
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Figure 11. FRACTION OF CONVERSION IN FIRST SHIFT REACTOR 
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Figure 21. PLANT OUTLET FLOW OF H2o 
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Figure 22. PLANT OUTLET FLOW OF CO2 
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Table I. LIST OF INPUT PARAMETERS 
T(t=O, all L) = 1500 initial temperature, 0 R 
P = 34.01 pressure, atm 
H = 1.02 lb-mole of H2/lb-mole of CH 4 at inlet 
C = 0.0 lb-mole of CO/lb-mole of CH 4 at inlet 
W = 6.06 lb-mole of steam/lb-mole of CH4 at inlet 
D = 0.0 lb-mole of co2/lb-mole of CH4 at inlet 
I= 0.0 lb-mole of inerts/lb-mole of CH4 at inlet 
A= 13.7664 area of reactor, ft
2 (2) 
(239 tubes, each tube with area 
0.0576 sq. ft.) 
E = 0.5 void fraction in catalyst 
Peat= 155 density of catalyst, lb/ft
3 
C - 0 3 heat capacity of catalyst, Btu/lb-mole/
0 R 
cat - • 
Q = 545.2xlo 4 heat flux at the wall, Btu/hr/ft length(
2) 
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Table II. COMPARISON OF DYNAMIC AND STEADY STATE REFORMER MODELS 
Length of Fractional Conversion, x 1 Fractional Conversion x 2 Tem
perature (OR) 
Reactor 
(ft) dynamic steady state dynamic steady state dynamic s1:-eady state 
o.o 0.1262 0.1261 0.1166 0.1164 1500.0 1500.0 
0.5 0.1566 0.1581 0.1424 0.1437 1530.5 1532.3 
1.0 0.1879 0.1902 0.1680 0.1699 1559.5 1
561.8 
1.5 0.2201 0.2224 0.1930 0.1950 1587.1 1589. 7 
2.0 0.2530 0.2552 0.2173 0.2193 1613.6 1616.2 
2.5 0.2684 0.2885 0~2407 0.2427 1639.1 1641.8 
3.0 0.3201 0.3223 0.2629 0.2650 1663.7 1666.4 
3.5 0.3542 0.3563 0.2839 0.2861 1687.5 1690.2 
4.0 0.3886 0.3906 0.3035 0.3058 1710.6 1713.4 
4.5 0.4231 0.4251 0.3218 0.3242 1733.1 1735.1 
s.o 0.4576 0.4596 0.3386 0.3411 1755.1 1758.0 
5.5 0.4922 0.4941 0.3540 0.3566 1776.7 1779.6 
6.0 0.5268 0.5286 0.3679 0.3706 1797.9 1801.0 "'Ill 
6.5 0.5612 0.5630 0.3803 0.3832 1818. 9 1822.0 
an 
7.0 0.5954 0.5972 0.3913 0.3943 1839.7 1842.9
 
7.5 0.6294 0.6310 0.4008 0.4039 1860.5 1863.8
 
8.o 0.6629 0.6645 0.4089 0.4121 1881.3 1884.
8 
a.5 0.6960 u.6975 0.4156 0.4189 1902.3 1905.9
 
9.0 0.7285 0.7299 0.4208 0.4242 1923.6 1927.3 
9.5 0.7602 0.7615 0.4246 0.4281 1945.4 1949.
3 
10.0 0.7910 0.7922 0.4·270 0.4306 1967.8 1971
.9 
Table III. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS OF REACTIONS OF STEAM REFORMER 
AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
Temperature (0 R) 
1500 0.1185 3.23 
1600 0.8937 2.34 
1700 5.350 1.76 
1800 26.37 1.38 
1900 110.2 1.11 
2000 400.3 0.912 
2100 1288.0 0.766 










Table IV. COMPARISON OF IMPLICIT AND EXPL·ICIT INTEGRATORS 
Integrator Error Criterion Print Interval 
Reactor Period 
(hr) (hr) 
DSS/2 relative error 0.005 
o-o.5 
Runge-Kutt:a 0.001 
GEARB relative error 0.0001 
0-0.0017 
main diagonal bound 
unstable 
0.001 
0.0001 0.0001 0-0.0006 
GEARB relative error 0.005 
0-0.030 
3 above bound 
unstable 
3 below* 0.0001 
GEARB relative error 0.005 
0-0.0150 
2 above bound 
unstable 
4 below* 0.0001 
GEARB relative error o.oos 
0-0.0350 
9 above bound 
unstable 
30 below* 0.0001 
GEARB relative error 0.005 
0-0.0350 
10 above bound 
65 below* 0.0001 
cannot integrate 
from 0.035-0.040 
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Table V-b. TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES AT 0.05 HR. REACTOR TIME 
REFORt'ER SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2 A0SOR8ER STRIFPER STREAM 2 METH AN ATOil 
OTOT DTRDT2 OTROT3 OXA DXS OX2 DTROTlt 
o. o. o. 1.2983E-01 2.0252€-01 1.1692£-01 o. 
o. 1e1125E+02 2.5071E+02 1e43E1E-01 1.9376E-01 1.6265£+02 
7.4152£-01 2.2628E•02 lt.3195E•02 1. 5 818E-O 1 1.8770E-01 2.9522E+02 
1e303SE•OO 3e2937E+02 S.2167E•02 1.7374E-01 1.8383E-01 3.9808E+O! 
2.3710E•OO 1t.10S8E+02 5.2728£ .. 02 1.9024E-01 1.811tOE-01 4.138 9£+02 
3e59S2E+OO ft.6858E+02 lt.7786E+02 2. 0785E-'.l 1 1.7929£-01 5e2971E+02 
1t.8S1Ef+OO 5.0564E+02 1+.0253E+02 2.26~0E-01 1.7612E-01 5.711t1£+C'2 
6e1696E+OO 5.2384E+02 3.2021E+02 2.4637E-J1 1.703~E-01 6.QltO~E+li2 
8.lt182E+OO 5.2518E+02 2.4109E+02 2.6738E-01 1.6028E-01 6.J030E+02 
1.2E31E+01 5.1211+E•D2 1.7078~+02 2.8971E-01 6.5291E+02 
2. 0911E+ 01 · 4.87~4E+02 1.1253£+02 3.1316£-01 6.7189£+02 
4.0123E+01 '4.S615E+02 6.7420E+01 3e3803E-01 6.8590E+02 
8.1660E+01 '4.2106E•02 3.5367E+01 3.6390£-01 6.qzc.oE+OZ 
1.6992E•02 ~.8650E+02 1.5032E+01 3.9114E-01 6,.8E6ltE:+02 
3.39'33E+02 3.5530E+02 4.40D3E+OO ... 1907!=.:-01 6. 6576E+02 
6eft9:J7E•OZ 3e2876E+02 5.707LtE-01 ft.4823E-01 6.316Z.E+02 
1.1743E+03 ~.06!0E+02 3.9933E-01 l+.7746E-01 ~.8757E•02 CD 
1.CJ930E+D3 2.S715E• 02 1.2915E+OO S.0759E-01 5.410BE•Ol 
an 
3.1511E+Dl 2e6946E+ 02 1. 8102E+ 00 5e3662E-01 t+.993<lE•02 
4.6212E+03 2.S 2E1E+ 02 1.5799E+OO 5.6637E-01 tt.61t96E+02 











-; e'l961E-O 1 
4.7206£-01 
























Table V-c. TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES AT O.l HR. REACTOR TIME 
SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2 
OTROT2 OTROT3 
o. o. 
1e5071E- 01 -2.6533E+01 
-':!.11t5EE-C1 -It. 8144E+ 01 
-1.3365E+CO -6.513ltE+01 
- 2. 1 0 4 2E + 0 0 -7.6115E+01 
~.4389E-01 -8.0'360E+01 
1.157 2E+ 01 -6.3397E+01 
~. 9172£+01 -1.Glt2f:E+01 
q • 073OE+01 6.7624E+01 
1e6984E+02 1.8562E+02 





6 • 7 3 c; OE+ O 2 4.J351E+02 
Ee6695E+02 3.3006£4-02 
f5.42'47Et-02 2.2954E+02 
6. 0 2 8 3E+ 0 2 1.4670E+02 
5 • S 6 4 'SE. 4- 0 2 8.6087E+01 
































































3. 0 2q 2£+ !J3 
3.0lt51tE+l3 






























5 • 0958E-01 
3.3143E-01 
1 • .332EE+OO 
Table V-d. TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES AT O. 2 HR. REACTOR TIME 











3.36 72E-O 2 -8.53 .. 0F.+OO 
6.1261E-02 - 1. 2 3 2 '• E + 0 1 
2.6682E-02 -1.709qE+01 
C3e3614E-02 -2.2730€+01 
8.9301E- 02 -2.90«30E+01 
1.2717E-01 -3.6011E+01 
· 1. 6 2 6 3E - 0 1 -lt.3231E+01 
2.GLtOgE-01 -5.0Sl+1E+01 
5.0 223E-O 1 -5. 74 7qE"+ 01 
1.19 E1E+ 00 -6.3615E+01 
2 • It 3 2 2E + 0 0 -6.7922f'+01 


















3. 5 6 0 3E-O 3 
2.ft2ft2E-03 
1.,7188€-03 

































2 • 2 '57 1 E + 11 t 
5 ... 876E+01 









9. It tit 2E+O 2 

























7. 15g7f- 01 
7.1597E-01 
3e0130E-01 
3 • 0 130 E- 01· 
2e6607E-01 
2e66iJ7E-01 
Table . v-e. TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES AT O. 3 HR. REACTOR TIME 
SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2 
DTRDT2 OTRO'TJ 
a. o. 
'4eZ331E-03 2. 877AE-03 
2.0929E-02 3.6500E-0'3 
-t.91+CJ2C:-O 2 -2.072BE-02 
1e8882E-02 e.J714E-03 
e.&8CJ7E- 03 -1.1175E- 02 
-1.4949E-02 1.6870£-0?. 
2e 16 71E-O 2 -1.2~52E-02 
-f3.0743E-03 6.752~E-03 
2.4193E-02 -1.6826£-02 
-7. 8705E-03 5.4411E- 03 
2.S872E-02 -2.sssqE-02 
-2.889SE-03 1.1247E-02 

































2. 37!t4E-O 3 
- 7. SOE OE- 0 3 
6.C3'385E-03 
-1.5525E-02 











































































-7. 45.77E- 03 
- 2 • ft 7 g 1E- O 3 
2. o 6 o se:- o 2 
-t.16~DE-02 









-2. 3217E- OJ 
2elt627E-02 
















































































~. 210 2E+OO 
5.7701E+OIJ 
CJ. 8 2.0 ~E+OO 









































Table V-g. TEMPORAL DERIVATIVES AT 0.5 HR. REACTOR TIME (STEADY STATE) 
SHIFT 1 SHIFT 2 
DTROT2 OTROT~ 
o. o. 




-t.82-S2E- 03 -1.2976E-02 





... 5970E-OJ -7.9122!:-0lt 
-1.5961E-02 2.soegE-01 
lte1485E-03 -1.67'+1E-02 




5. 3724E-O 2 -1.27~9C:-02 
•1.3'178E-01 1.7S43E-02 













































































Appendix A. ·Derivation of dTl and for the Steam Reformer dXl 
From equations (3) and (4), with rearranging, g1 and g2 
are defined as 
2 
Kl (1 - x1) (W - x1 - x2) (S + 2X1) 
3 2 (C + x1 - x2) (H + 3X1 + x2) P 
K2 (C + xl - X2) (W - xl - X2) 
(D + x2) (H + 3X1 + X2) 
= 1 
= 1 
Taking the natural logarithm of (A-1) and (A-2), we get 
ln g1 = 0 = ln K1 
+ ln(l-X1) + ln(W-x1-x2) + 2 ln(S+2X1) 
(A-1) 
(A-2) 
· - ln (C+X1-x2) - 3 ln (H+3X1 +X2) - 2 ln P (A-
3) 
ln g2 = 0 = ln K2 
+ ln(C+X1-x2) + ln(W-X1-x2) 
. 
- ln(D+X2) - ln(H+3X1+x2) 
Now we define 
f 1 - ln g1 = 0 
f 2 = ln g2 = 0 
From our knowledge of f 1 and f 2 , functions 
of T, x1 , x2 , 
we can write 






Divide (A-5) and 
0 
o fl dT 
= -rr cixi 
0 
o f2 dT 





dX2 o x1 o x2 
0 f2 o f 
dXl + 
2 dX2 ~ o x2 dT + 
(A-6) by dX1 , we get 
+ 
· o fl 
+ 
o fl dX2 
i-xi o x2 dXl 
0 f2 
+ 
0 f2 dX2 








Using the relationship, 
c5 ln K LiH 
= 
RT2 c5 T 
the partial derivatives of f's can be evaluated as follows: 
c5 f 1 LiB1 
= 
RT2 c5 T 
c5 fl 1 1 1 + 4 
= 




o fl 1 3 1 
= 
o x2 (C+X1-x2) (H+3Xl +X2) 
(W-X -X ) 1 2 
o f2 LiB2 
= 7 o T 
= 
3 + 1 
1 
1 1 1 
= 
At a given time in the reactor, all the quantities in 
equations· (A-10) through (A-15) are known and thus all the 










Substituting these values into (A-7) and (A-8), it is shown 
that (A-7) and (A-8) are two linear algebraic equations 
with dT and dX2 as the unknowns. These two ~quations 
dX1 dXl 
can then be solved simultaneously and values for dT and dX1 
dX2 





I . · . .:., ,';, !:·-"'• 
Appendix B. LISTING OF FORTRAN CODE FOR THE ENTIRE HYDROGEN PLANT 










C • • • 
c ••• 
C • •• 
C •·• • . 
... 
v • •• 
C • • • 
c ... 
" VI I I 
C' '• 
C • • • 
C • • • 





HYO ROG:'. N PL ANT 
SU3ROUTINE INITAL SETS 1NITIAL CONDITIONS IN TH£ EN~IRE PLANT FOR 
TR,· ll ALSO SETS AND CALCU(iTES ANY tONSTANTS NEEOEO I~ OTHER 
SUBROUTINES, 
TR IN O:.'.G R 
X IS F~~CT10NAL CONVERSION OF CO 
FIN-= FLOWS !"f\To· REACTOR, LB MOl~S PER liOUR 
s~~ suar.cuTIM: 10ENH2 FCF. Of~OER ~NO IOEKTITY OF ·CHEMICAL SPECIES 
COMMON/T/TIM~,NFIN,NRUN 
CO ··1 MON I Y /TE M F ( 21> , TR 2 ( 2 1 > , T R ~ ( 21' , X A { 3 4 t , X S { 9) , Z 2 , T R 4 ( 211 






/H2C/ T~IN1, PSIA1, F!Nt(71, T~CUT1, PSI0T1, FOUT1(7) 
,TqI~2, PSIA2, F!N2C7l, lROUT21 PS10T2, FOUT2(7) 
,T~?N3, PSIA3, F:N3l7), TROCT3, PSI0T3, FOUT1(7) 
, TK!N4, PSI AL;, FIN4 P) , TRCUT4, 1=SIOT4, FOUTlt(7> 
,JAIN,FA!N,FA!NC7l,TAOUT,~AOUT,FAOUT(7l,T1,P1,Z1,XL1~ 
T2,P2,Xl2,F!N:f7) ,FOUT (7> 














/H2P/ NG, IOC7), STOK(7l, ~TOiIN, C, OHO, CONG613, CON3-A, 
Y(7l , ~ A TE, ~LIN~, tPTSS f, NPTSS2, NVARL, . NUNIT, IP, 




'l<~EF,XL~~F.,FLOWC7l,3A\/E (7>,5,PATM,ECK1,EOK2, . 
X1(?1) ~ X 2 (21) ,OX1'1L (2t> ,nx2DL (21) ,OTO~( 21>, K,STOKR1 (7) 
, ~TO'<~-~ ( 71, H'<.'XN 1 ( 21) , ~R.X~2 ( 21> ,C 0 IG, OF ( 6l, Q, AREA,R, 
O~~CAT,CPCAT,EMFIY,S?X,PSIA 
NLI N:'. = C 
:A4.L IIJ£~H2 
c ••• 
c... CALL IN!Ti\~ WHICH S~TS INITIAL CONO!TIO~S IN THE R::FCRMER, 
C • '• 
C • • • 
,.. 
\J • • ' 








C • •• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
CALL I~ITRE 
CALL INITS1 WHICH SETS INITIAL CONDITION~ IN THE F!RST SHIFT 
R~~CTCR. 
CALL INITS1 
CALL INITS2 kHICH ~ETS INITIA~ CONDITIONS· IN THE SECOND SHIFT 
· RZ ACT CR', 
• 
CAL!. INITSZ · · 
CALL INITCO WHlCH :-SETS INITI'L CONOITIO~S lN THE CO2 'ABSO~eER 
• ,,, ' • 


























C ~ • • 
G • • • 
c ... 
,.. 
\J • •• 












C • • • 
,... 
I., ••• 
C • • • 
G • • • 
,. 
I., ••• 
· CALL !NITCO 
CAl( .INITME WHICH SETS INITIAL CONOITIONS IN THE CLEAN UP 
r~ETHANATOR 
CALL INITME 
CALClJLAT~ OC:RII/ATI\/E'S tlT TIM:: ZEP.O AMO CC SPATIAL 




CALL PR.INT (NI,NO·) 





SU9~0UTI~E ITE~V MANAGES TH~ ST~EAH V~CTO~S BETWEEN REACTORS OF THE 
HVnRCGE~ FLANT .ANO CALLS THE INO!VIOlAL ~ERVS FOR EACH REACTOR, 
T~~ INOIVIaUAL DEFVS HA~CL~ SFATIAL INTEGRlT!ON ANO TEMPORAL 




/~2C/ T~IN1, PSIA1, FIN1(7), TROUl1, P!I0T1, FOUT1(7) 
,T~l~2, PSIA2~ FIN2(7l, TRCUT2, PSI0T2, FOUT2(7) 
,T~IN!, PS!A3, fIN3(7), TROUT3, PSI0T1, FOUT3(7) 

















/H2:,/ NC, !0(7l, ST'JK-(7), FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON669, CON3A, 
Y(7>, RATE, NL!NE, NPTSS1, ~FTSS2, NJARL, NUNIT, IF, 
. XS1(21,-1l, XS2(21,1l., XM1(21,1), ACTM~, NPTSME, 
STO K 1( 7) , Si OK 2 (7 > , V ,H ~4) , TA < 34 > , YA ( ~l+l , E FF A, PA ,'lHR, 
~ A l.N , YA! NC 7 ) ~ V AO UT , Y AO UT ( 7 ) , X MA , ! 1 , Y S ( q ) , TS ( 9) , VS ( 9) , 
XLS(9>,~SC9l,~FFS,Pd,Y8~V8,t~,Q9,XMS,XMS,1FLAG,I2, 
X~~F~XL~EF,Fl0W(7>~S!V~C7t,5,PAT~,EOK1~EOK2, 
X1(2!) ,X2(21) ,DX11")L (~1) ,DX20L(21) ,OTOL (21> ,K,STOi<R1(7) 
,5TOi<R2f7) ,HJ;:XN1{2U ,H~XN2(21) ,CPIG,OF(6) ,O,AREA,~., 
O~~CAT,CFCAT,E~FTV,S2X,PSIA 
C,,,, I~L£T TEMP~RATU~!, PRESSURE, ANO FLOW RATES INTO.~EFORMEP HAVE 
C,.. 3EEN-·S:'.T BY SUBF..OU.Tt'N:: INITQ.E, 
... 
\J • •• 
NUfUl=o · 
C,.. CA:.i. · Oi£~VR:: WHICH OESC=!l8ES. l~~ l{EFO.~·MER~ 
c ... )CALL.OEf<VRE 
c ... 
·1 

















c •• , S~T OUTLET FLOWS FROM REFORHER AS INLET FLOWS TO FIRST· SHIFT 
C. ,, REACTOR. 




TRIN2 = 9.4~. . 
PSlA:2 : . ~-~;,.• 
F·':titl~i ri,., - F O]:JT.l:i] 
-,-• ',:;.-. . ',.' F6uf:fa,· FI~2(2) = 
FIN2 < 31 = FOUT( 3) 
FIN2(4l = FOUT< 4) 
FI J\2·(5) = FOUTC5) 
~!N2(6) = FOUT(6) 
Fif\2'(7' = FOUT ( 7) 
CI I. 
C,,, CALl OERVS1 WHICH O~SCR!SES THE S:IRST S~IFT REACTOR, 
,.. 
"' ... 



























C • • • 
CI •• 
,.. 
\J • •• 
,.. 
I.I • •• 
,.. 
1.1 e I e 
"' Vt It 
.SST INL2T TEMOER~TU~E AN~ PRESSURE TO SECOND SHIFT REACTOR, 
S~T OUTLET FLOWS F~OM FIRST SHIFT REACTO~ AS INLET FLOWS TO SECONO 
SHIFT R~ACTOR, 
NUNIT = . .. 
T~IN3 = 8 83. 
?SlA3 = 460, 
FI't,. 3( 11 = FOUT2(1) 
FI~3(2) = FOUT2 (2) 
FI~3(3> = S:QUT2 (31 
Flt; 3 ( ti) = FOUl2 (4) 
!='IN3(5) = ~CUTZ(S) 
Fif\3(6) = FOUT2CEJ 
FIN3(7) = FOUT2 (71 
C.,, CALL OERVS2 WHICH OESCRI~ES T~E SECOND SHIFT ~EACTOR. 




C •• ,. SEt TE~~~RlTU~~ ANC PfiESSURE TO CO2 ABSO~BER. 
C, •• SET .. OU.TL~T FtCWS f~OM SECOND S4!1='T RE:AClOR AS INLET FlOMS TO CO2 
G. •• Ai?SOR9ER, 






F:A I N < 4 > =FOUT 3 ( r+ > 




00 1 I=1,NC . · 
1 'J A! N= VA I K+ FAIN ( I > 


































C. •• · S~T INLET T~MPER4.TU~£ ANO· PRC.:,SS~RE TO METH.ANATO.~. .. 
c •• ~ SET OUTLET 'FLOWS fq_QM. c,02- ABSORBER A'$ I~.LET FL,Cl~S ·,:,o H_ET,H~N"~TOR. 
C • • • 
C • •' 
NUNIT:4 
. TRI N!t = 1010 • 
PSIA4 = 432. 







G. •• CALL OSRV!1:: WHICH OESCF.IeES METHANATOR 
c ••• 






sua~OUTI~E PRINT (Nl,~0) 
C • • • 
~ ••• HJOOGG~N PL~NT 
C • '• 
CuMirntUT /TI HE ,NF! N, NRUN 
COMMO~/VJTEMP(21).TR2(21l,TR3{21l•XA(!4>,XSC9),Z2,TR4(21) 
COMHO~J/F'/OTOT<21> ,O.lRUT.2(21) ,OTRJJT~<21t ,CXAC34) ,OXSt9) ,OX2, 
1 OTROT4(2H 
CO~HO~ /~2C/ T~I~1, PSIA1, F!N1C7 >, TRCUT1, PSI0T1, FOUT1t7t 
2 ,TRIN2, PSIA2, FIN2(7), TRCUT2, PSIOT2, FOUT2(7l 
l ,T~IN3, PSIA3, FI~1(7l, TRCUT3, PSI0T3, FOU13t7) 
4 ,TRINE,., PSIA~, F!N4C7>, TRCUT4, PSICT4, FOUT4(7) 
5 ,T4IN,PAIN,FAINt71,lAOUT,PAO~T,FAOUTC7) ,T1,P1,Z1,XL1, 
6 T2.P2,XL2,FINC7l ,FOUT(7) 
Cd~~ON /M2P/ NC, 10(7), S10KC7l, FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON66g, CON3A, 
1 YC7), FAT~, NLit--E, NPTSS1, NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IF, 
2 XS1C21,1>, XS2(21,1l, XM1(21,1l, ACTM!::, NPTSt1E, . 
3 STOK1(7l ,STOK2(7> ,VAf 34) ,TA f34l ,'fA(34) ,EFFA,PA,OHR, 
4 VAIN ,YA I N ( 7 ) , V AC IJT , Y AO UT C 7> , )(MA , ! 1 , Y S ( g l , T S ( g 1 , VS (gt , 
5 XLS(<J),r.S(9),~FFS,Pi3,YS,V:,C','l8,XMB,X"1S,IFLAG,I2, . 
6 X~~F,XLFEF,FLOWC7>,S~V~<7>,S,PATM~ECK1,EQK2~ 
7 X 1 ( 21>, X 2 < 21) , IJX 1UL ( 21> , 0 X20L ( 21> , OlOL ( 21.> , I<, STOICRi t 7> 
~·. ,STOi<~:~ C 7l, H~, XNl (21), HRXN2 ( 21> ·, CPI G, OF (&>,a, A~E A,R, 
!- OENbAT,CPCAT,£MFTY,S2X,PSIA 
:.,, :)srT: NO. OF ·PTS TO 3:. FRINT:'.O A'! MAX ~JO. CF PTS IN ANY ONE REACTO!i, 
n~ •• JUN!'. ~ILl' '13:: ?Rit~lEO FO~· rst1P ANO F;_ACTIONAL CONVERSION IN ANY 
C, •• '.R(ACTCR WITH lt:SS TNAN THE MAX NC. PT~. THERE WILL eE FRINTI~G 
c •• ~ . PROaL~MS ·IF MAX NO. PTS IS LESS THAN EIGHT •. 

































c.~ C • • 
C • • 
5 
C • •• 
C • • • 
c ... 
c, .. 
C • •• 












... . . . 





'.J • •• 
"' :.., ... 
,.. 
·J ••• 
C • • • 
., .. 
\J ••• 
C • • • 





C • • • 
c ... 
C • •'• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
NPRT = MAXO ( NPTSS1,NP1SS2,NPTSME ) 
I F ( NL: It~ E • N :: • 0 > GO TO 50 
FRINT HEtOINGS Af~D INITIAL VALUES 
WRITE_ [tJC,SJ' 
FORMAT(1H1i53X,28HH y 0 R 0 G ~ N p L A ~ T) C. 
PRINT S CL'JTICN· 
CALL PR I~ T .FCR R~FCRMER 
CALl PR l'\f<E CNI,NOl. 
CALL PRI~T FC1' SHIFT 1 
CALL PR.~St ( t-.I, NO) 
CALL PRI~.T FCR SHIFT 2 
CALL PR~.S2 ( ~l, NO) 
CALL PR!H 'FCR co2·1:,.asoRSER 
CALL PR NCO C~I,NO) 
CALL Pk It\l FCR t-oETHANATO" 




.SIJ:ROUTit-.:: IO::i·~SH IOENTIFI::S WHICH CH:M SP:'.CIES FROM 
3LOCK DATA IS T~~ F!R~T C-O~~ONENT, W~ICH IS THE SECONO, 
~TC, l=JR USE !N SU3S.E.C:UENT CALC ULl?I TlONS, I~ TH IS CA SE, 
COMFON2'::JT 1 = CO 
2 :: H20 
3 = CO2 
li = t-'2 
~ = t{2 
& "= CH.It 
7· = ciHo 
. :· 
COrtMON'/ft2?/ ·NC, ·I0(7>, ST'JKC7>, FTOTIN, C, DHO, CON669, CONJA, 
' 1r,, ,• 
' - ~f7>, RATE, NL!NE, NPTSS1, ~PTSS2, NVARLS, NUNiT, IC, 
2 XS1C21,1t, XS2(21,1> 
C:• •• . , :.1: 


































C •• I 
"' v • • • 
c ••• 
"' I.I ••• 
,.. 
. , ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 








. .., ... 





C • • • 
FEB 74 9 19114 08/06/79 
,. 
tiC - 7 -
• Ioc.1 > - 4. 
-
10 (2) = 12 





ID ts, ' 1 = 
IO (6.) = 13 




su~;oUTI~E STOKSH SETS THE STOtCHIO"~T;Ic COEFFICIENTS 
OF THE CO~PON~NTS FOR TH~ REACTIONS iNCOUNrEREO. IN THIS 






CO+ H20 =CO2+ H2 
/H2P/ NC, I0<7>, STOKC7>, FTOTIN,' C, C!HO, CON666, CON3A, 






STOK (5> = 0. 
STOl((6) = o. 




SU3ROUTI~E STOKH~ SETS THE STOIC~IOM~T~!C Cb~~FICIENTS 
QI=' TH=; GO f"Pr)~E.:NTS FOf; THc. R:'. AC TI o~s 'Et-.C OUNTERED. IN THIS 
CASE, TH~ REA~T!ONS ~~E 
CO + !~2 = CH4 + H20 
CO2+ 4~2 = CH4 + 2H20 
••• (1) 
••• (2) 
COMMON /t-42P/ NC, I0(7), STOt<C?l, FTOTIN, C, OHO,· C'lN66B, CON3A, 
1 YC7), F1TE; NLINE, NPTSS1, N~TSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
2 XS1(21,.-1'),·)(S2(21,1.l, .X!-11(21,11, ACTHE, NPTSME, 
3 ·sroi<1<7>, sj.0·~2<7> 
STOK1U)·: -1. 
STOK1 (2> = 1, 
· STOK1 (3) : O. 
72 
. , 
. ' ~ 
.-.(-













G • • • 
54 
ss 
C • • • 
C • • • 
"" \J ••• 
~ 
\.I ••• 
C • • • 
,,.. 




· ..., ... 
,.. 
\j ••• 




STOl<1(4) = -3. 
STOK1(5) = o. 
ST01<1 <El. - 1. -
stot<1 n, - o. 
STOK2(1> - o. 
STOK2(2 .. ) = 2. 
sroK2 n·, · =· -i. 
STOK2 (4) = ., ... 
· STOK2 C5l - o. 
STOK2(6l = 1. 






SU2R:JUi!r-;E !NITS1 SfTS It-Jrr:t:A.L CONOITION.5 FO~ TR lN THE FIRST 
Srl!FT REACTOR, IT ALSO S~TS ANq CALCCLATES OTHER CONSTANTS FCR 
THE SHIFT REACTO~S. 
N?TS: NUHaER OF SFATIAL GRIO PO±NTS 
NVAPL = NU~q~R OF v,RIARLCS TO 8~ INTEG~ATEO SP~TIALLY 
CO "I "10 :u Y /T ~ M ~ { 21 l , T;; ( 21) 
C0N~JN/F/OTD1{21),0TROT(21) 
COMHO~ /H2CI OUMREFl18), 
1 T~lt\, PSIA!N, F!N(7), TROUT, PS~AOT, FQUT(T) 
2 ,OUHSh2(18) 
2 COHMJN /H2P/ NC, I0<7), STQKC7l, FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON669, CON3A, 








C • • • 
C • • • 
.... 
'J ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
"' 
-" ... 
1 X(21,1) , XS2(21,1> 
NVARL : 1 
NPTS = 21 
SfT STO!CHIOH~T~IC DOEFFIGIENTS FOR SHIFl ~EACTION • 
CALL 5T Cl<S.-i 




PS!AIN = 460, 
00 l~ l = \,NPTS. 
TRfil .. = 9_45. . ' 
.• :';L, -, I .. 
... ' . : . ' g: :i .·. J~f .t\J?~-<~A~c;'.~f :H~E~~,TµP,E 
. · ·· AlTROl-(1.) .= .. O • 0 .. 
: x':£i.1J· > =: :a:,~:a.:. · · 
OE:kJ'VATIVE AT INtET· FACE Of REACTOR • 
73 








c ... ' 
C,,, 00 OT~~R 800k~EEPI~G CHORES THAT ~EEO BE CALCULATED ONLY ONCE 
c ••• 










C • • • 
c ... 
G • • • 
C • • • 
I"' 
\J • •• 
.... 
v I I I 
" •J ••• 
,.. 
I., ••• 
CALL P~EFK<ID, N·c, S.TOK, C, OHO> 
. . 
CONSTANTS ANO. FACTORS FD~ SU8~0UTI°N:'. RA·TESH 
PRESSURE CORR2CTI0~ FACTOR GIVEN 3Y GIRDLER FOR 
CAT G•3 A ANO CAT G~66 E, 3 /1,6 INCH 
P = PSIA!N - ·14,7 
FO~ GI~OLER CAT ,-3~ IN SHIFT BEACTCR NC,1 
ACTFAC = 1,0 + (0,1h591E-01)•P + (•0,10975~-~4)•P•P 
1 + (•J,1E~li35:•07)•P•F•P 
IFCP.~i,4JG,> ACTFAC = 4,05 
GON'/S~SICN F~CTOR FCR GIRDLE~ qAlE CONSTANT 
CONFAC = C2.~~3/37g)~~CTFAC 
2,~33 3ECAUSE G!~OLER USEO LOG RAT~ER THAN LN 
379 STD CU FT C6a F, 1 ATM) PE~ l9 HOLE 




G... HY o~.or,EN PL ANT 
"' t.., ••• 
c ... 
,.. 





I.I .• •• 
..,. 
v I I I 
.. 
·J ••• 
SUEROUT!~:: .INITS2 S:TS INITIAL CONOITIO~~ FO~ TR IN. THE SECONO 
SH:FT ~~~CTOR. IT ;:.Lso· S:TS ~N.0 :ALCULATC:S OTH:'.R CONSTANTS FCR 
THE S:COND SHIFT REACTO~ • 
NPTS = NUMBER OF' Sf:AT!AL GRID PO!NTS 
NVA~L = NUM3ER OF' V~R!A3lES TO BE INTEGRATEb SPATIALLY 
2 COMMO~/Y/OUM(42),TRC21) 
2 co~~1o~l/F'/OIJ~0(42) ,DTRDT (21) 
' COMMON /H2C/ . · OUM~EF(13l, OU~SH1(18l, 
1 T~IN, PSU.IN, FIN(7), . lQOUT, PSIAOT, FOUT(7) 
2 - COMMON /P:2"/ NC, !0(7>, STOKCi'>, FTCTIN, C, OHO,. CON66~, CCNJA, 






C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
1 XS1(2.l,1), X(21,1> 
NVARL = 
NPTS = 21 
1 . 
. 
PS·I A·IN = 46 o. 
00 .1u ! = 1, NPT:s· 




RUNT VE~SION FEB 74 3 1q114 08/08/79 
. " . .., ... 
C • • • 









C • •• 
S:T T;MPORAL TEMPERATURE DEKIVATI \IE AT .. J~LET· f~CE OF REACTOR. 
DTROTC1) = :a.a 
X(l,1). = O.J ' . 
. CONSTANTS ANO Fi~CTOKS · F:CR SUBROUT!Nt.: liAJESH 
PR~SSU~-:: COR~~cf IO~ .FAClo"R. G!-'~EN BY GIRDLER FOR 
CAT G•3A A~O CAT G•66E, 3/16 JNCH 
25 F = PSIAIN - 14,7 
C • •• 
G,., FO~ GIRCL~~ C~T 'G-668, 3/16 INCH !N SHIFT P.~ACTOR ~0.2 
C • • • 
27 ACTFAC = 1,04 + (Q,929E•C2)•P 










VI t e· 
c... CONv::i;,:srori FACTOR FOR GIFOlER RATS CONSTANT 
J ••• CONFAC = C2.3C3/379l•ACTFAC 
c... 2,303 EEC·t.USE GIROL~~ IJSC:O LOG RATHEF THAN lN 
c... 379 -STIJ CU FT (6J F, 1 ATM) PE~ LB MOLE 
c ... 











. , ... 
C • • • 
.... 




v I I I 








SU3~G1TI~~ I~!TM2 SETS INITIAL CONOITIO~S FOR TR IN 
TH:: FZ~ACTOR, IT ALSC S~TS ANO CALCULATES OTHER CONSTt.NTS 
FO~ THE: R.E.~CTOR 
TR IN DEG R 
X rs F~ACTIO~Al CCN~E~SION OF BOTH cc AND CO2 AT ANY PCINT 
I, E. Ai 20 PE~ CEIJT CONV~RT:':O, WITH INLET 
0~ 0,6 co ANO C,1 CO2, GfT o.~8 co ANO o.o8,C02 
NPTS = NUt-13C:R Of Sl=AT:I AL :G~IO PO!"NTS 
NVARL = NUM9ER OF VA~IA3LES ~O 3~ INTEGRAtEO SPATIALLY 
C~MMON/Y/OUMS(107),TR(21l 
COMMON/F/0UMCS(1D7l,0Tk0TC21> 
COt-:MO:j /H2C/ ~1JMOEF(1E:.t, UUt-1FS1<16), OUHFS2(18), 
1 TRI~, PSIAIN, F!N(7), lRO~T, PSIAOT, FOUT(7) 
COM~ON /H2P/ NC, 10{7), STOK<r,,.FTOTI~. c~ OHO, CON669, CON3A, 
1. · Y(7l, F"ATE, NLI:f\E,·NPTSS1, NPlSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
~- 1si121,1>, xs2121,1i, X(21,1l, ACTH~, NPTS, 
.. :r:· .. · ··- sraK1<i>, sroK2.t1f . 
C • ••. iJ{{i(:', = 1 
tJP'ts = 21 
C, •• 
·c •• i SE·l STO!CHIOMETi<tC COEFFICIENTS 'FOR St4IFT REAQTl.ON -
75 
'· 















G • • • 
C • • • 
.... 
1..1 • •• 
1_Q 
.· C • • • 
C • • • 
,.. 





C • • • 
C • •• 
C • • • 
G • • • 
C • • • 




v • t • 
C • • • ,.. 
,J • •• 










\J • •• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • •' 
·cALL STO~Ht 
SET INITIAL T£11P~"4TURE PROF!LE ANO PRESSOR.:E 
PSIAIN = 432, 
00 10 I = 1; NPTS ·, 
TR c I> =. 1 o 1 o. 
SET T~MPCRAL TEMPERATURE O~RI~ATIVE AT I~L~T FACE dF REACTOR 
0 TROT (1 ) = a·, 0. 
XC1,1) = G, 0 
CALCULAiE CONSTANTS ANO FACTORS FO~ SU8PCUTINE RATE~E 
PR:'.SSUR.f: O~P~NO:NT ACTIVITY FACTOR GIVEN ev GlROLER 
FOR M~T ~ A NATION CAT G- 33 ANO CAT t;-& 5 
P = PSIAIN 




S~IFT CONV£RTO~ IN.HYDROGEN PLANT 
su3:ourr~i OE~~S1 CALCULATES THE TfMPO~AL DERIVATIVES OF 
T~HPEfATO~~ ~~D ~ALLS THE SPATIAL INTEGRATOR WHICH 
:1n~GRA TF.S THI: MATE~IAL eALANC:: !:OUATION THAT IS IN 










= ·FRACTIO~AL CONVERSION rJF CO AT A~4Y PCINT IN TH: REACTOR 
= SPATIAL O~~IVATI\/£ OF .FRACTIO~AL C.ONVERSION AT ANY POI~T 
= L:'.NGTH OF ~EACTO~, FT 
= ~ROSS SECTIONAL ~P;A OF RElCTo~. sa FT 
= RAT:: os:- COf\iVERSION OF CO, Le fOLE:S CO PER 
HR CU .FT OF ~EA:TO~ 
= FLCW c~ co I~TO RtacroR, L; MCLES PE~ HR 
= HEAT OF ~tAtTI(N, eTU DE~ Le ~OLE CF co 
= ~E~T CAPACilY CF ENTIR~ ·GAS ST~~AH (INCLUDING INERTS>, 
'3TU/ La MOLE F 
co:;t'.1~1/Y/TE-MP(21) ,Tr; (21) 
COH~O~/~/OTOT<21l,OTRDTC211 
co~~~N /H2C/ otiMREf(18), 
1· TRI~, PSIAl~, FIN<7>, TROU.T, PSIAOi, -FOUT(7) 
2. . . . . . ·. ,OUMSH2C18) . ·_ . .. , 
: co;~t~fON,/H2°?/i_NC:t !0(7), srot<(7), FJOJIN, C, OHO, CON·660, CONlA, 
ii . :. ,:•' . · Y(7), r..AlE, N(.INE', ,NPT°S, ' NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
_1 X(21,U· , XS2(2-1,U 
..... 
"' ... 
c ••. RHOXC 
. .'>:.. : 
= tCAT 9ULK OEN> X (CAT ~P ~EAT) 
76 
y 




















C • • • 
C. I. 
C. I • 
c ••• 
,... 
I., e e I 
C. I. 





VI I I 
,.. 
VI I I 
c ... 
,... 




C • • • 
c ••• 
c ... 
C • • • 
= go. X 0.258 = 23.22 
EPS : VOIO FRACTION·IN CATALYST 9E~ 
DATA ~PS, RHOXC / O.S, 23.22 / 
OIM~NSIC~ DXOL(21,1), OTRDL(21) 
R::.AL {lCl . 
OATA AREA, LlOT / 21.8, 10. / 
COMPUTE FTOTIN = TOTAL MOLAR FLOW INTO REACTOR 
FTOT!N = 0, 0 · 
00 1 J: 1,NC 
FTOT!N = FTOTI~ + FIN(J) 
00 THE SPATIAL INTEGRlTION ON FRACTIONAL CO~VERSION FIRST 
CALL INT~Ll(X, OXOL, NVA;L, NPTS, LTOT) 
CALCULATE SPATIAL OERIVATIV~S OF TEMPERATURE 
CALL DSS014 ca. 0, LTOT, NPTS, TR, OTROL, 1, l 
CALCULhT~ T£MPO~~L OERIVATIVES OF TEMPERATU~E 
TEkM3 2 FTOTIN / AFEA 
TE~M1 =~PS• PSIAIN / 10.73 
DJ 1G I = 2, NPTS 
IP = I 
nu ::: TFdI> 
CAll YFLCSH(X,f!~,FOUT) 
CALL ~AlESH (1~) 
CALL HRXIG < IO, NC, TRI, SlOK, HRXG) 
CALL CPIG4S( ID, NC, TRI, ~- , CPIG) 
C, .. DIFF~R:.NJ.IAL ~Nf.RGY BALA~1C:'. 
c ... 
SO OT~GTCI) = (•HRXG • RATl - TERM3 • CPIG • DTROL(It) 
i / <iER~1/TRCil • CPIG + RHOXC) 
70 10 CONT:NU~ 
72 R~TURN 
73 END 
C • •• C.,·. SHIFT CCKVERTOR IN HVOJ;CGEN PLANT 
'" I.I• •• 
C • • • SU EROUTINE o::RVS 2 CALCUt.A T2:S Tl-4£ T~MPOR.Al D~=<.I v·ATIVES OF 
c •• , TEMPE~ATUR~ ANO CALLS THE SPATIAL :NTEGRATOR WHICH 
c •• , INTEG~ATES TH~ M~TERIAt. E4LANC': EQUATION THAT IS IN 

































C • •• 
c ••• 
C • • • 




C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C' • • ,.. 




















FRACTICNAL CO~VERSION OF CO AT ANY POINT IN THE REACTOR 
SPATIAL DERl\JATIVE OF FRACTIONAL CONIJER.SION AT ANY POINT" 
LEN.GTH OF'.R.EACTOR, FT 
CROSS SECT IONAt Af".:A OF REACT OJ;, SQ F.T 
~AT~ CF CQ__N:VERSIO.N OF CO, LB t:'CL~S CO PE~ 
HR cu FT. OF REAc:roR 
FLGW OF CO I~TO ~EACTOP., LB HCLES ?ER HR 
HZAT OF REACTION, 9TU P~R-LE tCLE OF CO 
HE AT CAFACITY CF !NTI R~ GAS STRr:AM <INCLUDING,.:. INERTS), 
dTU/ l. a t'Ol E F 
COHMON/Y/OUM(42>,TR(21) 
COMMON/F/OU~0(~2>,0TROT(21) 
COMMON /H2C/ OUMREFl18l, OU~SH1(18), 
1 - T~IN, ~SI~IN, F!N(7), TROUT, PSIAOT, FOUT(7l 
CO"iMON /H2P/ NC, I0(7), STOK(7t, FTOTIN, v, OHO, CON668, CON3A, 
1 YC7>, KATE, NLINE, NPTSS1, NPTS, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
1 XS1(21,1), X(21,1l 
C ... RHOXC = (CAT BULK OEN) X (CAT SP H~AT) 
= go, X 0,258; 23,22 c ••• 







OATA ~PS, ~HOXC / 0.5,. 23•22 I 
OIMENSIC~ OlOLC21,ll, OTQOL(211 
RC: l L LT OT 
DATA AREA, LTOT / 21,a, 10, / 
C,.. C011PUT2'. FTOTIN = TOT AL MOLAR FL Ol~ INTO REACTOR 
C, .. 
C' • • 
~ 
"' ... 
C •, • 
... 
v • • • 
c ... 
"' . .., ... 
C, • • 
c ... 
C' '• 
FTOTIN = 0,0 
IJQ 1 J= 1, NC 
1 FTOTIN = FTOTIN + FIN{Jl 
. 
00 THE 5c~T!AL INTSG~ATION ON Fr~CTIONA.l CONVERSION FIRST 
CALL INTA.LL (X, OXOL, NV/IPL, NPTS, L TOT> 
CALCU~ATE SPATIAL D~RIVATIVES OF T~~PERATURE 
CALl DSS01Lt (J,0, LTOTj NPTS, TR, OTROL, 1,) 
CAL~ULATE tEMPORAL OERlVATIV~S OF TE~Pi~ATURE 
TERM3 =-~TOTIN/ AREl· 
TE·Rff1 = E,P s If D SIA'IN / 10. 73 
0010I=-~,NPTS 
iP = I . . 
T~I = TR <I> · · · 
CALL YFLCS~ ( X, FIN, ~ouf) 
. C4LL RATESH· ( T~) 
CA LL HRX!G ( IO, NC, ·TRI, STOK, HRXG ,j 
78 
.r . 
' . ' . . . 
/\..;~·.,'' ••• l 
RUNT VE~SION FEB.74 a 1911~ 08/08/79 
44 CALL CPIGAS<·IO, NC,·T~I, Y , ·CPI G ) 
C • ••. 
C. •• D!FFERE~TIAL :NERGY BALANCE 
C • •• 
SO OTROT(I) = (•ij~XG ,·RATE• T~Rtt3 • CPIG • UT~OL(l)I 
1 / <T~RM1/TR <Il. • CPIG ·+· R•iOXCl 
70 10 CO~TINUE 
72 RETURN 
73 ENC 
C • •• 
c ••• 
c ••• 




\J • •• 
~ 
\J • •• 
"' I,; ••• 
,.. 
iJ ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 
"' l., ••• 
C • • • 
,.. 
v • e • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
,.. 
I.I • •• 





C • • • 
C • • • 
C • •• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
2 





CL~ANU~ ~ETHANATOR IN HYOROG~~ PLANT 
SU3ROUTI~~ DERVME CALCULATES THE T~~PORAL D~RI~ATIVES OF 
T~HP~~~TUQS ANO CALLS THE SPATIAL INTEG~ATOR WHICH 
INT~GRATES TH~ M~TE~Itl BALANCE ~QUATION THAT IS IN 
OUASI STEACY STATE WITH THE TEMPO~ALLY CHANGING 
T ~ t.f O :F. AT u" o;S • 




I.E. AT 20 PER C!NT CONVERT!O, WIT~ INLET 
0~ 0.6 co t:NO G.1 CO2, GET c.i.e cc .aNO 0,08 CO2 
: FRACTICNAL CONVERSION OF CO AT ANY POI~T IN THE REACTOR 
= SPATIAL. Df?IVAT!VE OF F~ACTIO~AL CO~VE~SIO~ AT ANY ,ot~T 
= LENGTH OF R!ACTO~, FT 
AR~A = CRCSS SSClIONAL A~~A OF RE~CTO~, SQ FT 
RATE = ~ATE OF CO~VERSlON CF Cf') ANO CO2, L3 .~OLC:S CO ANO CO2 





PiR HOU~ CU FT CF ~~ACTOR 
= FLO) QF CO INTC ~EACTOR, Le MOLES PER HOUR 
= FLOW OF CO2 INTO ?.Et,ClO~, L3 HCLES ?ER HOUR 
= H~AT OF ~~ACTICN,OF ~XN 1, 9TU FER LB MOLE CO 
= HEAT OF REACTIC~,OF ~XN 2, 3TU FER LB f'l'OLE CO2 
= H~AT CAPACITY OF i::NTIR.:: GA.S ST~EAM (INCLUOI~G INERTS>, 
3TU OER L8 HCLE F 
CPM.MON/ Y/OUMS (1 Q :'), TR ( 21) 
c·a.~rrnN/ Fl DU.MOS C 1 D 7l, OT~ OT ( 21> 
CJ~MO~ /~2t/ OUHREF(1S>, OUHFS1(18), OU~FS2(18l, 
1 . TRIN, ;,sIAIN, F!N<7>, TROIJT, PSIAOT, ~OUTC7) 
CO ~ M 0 N / "'. 2 ~ / NC , I D < 7 > , S TO K C 7 > , FT CT IN , C , 0 HO , CJ N IS 6 B , CO N,3 A , 
1 YC7>, fATE, NLINE, NPTSS1, ~PTSS2, NVARL, NU~IT,. IP, 
2 XS1(21,1>, XS2(21,1l, X(21,1l, AClME, NPTS, 




= (CAT BULK OEN) X (CAT SP HEAT) 
= 90~ X ·o.2S8 ·.: · 23, 22 
= 1/010 FRA~tICN IN CAJALYST B.ED 
. ' 
. ' ' - ' 
,, . 
DATA !:PS, ·~HCXG I o.·.4, 23.2:f\/ 
, , . • • I ' • /'" , :. : :.: ·: \:/c . 
OI ~€NS! CN .OXOL (2,1,J>, P·TR:OLJi2tl ... 
. Rt:AL LTCT . . .. ,.. . ........ . 
DATA. AREA., LTOT l 15,.},, 1o.·· 1 · 
·79 
' \., 







C • •• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 




C • • • 
1 
COMPllT~ FTOTIN = TOT AL MOLAR FLOW INTO, ~~ACTO~. 
FTOTIN = O.O 
DO 1 J=1,NC. 
FTOTIN: FTOTIN ~ FIN(JI 
CO~PUTE MOLE FRACTION FACTORS. NEEOEO IN ~~XG CALCULATION 
YF13 = FIN(1) + FIN(3) 
YFCO = F!N(1)/YF13 
Y F G O 2 = FI N ( 3 l / Y.F 13 
DO THC: SPATIAL I~TEGRATION ON FRACTIONAL CONVERSlON FIRST 
27 CALL INTALL(X~ DXDL, NVARL, ~PTS, tTOT) 
c ... 
C,,, CALCULATE SPATIAL OERIVATIV~S OF TE~P~RATURE 
C • • • 
33 CALL 0SS~1~ (~.o, LTOT, NPTS, TR, orRot, 1., 
... 
v • • t 
C, •• CALCULATE TE~PORAL DEPIVATIVES OF TEMPE~ATURE 
C • • • 
3 7 TE , M ~ = FT OT IN / ARE>A 
41 T~qM1 = EPS • PSIAIN / 10.73 
44 00 1C I= 2,NPTS 
45 IP= I 
45 T~I = TR(!) 
51 CALL VFLC~c 
52 CA~L ~ATEM~ 
53 CALL H~XlGCIO, NC, TRI, STOK1, H~XG1) 
57 CALL HRXIG(IC, NC, TRI, STOK2, HRXG2) 
63 H~X~ = VFC0 4 H~XG1 + YFC02•HFXG2 




,.., ... O!FFc.RENTIAL EN::RGY BALANC:: 
I'\ 
l, ••• 
73 OTkDTC!1 ~ <-H~XG •RATE• T~RM3 • CPIG • OTROL(Ill 
1 / <T~~Mi/TR(It • CPIG + ~HOXC) 







SUEROUTINE PRNS1 (NI,NO) 
,-
c ... PRI~TiFOf. FIRST SHIFT REACTOR-IN OYMAtlIC 1-2 PL_~NT 
C, • • 
COMMO~/T /TI ME,NFlN, NRUN , . ,. J 
. · c:o:MM()N/ Y/T C:M F ( 21) , Ti; 2 ( 21>, lR3l2-1l}XA.( 34) ,XS (C3), Z2, TRlt ( 21> 
... ch~MON/ ~ /OTOT (21' , OT ROf 2 C 2i, ~ OlRcrrifflHioxA C 3lt.) ,DXS C 9) , OX2, 
.. i . . 0 TR OT 4 C 2 il . r . 
-COMMON /H2C/ TR.i Ni, PSI Ai,. FIN1 (7;) , TRCUT 1, PSI0T1, FOUT1 ( 7) 
80 
t."• 
·-... ·; ). 
.:·' '{ "·.)·~·-. ,' ,.j,', ,' ,,•. ~-
' ',_ ): 




C • • • 













,TKI~2, PSIA2, F!N2(1J, T~CUT~, PSIOT2, FOUT2(7) 
,TR!N3, PSIA3, FINl(7>, TROUT], -PSIOTl, FOUT317J 
. ,T~I~4, PSIA4, FIN4(7l, TRCUt~, PSIOT~, FdUT4(7) 
,TAIN,PAIN,FAI~i7),TAOUT,PAOUT,FAOUT(7J,T1,P1,X1,XL1, 
, T 2, P , , XL 2-
/~ 2 P / NC, I0C7>, STaKC7>, FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON66a, CON3A, 
Y(7J, FATE, NLINE, NPTSS1, NPTSS2,'NVARL, ~UNIT, IP, 
XS1(21,1), XS2(21,1), XM1(21,1>, ACTME, NPTSME, 
STOK1(7), STOK2(7) 
,V~(34l,TAC34l,YAC34),EFF~,FA,DHR,VA!N,YAIN(7), 
VAOUT,YAOUT(7> ,X~A,I!,YS CCJl ,TS<<H ,VS(9l ,XLS(CJl ,PS(9), 
ZFFS,PB,Y8,VB,D~,~A,KH9,XMS,IFLAG,I2~XREF,XL~EF 
NP~T = M~Xu ( NPTSS1,NPTSS2,Nf>TSfiE ) 
IFCNLINE,NE,C> GO TO 50 
C, •• P~INT INITIAL VALUES, 
C • • • 
1S WRITE (~C,1) 
22 1 FO~MATC////1H1,4HTIME,6X,19HSHIFT R~ACTCR NO, 1,EX,12HINITIAL TE~P 
2,~x~11HI~L£T FLOkS/3i,4H{ri~),32X,7H(O~G ~>.sx,1gH(L8 MOLES PER HOU 
2f.U /l 
22 W~ITE mo, 3) TIME, ni::2 CI), FIN2 (! J , I= 1, 7l , CTR2 CI> ,1=8, NPRT) 














C • • • 
:... PRINi SCLUTION 
"' ....... 
~J WRITE (NC '3) 
. . ' . ' 9 FOR~ATC////1H1,4~TIME,6X,19H~HIFT REACTO~ NO, 1,3X,4HTEMP,5X, 
15HFRACT,EX,12HOUTL~T FLOWS/3X,4H(H~),27X,7HCtEG R),4X,~HCONV,3X, 
21'3H(LB t-iCLt::S ?ER HOIIR)/) 
W~1:TE <NC,1D) TIME, <TR2(U ,XS1Cl,1) ,FOUT2CI) ,I=1,7), (TR2[I> ,XS1U,1 
11,1=8,NPRT) . _ 









' .. ~ ... ~ 
, ' <r 
J ,, •• ' 
.• e, 
·I • 
..,,L r :l ,;: 
. 't,'-,' 
~·, • .i : 











C • •• 




SUaROUTI~e PRNS2 {N!,NO) 
P~INT FOR SECOND SHIFT REACTOR IN n1NAMIC H2 ~LANT 
COMMON(T/T I HE,NFI N, NRON 





/H2C/ TRI~1, PSIA1, F!N1(7), TROUT1, P~I0T1, FOUT1(7l 












,T~ I ~3, PSI A3, FIN3 (71 , TROUT~, PSI0T3, FOUT:J (71 
,TRIN4, PSIA4, FIN4(7», TRC~T4, PSI0T4, FOUT4(7) 
,TAIN,~AIN,FAIN(7>,lACUT.PAOUT,F~OUTt7l,T1,P1,X1,XL1,. 
T2,P2,XL2 
/H2P/ NC, 10(7}, STOKC7l, FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON66B, CON3A, 
Y(7), RAT~, NLIN~, NPTSS1, NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 





NP~T = ~AXJ ( NPTSS1,NPTSS2,NPTSM~) 
IFCNLIN~.NE,C) GO TO 50 
C.,. PRINT !N!TIAL·VALUES. 
C • •' 
16 W~ITt(NC,2) 
22 2 FORMAT(////1~1,~HTIME,6X,19HSHIFT ~EACTC~ NO. 2,6X,12HINITIAL TE~P 
1,gx,11HINL~T FLOW~/~X,4H(H~),3~X,7H(niG R),8X,19H(L9 HOLES PER.HOU 
2iU/) 
2 2 W'< IT E (NC, 3) TIM€ , <T F. 3 <I > , FIN 3 < ! ) , I= 1, 7) , lT J; 3 U > , I= 8, NPRT) 













C • • • 
c... PRINT SCLUTICt<: 
I" 
I.I ••• 
50 W~ITE(NC,11) . 
11 FORMAT(////1H1,4H1IME,6X,19HSHIFT ~EACTCR NO, 2,3X,4HTEMP,5X, 
1S'fff<ACT ,EX, 12-HOUTLET. FLCWS/3X,'+H<H~) ,27X,7H(OEG Rl ,'+X,4HCONV,3X, 
.2i19HCL'3 McLi::s PER HCUR>I> · 
· ..... ,-1·.,- ... 'i:,, •, ,-:- . · ·,:· •'·,- · , 
.Jif~[,lE',<N0.,1.J) 1IM::·.,·nR3(Il ,XS2.(I ,1> ,FOUT3(I> ,I=1,7>, (TR'HI> ,XS21I,1 
. ,.J;,;:;,t~.·s:,H~~:tJ .· . . , ·. . 
10.1','FOR.MAT</ ,'tX, F6~ 4, 27X, F7. 2, 3X ,F'S, 3, 4X, 2HCO, 8X, F7 .2/ 
:.1· 34X, F7 • 2, 3X, F S, '3 ,4 X, 3Ht-l20, 7X • F7 e 2/ 
\(2t 34X, F7, 2, 3X,FS, 3 ,4X, 3HCC2, 7X,F7e2/ 
· }3" :_ 34X, F 7, 2, 3X, F S, ~, 4 X, 2HH ~, 8X, F7, 2/ 




,' ,",' : 
1" ~·~/l.:'.· '. 
.,. 



























SUEROUTINE PRNHE CNI,NO> 
C ••• PRI~T FO~ HETH~NATO~ IN OYNAMIC H2 PLANT . 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
,... 
v It t 
C • • • 
C • •• 
co·MMON/T /TIM=' NFIN ,NRUN 
COMMON/V/TEMF(21),TF2(21) 1 TR3(21),XAC34),XS(g),Z2,TR4(21) 
C~MMO~/F/OTOT(21) ,OlkDT2(21l,01RnT3Cl1, ,DXA(34l,OXS(9l,OX2, 
1 OlROT4(21> 
COMMON /H2C/ T~I~i, PSIA1, F!N1<7,, TROUT1, PSIOT1, FOUT1{7) 
t ,TRI~2, PSIA2, FIN2(7>, TRCUT2, FSI0T2, FOUTZ(7t 
3 ,TRI~3, PSI~3, F:N1(7), TROUT3, PSI0T3, FOUT3(7) 
4 ,T~I~~, PS!A4, FIN4(7l, TROUT4, PSI0T4, FOUT4(7l 
5 ,TAIN,PAit-.,FAIN<7> ,TAOUT,PAOUT,FAOUT(7) ,T1,P1,X1,Xl1, 
6 T2, P2 ,XL 2 
COMMON /~2P/ NC, I0<7>, STOKC7l, FTOT!N, C, OHO, CON668, CON3A, 
1 Y(7l, ~ATE, NLI~E, NPTSS1, NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IF, 
2 X51(21,1>, XS2(21,1), X~1(21,1>, ACTM~, NPTSME, 
3 STOK1C7>, STOK2C7l 
4 ,VAC34),TA(34),YA(341,EFFA,Ft,OHR,VAIN,YAIN(7>, 
S VAOUT,YAOUT<7> ,Xt--,A,I1,YS<9> ,1S(9l ,1/5(9) ,XL~(9) ,PS(9), 
6 EFFS,PB,YB,VB,OP,~8,~~B,XMS,lFLAG,I2,XREF,XLFEF 
NPRT. = f'IAXO C ~PTSS1,NPTSS2,~-tPTSME > 
IF"(NLINE.r-E:.·o, GO TO 50 
PRINT INITIAL VALUES. 
WRIT!:' mo,7> 
7 FORMATC////1Hli4HTIME,5X,1~HMETHANATOR,1~X,12HINITIAL TE~P,9X, 
i11HINLET FLO~S/3X,~H(HR),32X~7H(OEG ~,.ex,1qH(L8 M~LES P~R Hau,,, 
WRITC: ( t\C, 3) TIM::, CTR4C·I>, FI;-l4 CU, I=1,7), (TR4 < Il ,I=8,NPRT> 
3 FO~MATC/,1X,F6,4,32X,F7,2,9X,2HC0,8~,~7.2/ 





6 3 ~-){ , F 7 , 2 , 9 X , 4 H C 2 H 9 , 6 >t • F7 • 2 / 
7 ( .3g X ·, I= 7 • 2) > 
R~TURN 
c •• ~ PRINT SCLUTICN 
C • • • 
S O WR I TE ( NC t 1 2 > 12 FO~MAT ( /// / 1H1, 4HTIME, 6X, 10 HM~THANAT09, 1?X., 4HTE~P ,;x ,SHS::~.ACT, 6X, 
112HoUTL:T FLcws13x,,:H rHR> ,21x,1t-i<oE·c; 'in',iiX,4HCONV,3X, 
219~<L3 ~CL~S P~R HOUR)) 


































C • •• 
C • • • 




C • •' 
c ••• 
., 
..., .. . 
~ .. . 




v • • • 

















sua~OUT!KE Y~LOSH ( X, FIN, FOUT) 
SHIFT CC~V~RTOR IN HYDROGEN PLANT 
SU3QOUTI~~ YFLOSH CALCULATSS MOL~ FRACTION ANO FLOWS OF THE CHEH 
SPECIES Al AN ADVANCING PCSIT!ON ALONG THE REATUR FINALLY 
LE'AVIt-.G Y ANO FOUT VECTORS FILLED AT THE OUTLET FROM THE FIRST 
SHI!!T RC:ACTOR, 
FTOTit~ = TOTAL HOLAR FLOW INTO R:'.ACTOR tiNO ~IT IS UNCHANGED THROUC:H 
OUT REACTOR BECAUSE OF EOUAL ~OLES INVOLV!O IN CHEMICAL REACT 
COMMON 
1 
/H2P/ NC, I0<7), STOKC7), FTOTIN, C, UHO, CON&&B, CON3A~ 
Y(7), ~AT~, NLINE, MPTS$1, NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
XS1(2t,1>, XS2(21,1l 2 
OIM:'.NSI C~ X (21, 1>, FIN <7>, FOUT C7) 
XX : X<IP,1l 
00 1 J=1,NC . 
FOliT<J> = FIN(Jt + F!NCU"SlOKCJl·"XX 
Y(J) : FCUT(J)/FTOTIN 
1 CONTI~UE 
RETURN 
Er4 Cl . • 
SU3POUTI~E YFLOME 
C,,, MSTHANAT!ON IN HYDROGEN FLANT 









SU3~0UT!~i YFLOM~ CALCULATES ~OL~ FRACTICN ANO FLO~S OF THE CHEM 
SPECIES AT AN AOVA~CING POSITION ALONG TH~ REACTOij FINALLY 
LC:.~VING Y ANO FOUT' VECTO~S FILLEO AT THE REACTO~ OUTLET 
FTOTIN =· TOTAL MOLAF: FLCW IN'T~ TH~ R!::ACTCR' ANO IT IS CONSIDERED 
, CONSTANT 
' . . . 
CO~MON /H2C/ 'OUMREF<18), OU~FS1(!8l, OU~FS2(18l, 
1 · .. ,, . TRIN, PSIAIN, F!N(7>, TROUT, ·f.SIAOT, FOUT(7) 
:::t::.dt:tt·iON./H2P/. NC, 10(7), STOK(7), FTOTIN, Ct OHO, CON66B, CONlA, 





. - ,:- ",', '·, 
UNT V~RSION Fi8 74 3 · 19114 08/~8/79 
2 XS1(21,1>, XS2(21,1l, XC21,1> •. A.CJ"E, NPT.S, 
. 3- . . STOK1(7>, STOK2<7l 







PO. 1 J = 1 ,NC 
f\OJJ/flJ)_ = f'IN(J). tF,,T.FO_-:'\Ti,_.I~;N~.1., .... ~T.OK,1(J) ... XX + FIN(3)•STOK2(J)_•xx 




SUE~OUTINE R~TESH < TRR l 
C. I. 
C, •• SHIFT CCNVERTOR IN HYDROGEN PLANT 
C • • • 
c ••• suaqoUT!NE RATESH CALCULATES THE R~TE -OF CON~ERSION 
C .. , OF CO IN THE WATEf;..-c;AS SHIFT .R.EACTION 
C," CO + H20 = CO2 + H 2 
C,,, RAiE HAS UNITS CF LB ~OLES OF CO CONV~RTEO PER HR ~U FT OF CAT 
C,,. IP : POINT. I-N ~E-ACTC R For; WHICH PAT~ IS r,ALCULATED 
C,,, NPTS = TCTAL NU~eER CF SFATIAL ~OINTS JN REACTOR 
C •• I 
C.,. INFORt~~T!ON DIVINED FROti GIR':LER 9ULLETI~ ON 
C,,, CATALYST G•3A ~NO CATALYST G-668 
c ••• 
COMMOi~ /H2?/ NC, 10(71, ST01<(7), FlOT!N, C, OHO, CON66~, CON3A, 
1 Y_(7>, ~ATE, ~Llt~::, NPTSS1, ~PTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IF, 
2 XS 1 ( 21 , 1 ) , XS 2 < 21, 1l 
6 0I:1EN5I C~ TRR (21) 
6 REkl K 
6 TR = TRR(IP) 
11 CA~L :aiGAStIO,NC,T~,STOK,C,O~O,EQKIG' 
17 GO TO ( 2, 2, 3 ) , NUNt T 
27 2 K· = ~X0 (1S,95 - 8820,/T~> 
36 RATE= GON3A • K • (Y(1) 4 YC2) - Y(3}~Y(4)/ECKIGl 
S4 RATE= R~T~ • J, 
S6 RETURN 
C, •• FOR CAT G•66E 
S6 1 I< = ~XP(12,88 - 334r,/TR) 
65 RAT~ = CON568 • K • <Y<1>•Y<2> - Y(3,•Y<4)/EQKIGl 
103 RATE= R~T~ ~ 1,E 
105 RE TUR~ 
'10 S ENC 
~- .... 
/S_U3ROtJT INE RATE ME 
, :: -,_:~ • l -; ,,-:, . • 
c ••• 
C,,, M~THANATION IN HYDROGEN FLANT 
' ' 
CI. I 
CI I I 
c ••• 
.... 
I., I e I 
SU3ROUTINE. RATEH: CA LCULAT~S THE ~ATE OF CONVERSION OF ·c·o:'tA·NO CO2. 
JN·THE FOLLOW!NG tETHANATION ~EACTIONS ~ 









































C,,, CO2+ 4H2 = CH4 + 2H20 
C,,, RATE HAS U~ITS OF LS ~OLES OF CO AND CO2 PER HR CU ~T OF CAT 
G, •• 
C tt'• . INFORMAT!.ON [IVINED F.1'0M G!ROL:R BULLET I~ ON HE:THANATION 
C. •• CATAL~STS G-33 ANO G~65 
C • •• 
C • •• 
,.. 
\J • •• 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • ,.. 
"' ... 
c ... 
.COMMON/YlOUM (107> ,TRR (2U , 
COHHON /H2P/ NC, I0<7>, !TOK(7l, FTOTIN, C, UHO, CON66B, CON3A, 
1 Y(7>, ~ATE, NLINE, NPTSS1, NPTSS1~ NVARL, NUNIT, IP, 
2 XS1(21,1), XS2C21,1l, .X(21,1>, ACTME,. NPTS, 
3 STOK 1 (7 l , STOK2 (7) 
R~AL K, l<GIRC 
TR. = TRR (IF) 
K = RATE CONSTANT 
K = 2,30! / 179 ~ KGIRD 
KGIRO =ACTIVITY• ACTIVITY FACTOR - F(T). • G(P) 
ACTIVITY FACTOR WAS C~LCULAT~O IN INITAL, BUl ACTIVITY HUST 
3E CALCULAT~S HEfE SINCE IT IS A FUNCTICN OF TEHP~RATURE 
A>;TIV = ~1S2S38,""EXP(•7556,/TR> 
KGIRD = ~CTIV • ACTHE 
K = a.a06077 • KGl~O 
RATE = K" ( Y(1) + Y(3) t 
RAT~ = R~TE " 0,'4 
RE TUf\N 
ENO 
SU~ROUTIN:: INTALL CY,F,NIJA~L,IPTS,7tTOT) 
OIM.ENSIC~ YCIPTS,NVARl) ,F<IFTS,NVARLt ,E<25t 
H = ZLTOT/FLCATCIPTS-1) 
J = 1 
CAL~ OC:RVL <Y,F,NVA~L,IPTS,J) 
20 00 1J !=1·,NVARL 
Y(J~1,l) = YCJ,IJ + F<J,I)•H 
1u CONTINU:'. 
J;:J+1 
CA LL OE '!;! ~ L ( Y , F , t-t VA F: L , I PT S , J > 
DO 11 I=1,NVARL 
C:(I) = (F(·J,I) - F(J-1,Il)..,H/2, 
Y CJ , ! > = Y (:J , Il + :: < I ) 
11 CO !\·TI NUE 
CALL O~RVL (Y,F,NVARL,IPlS,J) 
IF (J,EC,IFTSl ~ElURN 
Gp. TO . 2·0 
·. ;;N'O 
, 86 
• ,' 'JI 
_, 1' 
,.,,,., ._i: 
'· '"-i: ·, I 
', -.~ ; : :- " ' 
·,Jl ', • 










SU9ROUTt~E DERiL ( XX, [XDL, NV, IPTS, JPT > 
C, '• 
c... SHIFT CONVE:P.TOR IN H'i-DRCGEN PLANT 
C • •, 
... 
I., ••• 
C' '' c ••• 
C • •' 
G • '• 
COMMON/V/TEMF(21),TP.2(21>,TR3(21l,XA{34l,XS(9),Z2,TR4{21l 
COMMON /~2C/ T~IN1, PSIA1, FIN1C7l, T0 0UT1, PSI0T1, FOUT1(7> 
2 ,TRI~2, PSIA2, FIN2(7l, TRCUT2, PSI0T2, FOUT2(7) 
3 , TR.I ~3, FSI A3, FI ~3 (7), T~ CUT 3, PSI0T'3, FOUT3 (7) 
4 ,TRI~lt, f'SIA4, FIN4{7l,. TRCUTI+, PSIOT!+, FOUT4(7·> 
COMMON /H2P/ NG~ ·IOC7l, STOKC7>, FTOTiiJ, C, OHO, CONE,68, CONJA, 
1 Y(7l, f,.ATC:, NLit-.E, 'NPTSS1, NPTSS2, NVARL, NUNIT, IP,. 
2 XS1(21,1), XS2(21,U, X"11<21,U, ACTME, NPTSHE, 
3 ST OK 1 < 7 ) , ST O I( 2 C 7) 
COMMON /IO/ NI, NO 
OIM.~NSIC~ XXC!PTS, NV>, OXOL<IPTS.,NV> 
R!:A L LTCT 
0 AT A AR EA , L l Oi / 21.- 8 , 1 0. / 
DATA AREAM~ / 15,7 / 
IP = JPT 
C,.. CH::CK IF CONV:'.~SION OF CO EXC:'.EOS 10!1 P.E~CENT , RESET ANY EXCESS 
C,., TO 100 PE:R.CE~J' 
12 IF< XX(JPT,1>.LE,1,G) GO TO 15 
21 XXCJPT,U : 1.a 
2o Wfd.TE:·(NC,1) r,U~IT, JPT 
35 1 FOKMAT ( 59H •••••ctUTICN SO IS COMPLETELY :DEPLETED IN UNIT NUMBER 
1• .. ••+ ,!3,5X,5HP0ItiT ,I3) 
35 1S coiTINUE 
C • '• C, •• CALCULAT~ SPATIAL D2RI~AT!VE FOR FRACTIC~AL CONVERSION OF CO 
C • •• 
35 GO TO< 2, 2, 3, 4 >, NUNIT 
C • • • C,,, UNIT 2 IS THE FI~ST SHIFT REACTOR 
"' !_ •••• 
SO 2 CALL YFL CSH ( 'lCS1, FI N2., FOUT? ) 
S3 CALL ~AT:S~ C TR2 > 
55 DXOL(JOTj1) =AREA• RAT~/ ~I~2(1l 
70 RETU~I~ 
70 




C • • • 
"' \J • •• 
c ... 
3 
UNIT 3 IS TH~ SECOND SHIFT REACTOR 
CALL YFLtSh ( XS2~ FIN1• FOUT3 > 
C.A,LL R~:TES'H. ( ·.t'.~f\, .•: '·. : '. ,,' •... 
OXOL .. (JFT,1> ·= AREA·• R'4JE. / .F:J~l<U 
. RETtJR~ ' . ': < '.:.\ .' ' \ I • 
~c::.: 'urm ~ .IS THE CLE/IN ,UP ~~3~.~.ifll!i, 
·f, · ... 
4 CALL 'ffLCHE 
87 
. :- ·,.r··.· 
',' 
. '. \ . •· ·,,: . ~ u} '..' 
. ,·,. •"··:···~ .... ~ .... -...... ·-
UNT VEF.SIO~ FEe 7~ 6 1911ft 08/08/79 
111 CALL RATEHE 
112 OXOL tJPT,1> = AREAME •~ATE/ (FIN4(1) + FIN4(3)) 
131 REiURN . 
131 ENO 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
,.. 
....... 
" v I I I 
C • • • ,.. 
Vt I I 
11 
,.. 
VI I I 
,.. 
., ... 
" V. t t 




C • • • 
SU3ROUTI~E OSS014(XL,XU,N,U,UX,Vl 
SUE~OUTINE OSS014 IS AN APPLICATION OF S~CONO•OROER DI~ECTIONAL 
DIFFcRE~CING IN THE NU~ERIC~L METHOD OF .LINES,· IT IS INTENDED 
SPECIFIC4LLY FOR TH~ A~JLYS!S OF CO~V~CTIV~ SYSTEMS MOOELLEO BY 
FIF<.ST•OR(E~ H'tPERBOLIC P.ARTIAL. O!FF~f::NTIAL ECUA1IONS AS DIS• 
CUSS~D I~ SUEROUTIN: osso12. TH! CO~FFICIENTS OF T~E ~INITE 
OIFF~i<S~C.E AFFROXIMATIONS US::D H:'.R~IN ARE TAKE~ FROM 9ICKLEY, W, 
~., FJ~MULAE FOR NU~E~ICAL OIFFEF~NTIATICN,.THE MATHEMATICAL 
GAZETTE, PP, 19-27~ 191t1, N = 2, ~: 1, P = O, 1, 2. 
DIMENS!C~ U(Nl~UY{N) 
COr~PffT~ THE; COMMON F AClOR FOR ~ ACH FI NIT:'. OIFFER~NCE APP~OXIMATICN 
CQ~TAINif\G TH! ·scATIAL INCRC:t-:~NT, THEN SELECT THE FINITE DIFFER• 
iNC~ AP~ROXiMATICN OEPENOING ON TH~ SIG~ OF V (SIXTH .ARGUMENT>. 
OX=(XU-XL)/FLOATCN-1) 
R2FOX=1,/(2.•0X) 
IF(V,LT.~.>GG TO 10 
c... (1) FINITE OIFF~RE~CE APPROXIMATION FO~ POSITIVE V 



















1( - '3. •U( 1) •4. •u< 2) -1. •u< 3H 
UX C 2) =R 2FOX-• 
1 ( -1. •ut 1) + 0. "'U ( 2) +1, •U( 3)) 
00 1 I=3,N 
UX <I> :R 2FOX• 
1 ( 1, •u u-2> -4. •U(!~1> +3. •u< I» 
COfllTINUE 
RE TURN 
(~> FINIT; OIFF~RENCE APPROXIMATICN FO~ NEGATIVE V 
Nt12=N-2 
oo· 2 I=1,N~2 
ux c n =R 2Fnx• 
1( -3. •UC I> +4. •u(!+1) •1, 4 U(I+2)) 
CONTI~UE 
UX (N•U=R2FOX• 
1( -1. •U<N-2) +O. •U(N-1) , +1. ""U( . NU 
UX(Nl=~2FOX• 
















_.~, 'I '.: '' 















. C • •• 
C • •• 
c ... 
-




C • •• 
C • • • 
..... 
V • • • 
... 
\., ... 
" .., ... 




SUeROUTI~E INITCO lNITIALIZES THE' A es~oeEff AND:', ST~IPPER. 
CgM.f:iON/T /TIM:: ,NFIN,_N~4;~ . 




1 ,YAIN(7) ;VAOUT·,YAOUT(7) ,'J(MA,!1,YS(9>,TS(t3l,VS(9), 
2 XLS(9) ,PS(9),EFFS,PB,Y8,J8,0F,Qa,x~e,xMS,!FlAG,I2, 
3 XR.~F, XLREF . . 
COMMON/H2C/O~M(72JiTAIN.FAIN,FAIN(7>,T,oUT,PAOUT,F~OUT(7>,T1;P1, 
1 X 1., XL 1 , T 2 , P 2, XL 2 
THE TqAY TEMP~~ATURES, LIQUID ANO VAPOR COMPOSITIONS FOR 
A2~0~EER A;~ !tITI.Ll.ZEO IN INITA, 
CALL. IN!TA 
TH:: T;~A Y TEMF:;RATUJ::£S, LIQUID ANO VAPOR ~OMPOSITIONS FO~ STRIPPER 
APE INITIALIZEll IN INITS • 




C ••• SUaRJUTIN~ OERVCO SETS UP TH~ 0£RIVATIVES FOR THE ARSOREER ANO 
C. •• STRIPFER. 
r. •. 
2 CO~M0 11/T/TIME,NFIN,NRUN 
2 C01'1HOIUY/T2:MP(21) ,TL2(2U ,T~:3(21) ,XA(34) ,xscq) ,X2,TR4(21) 
2 COMMON/1=/0TOT (21> ,OTF\OT2C2U ,0Tr-DT3C21> ,CXA(34) ,OXS (9) ,DX2,. 
1 OTROT4 ( 21> 
2 CO H HON/ H ~? INC , IO C 7l • 0 U !1( 1 JS ) , VA C3 4 l , TA ( ~ '+' , Y A ( 3 4 l , E FF A , PA , DH R , VA IN 
1 · , YA I ·td 7t , IJ A OUT , YAO U T ( 7) , X MA , I 1 , Y S ( 9 ) , T 5 ( 9) , VS ( 9) , 
2 llS(~,.~scq),EFFS,P8,YB,Va,oP,q3,XHd,XMS,IFLAG,!2, 
3 X~SF,XLFEF 






c ••• DERVA CALCULATES O~~IVAT!VES OF XA FOR THE A3SOR9Eq 
C • • • 
C •·~· 
c.;. 
C • • • 
C • •• 
CALL OE'RVA 
' . \. ,'.. ' 
DER vs. ,c~.~~U,,LAl§.S. 
1
qE:.falY~Tt·V.IS:· Qf :}~.~Y::.rPJltr~~os+JI,QN_.·-A~ .. Q 
. ~E'BOIL'E·rrI::,Q~iP.O.S.lJ,tJ:9N .Fq~ J!i?'..;;,S·l~Jg\PE~/ · . _ .· : .. · . 




.', . .( 
.. I' 
·, I 
UNT VERSION FE8 1•·a 19&1~ 06/06/79 
C • •• 
c ... , 
C • • • 
.SUBl<OUT ~NS PRNCO (NI ,NO) 
. 
. 
PRINT FCR ~02 ABSORBER IN' OYNAMtC H2 PLANT 
6 COHMdN/T/TtHE,NFIN,NRUN 
6 COM~0~/YIT2MF(21),TR2(21l,T~3(21l,XA(34),XS(9liX2,TR4(21) 
& COMMON/ F /OTOT (21 > , OT ROT 2 < 2U , OT ROT 3 ( 2U ,OX At 34) ,DXS ( q), DX2, 
1 OTRDTlt (21> 
& COMMON /H2C/ T~IN1, PSIA1, F!N1<7>, T~OUT1, PSIOT1, FOUT1(7J 
2 ,TRIN2, P,SIA2, F!N2(7), TROUT?, PSIOT2, FOUT2(7) 
3 ,TRIN3, PSIA3, FIN3(7l, TRCUT3, PSI0T3, FOU13(7) 
4 ,TRI~4, PSIA4, FIN4(7l, TRGCT4, PSI0T4, FOUT4l7> 
5 ,TAIN., FAIN,FAIN(7) ,TAOJ.)J,~AOUT,FAOUT<7l ,T1,P1,X1,XL1, 
6 T2,P2,XL2 · · ~ 
COMMON /H2P/ NC, 10<7>, STOK(7), FTCTIN~ OHO, CON663, CON3A, 
1 'H7> , J;ATE, NL It~E, ~~ PTSS1, NPTSS2, NVAR. L, NUN IT, IF, 
2 XS~(21,1l, X$2(21,1>, XM1C21,1), ACTH~, NDTSME, 




6 NP~T = ~AXJ < NPY.SS1, NPTSS2 ,NPTSME ) ' 
13 ±rcNLINE,NE,C) GO TO 50 
c ... 
c... PR!NT IN!T !AL VALUES, 
C • • • 
16 W~ITE(NC·,41 
22 ~ FORMAT<//// 1H1, 4HTI"'1 E, 6 x. 2 SHGO? A esow.eE.fi (ISOTHERMAt t, gx, 12HC02 IN 
1 VAPO~t1EX•1~HCOZ IN LI0UI0,12X,11HI~LEt FLOWS/3X,~HCHR>,6X, 
22SHA~S0R~ER T~MF 693~0 OEG ~,4X,8HA2SORE~R, 6X,8HSTRIPPEF,6X, 
38H~BS0R8~R,6X,8HSl~IPFER,4X,1gH(L3 M0L~S PER HOUR)/13X, 
425HST~I~FEij T~MP f>~g,7 D~G ~,4C2t,12H1MOLE FRACT))/J · 
2 2 WR I TE (.N C , 6 > TIM i::: , <YA C I> , Y S < I) , X A C Il , XS f I > , FA I N ( I) , I= 1, 7) , V H 8) , 
1 VS [&) , X A ('6) , XS ( 6 > , :V ~ ( g > , Y S ( 9) , X AC 9l ,)(S ( 91 ·, ( YA (I) , XA ( IJ , I= 10, 3ft) 







C • • • 
C... PRINT SOLUTICN 
C • • • 
SC 'WRIT2(NC,8l 
c ••• 
8 FORMAT ( //l / 1 H1, If H TI MC:, 6 Y., 2SHC 02 A ~so~. EEF <I SCTH ERMA L), 7 x, 
112Ht02 I~ VAFOR,1fX,13HC02 1N LIQUI0.12X,12HOUTLET FLOWS/3X, 
i4Y<HR),3~X,8HA3SOR5ER,6X,8HST~IP 0 ~~,6X,f~A~S0~8E~,5X,SHSTRIPPER, 
3t4X,1gH(LG MOL~S P~~ HOUR)/3qX,4C2X,12H(~OL~ FRACT))/1 
WR I TE: < ~ C , S ) ·THE , ( Y A (1 > , Y S C Il , X A <I > , XS < I> , FA OU T <I ) , I= 1 , 7 t , 
1 (YA (!) , YS CI> , XA < U , XS .U l , I= 8, 9 l , (YA < ! h X t< !l , I= 1:l, 3 41 
6 F0RMAT(/,1X,F5,4,2SX,4Cf.X,F6.4), 6X,~HCC,8X,F7,2/ 
1 · 35X,4(8X,F6,41, 6X,3HH2C,7X,F7.2/ 
2 35X,4(SX,F6.~), 6X,3HCC2,7X,F7,2/ 
3 ,35j,,(6X,F6.4), 6X,2~H2,8X,F7,2/ 
l+.: 35,X, 4 ( 8X, F6. 4) , 6 X, 2HN 2, 8 )(, F7, 2/ 
5 35X,~(8X,F6,4), 6X,lHCH~,7X,F7,2/ 
fr_. 35X,4(8X,F6,!+l, 6X,4HC2t,;6,6X,F7.2/ 
:.7
8







. ~ '·/ ' 






C • •; 
(· 
C •.. SU3"uUTI~E I NITA INIT IA LI ZES THE A BSOR.BEf.e 
C • • • 
2 COMMON/T/TIM£,NFIN,NRUN 
2 CO:~MJN/Y/T~MP(2tl ,TF2(21) ,TR3(21) ,XIH34) ,xscg1~·x2,TR.4(21) 
2 COMMON/F/OTOT(21>,DTROT2C21l,01Q~T3(21),CXA(34J~OXS(9),0X2~ 
1 n1ROT4 (21) . . 
2 COMMON/H2P/NC,!0(7),0UM<10S> ,VAC34) ,TAC34) ,YA(34) ,EFFA,FA,OHR, AIN 
1 ,YAif\C7> ,VAOUT,YAOUT(7) ,XMA,11,YS (<;>,T~C9) ,VS(C:l, 












2 0 PAO Ol :'P A 
21 
C," 
C," I1 = THE NUM~=:'.~ CF TRA'1S IN TH~ A·iJSORE!E~· 
C • • • 
... 
I., ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C," 





" v • • • 








C • • • 
"" v • • • 
C • • • 
C • •' 
G • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 










MOLE FRACTION OF CO2 IN STR~AH 1 
MOLA; FLOW OF SOLU1ION IN STREAM 1 
TC~F~RATURE OF STREAM 1 









~OLE F~A;TION OF CO2 IN STR~A~ 2 
MOLA~ FLOH OF SOLUTION IN ST~EAM 2 
T~HF~~AlURE OF ST~EA~ 2 
(L9MOLES/HR) 
( o:::G RJ 
VAIN= MCLAR FLOW RtTE OF RAW GAS £NTERitG THE AaS~RBER 
(LBMOL.ES/HP.> 
TAIN= T:HPEF:ATUriE .OF RAW GAS ENTERnlG THE AESORBER (OE:G R) 
YArtHI> = t-iOL~ · FRACT IOt-- CF Iif.t COMPONENT IN RAH GAS 
£~TERI~G THE A6SOR9ER 
VAOUT= KOL~R FLOW ~ATE OF STRIPPEO GAS (EAVI~G 
TH:. A3SORBE~ (L9MOLES /HR) . 
TAOUT= TE~PERATURE OF STRIPPED GAS LEAVING 
THE ·AiJSORBEP. (0:'.G Rl 






.. - -t 
,,t-" 
;, 



























C • • • 
·c ••• 
C • • • 
" vttt 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • •• 
c ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 
"' t., ••• 
,,. 
;,i • •• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
c ••• 
LEAVING THE ABS0R3E~ 
' . 
XA t J>:: MOLE F~ACTION OF.CO2 IN THE 
SOL~TION CN JTH i~Aj IN THE ABS~~BER 
~OLE FRACTION OF. CO2 IN THE VAPOR 
PHA.SE .ON JT-H TRAY IN THE A:9SORBER 
TEHPERA7URE OF JTH ·T:RAY IN T:H.E 
YA<J>:= 
TA ( Jl = 
VA CJ)= 
4BSORBER . 
MOLA~ ~ACOR FLOW F~OM JTH TRAY (LBMOLES/HR) 
lN THE A3SORBER 
OHR= HEAT OF .R~ACTI ON (BTU/L6 MOLE) 
EFF A= HURPHJ;EE :'.F'7ICIEt~CY OF A es·oR!iER lRAY 




XL2 = XL1 
00 2 I=1,I1 
YACI>=O.O 
VA<!>=O,Q 
XA (Il =J ,0 




SU3f:OUT I~E. I"~ITS 
SUBROUTIN~ !NITS INITIALIZES THE STRIPPE~. 
COMMON/T/TI~E,NFIN,NRUN 
C0f"'.MON/Y/T::~iP(21> ,TF:2(211 ,TR3C21) ,XA(34>,XS(gJ,X2,TR4(21> 
CO~MON/F/OTOT(21>,DTROT2(21),0TRDT3(21>,tXA(3~),0XSt9>,0X2, 
1 OTROTl+ (21) 
COMMON/H2P/NC,IO·C1) ,DUM(1J5),VA(~4),TA(·34),YAt34>,EFFA,PA,PHQ,VAIN 
1 ,YAINC7) ,VAOUT,YAOUT(7> ,XMA,I1,YSC9),TS(CJ),VSt9>., 
2 XLS(9),~S(~l,EFFS,Fe,va,ve,cF,Q~,XME,XMS,IFLAG,I2, 
3 X'~~F,.XLP.EF 
COM MO~/ li2 C / 0 t' M (7 2 > , i /..IN, PA IN, FA I~~ C 7 l , TAC l!·T , PA CUT, r: ~ 0 UT (7) , T 1 , P 1, 





PCC2=PH2c•A1 <1, O•/d .. 
?.3?= PH 20 +PC O 2 
MURPHP.EC: EFFICIE~C-Y OF REB,OILE~ IiS, 0,5 
OP;O • 2 
,.. 
~... . .
 '. ::;..t .,'·.',:' ,··.,. -.-;:/,\: : ..
C • .. , I2= THE: NUMB.ER OF Jf:AY:S :IN iTH£ c'STR:IPPER. · 
• .- ,- ·,,:. , .•• 11_• ·'-·: •. ,•.







. ~-;/,' · .. 
' :',' '-~ 
.UNT \E~SION FEa 74 3 1~&14 08/08/79 
c ... 
C,,, EFFS= MURPHREE EFFICIENCY.OF STRI~PSR TRAY 
C .. ,· P3= ~:: 90I LE R OP:'.RAT ING PRci:SSURE' (PSIA> 
C .. , DP= T~ AY PRESSU~E IJROP IN THE STRI"PE~ (PSI). 
c ... 
C, .. TS<I>= 
C ... · PS <Il= 
C,.. XS ( Il = 
C • • • 
C. •• YS < Il = 
C '" C,.. VS (I>= 
c ... 
~ 
. , ... 
c ... 
TEMPERATURE: OF.ITH TRAY IN THE STRIPPER 
PR~SSUER· · OF ITH TRAY IN THE STR! FPER 
MOLE fRAC1ION ~F no2 IN THE SOLUTION 
CN.TH~ ITH TfAY IN THE STRIPPER 
MOLE FRACTION OF CO2 IN THE VlPOA ON 
THE 1TH T~AY !NTH~ STRIPPER 
MOLAR VAPOR FLOW FROM ITH TRAY IN THE 
STRIPPER 
C,,, Q3= REEOILE~ HEAT .LOAn <STlUHRl 





VI I I 
c ... 
c ... 
CALCULATE REBO!LER HEAT LOAD ASSUMING~ SCF CF CO2 STRIPPED/LB 
OF ST~AM I~ THE RESOILER 
27 QB = XL1 • (X1 - X2) • <311, / 5, 




44 TS <.1> =T 2 
1+7 PS ( 1) =P E•DP 
5 3 00 1 I= 2, I 2 
55 XS (I) =X2 
6 G TS f Il =T 2 
6 3 1 PS <!).=PS {!-1)•DP 
73 00 2 I=1,I2 
75 YS<I>=o,, 
,77 2 VS(I)=O,O 
10S XM3=873,~3188 




"" I., ••• 







.J • •• 
· CO~M0~/1/TIH~,NFIN,NRUN 
COMMO~/Y/T~MF(~1l,TR2(~1>,T~3(21l,XA(34),XS(9),X2,TR4<!1l 
COMMON/F/OTOT(21) ,DTRDT2(21) ,DTROT3(~U ;cxAt34) ,DXS(9) ,DX2, 
1 OTRCT4C21) 
, .co,otON/,H2P/NC,I0 (7), OUf-l (10~), VA ( 34) , TA ( 311), Y ~ (31t), EFF'A, Pt., OH~, VAIN 
i' -· ,.YAltd7) ,IIA01Jl,YAOUT(7'.) ,XMA,J1,YS.<9t,TSf9t,VS(9), 
i XLSC9>,PS(Sl,EFFS,PB,Y9,V~,OP,Q8,XM3,X~S,IFLAG,I2, 
-:3 ... , _ ··" .. ><~::F,XLREF .. · . 
COMMO.N/H2C'/Ol"M ( 7? >, T AIN,s: AI N,FA!~ (7) t rA CUT, PA OUT ,FA OUT (7) t T1,Plt 
ii,.'.::;·;,,-::<,~::> X1,XL1.,T2,P2,XL2 . · · . . 






' .. _ .. • . 
. .-. :-:-
'· .. - ,., (\• 











C • • • 
C • •• 
C • • • 
C • •.• 
SUBROUTI~E ABSORB CALCULATES THE TRAY VAPOR COMFOSITIONS 
FOR G!Vi::N TRAY LIOUIO COMPOS!T!ONS. 
CALL AffSORB 
OX.A (1) = CX.Li " X2 + VA (2) • YA (2) - XL1 • lAU> • VA(11 • YA·(U I 
1/XMA . 
00 1 I = 1, 32 
J = ~4 - I 
OXACJ) = (Xl1 • XACJ-1) + VA(J+1) • YA(J+1) 
1 - XL1 • XA(J) • VA(J) • Y~(J) ) / XMA 
1 CO~TIN!JE 
II=I1•1 




CXL1 • X4C1Il +VAIN• YAIN(3) 
- XL1 • X1 - VA(I1) • YA(I1) ) / XHA 
SUEROUTINE DERVS 
C • •. suarxoUTI ~:: DE RVS Ci.LCULATSS THE o;:RI VATI VES OF XS (I) ANO. X2 FOR 
C. •• THE STRIPPE~. 
C • • • 
2 COMMON/T/TIM~,NFIN,NRUN 
2 CQ;1MOtUY/TSMF(21l ,H-i2(21) ,TR3(2U ,XA(34·l ,XSC9>.X2,TR4(21l 
2 COHMO~/F/OT01(21) ,DTROT2f~1),0TRnT](21) ,CXA(34>,0XS(9),0X2, 
1 OTRnT4<21l 
2 CO~MON/H2P/NC,I0(7),DU~C10Sl,VAC34l ,TAC~4),YAC34>,EFFA,FA,OHQ,VAIN 
1 ,YAIN(7) ,VACUT,YAOUT<7>,XHA,I1,VS(9l,TS(9) ,VSC9), 















C ••• SUEROUTIN~ STRIP CALCULATES T~~ ST~IPF~R TRAY VAPOR 
C, •. co~1 PO SI T!Ot~ S FJ~ GIVEN LI QUID C OMPOSITI o~s. 























·C • • • 
C • • • ,., 
v •I• 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 
"' I., ••• 
c ... 
G • • • 




C • • • 
C • • • 
"' " ... 
C • • • 
" u ••• 
,.. 1.1,,. 
C • • • 
c ... 
c ... 






C • • • 
.., 
v • • • 
C," 








VI I I 
G • •• 
C • •• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ... 






SU3ROtJlINE A8SORB· CAL°CULA:t.ts .1'~AY VA.POR COMPOSITIONS A
1NO Fl20W 
RAT:'.S FOR THE A-sso'Ref~ ·hsstiMING CONSTANT TEMPER.ATUF..E 'tHROtfoHOUl· 





COMMON/ H2P /NC, ID ( 7), OUM (10 5) , V.4 C 34 l., TA ( 31.tl, YA (34) , :'.FFA, PA, OHR, VAIN 
1 ,'f.~IN(7) ,VAOUT,Y·~OUT(7l ,.X~A,!1,YSC9l ,TS(9) ,VS(9), · 
2 XLS(9l,PS(9l,E~FS,?B,V9,VE,nP,QS,XM9,XHS,I~LAG,I2, 
J XR::F, )(LREF 
COMMON/ H2C/0~'1 (72>, TAI~, PAIN, FAIN C7l, 1 ACUT, PA OUT, FA OUT <7>, Ti, Pi, 
1 X1,XL1,T2,Pa,xL2 
GAS P~AS; IS ASSU~EO TO CONSIST 
OF CO, H20, CO2, H2, N2, CH4~ AND C2H6. 
Sil~C:: CO, H2, CH4, C2Hc, ANO 1~2 00 ~iOT · DISSOLVE IN 
SOLUTION, TH::: ~IXJUFE OF CO, H2, C2H6, N2 
ANO CH4 IS TR~ATEO AS INERT GAS 
COMPONENT IN T~E VA~O~ PHASE /'-" . 
STREAM 1= RICH CARPONATE 50LUT!ON FRCM ABSORBER TO 
FL A SH OP.UM 
X1= MJLS FRACTION OF CO2 IN ST.REAH 1 
XL1= ~CLA~ FLOW OF SCLUTIO~ IN STREAH 1 <LBMOLES/HR) 
T1= T~~F~RATU~E OF STREAM 1 <DEG R) 





~OLE FRACTICN OF CO2 !N STREA~ 2· 
~· OLA~ FLOW OF SOLU.T ION IN ~·TP_E:At1 2 
TEMF~~ATU~i OF STR~A~ 2 
<LBl10LES/H!U 
( DEG RI 
~AIN= NCL~R FLOW ~tTE OF ~kW GAS ENTERI~G THE Aeso~eER 
(Lt3MOL~S/.HR) 
TAIN= TSMFERATUF! OF RAW GAS ENT~RING THE ABSORBER (DEG RI 
VAIN(!)= MOLE FRACTION CF !TH COMPONENT IN RAW GAS 
ENT~RI~G 1HE AeSJ~aE~ 
VAOUT= ~OLAR ~LCW RAlE OF STRIPPED GAS LEAVING 
T'"'~ A8S0~8~J;·, (L8MOL ES/HR) 
T.~OUT= TfJ1PE~ATU~F.: OF SUUPPF-0 GAS LEAVING .. 
.. THE A9SOR8:~ {DEG Rl 
YAOUT <l>= MOL:! FP.,~CTIO~ OF. lTH CO~PONE~T I~. ~JR,F»PECl G.AS .: 
· LEA'IING THE. AaSOR3ER , - , . 
EFF A= . MUR.i>H,REE EFFI.C,IE~PY OF. A~S()tBE.R TRlY ·. 
PA= A3-SCR:3C:R OFEJ<.All·NG: FRiSSU~·E .. (PSI;_, 




JE"S!ON FEB 7L. 3 19114 06/~B/79 
c ••• XA(Jl= MOLE F~ACTION OF CO2 !N THE 
C... SOLUTION ON JTH TRAY IN THE· ABSORBER 
c ••• YACJ>= r-'OL£ FRACTION OF CO2 IN THE VAFO~ 
c... PHASE ON JTH TRA~ IN T~E AB~OR8tR 
C ••• TACJ>= TEMP~RATURE OF JTH TRAY IN T~E 
C... A9SOReER 
C. •• VA CJ)= MOLAR VAFOR FLOW FROM JTf:i T~AV tLBMOL:ES/HR) 
C. •• !N THE Al3S~RBER 
c •.. 
c ••• 
" v••• CALCULATE THE RAW GAS COMPOSITION FROM CC~FONE
NT FLOW RATES 
C • • • 
2 VAIN=O. 0 
3 DO 15 I=t~~C 
5 15 VAIN=VAI~+FAINtI> 
13 DO 16 I=1,NC 
14 16 YAI~(!l=FAI~<Il/VAI~ 
C • • • 






CALCULATE TRAY VAPJR ANO SOLUTION 
COMPOSITION.USING MAT~RIAL BALANCE 
UP Tri2 COLUMN, 
23 oo· 1 I=1,11 
25 J=I1+1-I 
C • • • 
. ' 
C ••• CALL THE SU8ROUTIN~ THAT CALCULATES THE ~QUILIBRlUM 
G. •• JAFO~ GOM?OSITIOtd'fX) 
C • • • 
27 CAL~ EQU!L(YX,XA(J),TA(Jt,PA) 
" i., ••• 
C.,, CALGULAT~ YA(Jt FO~ A GIVE~ 
C. •• XACJ) USINr; MU~PHKC:€. TRAY ::FFICIENCY 
c ••• 
3S IFCI.:::n.1) YA(J):(1,-EFFAr•vAIN(3)+EFFA•VX 
50 IF(!,NZ,1> YA<J)=(1,-EFFA>•YACJ+1)+EFFA•lX 
C • • • 
·~ 
"' ... CALCULATE VA<J> USING MATERIAL BALANCE 
C • • • 64 VA(J)=VA!N•(1.-Y~IN(3ll/C1,-YA(J)) 
c ... 









v • • • ADJUST THE VALUE OF YAOUT(3l ... Vee e 
C • • • 2 YAOUT<3>=Y.A(1) 
C • • • C.,. ClLCULATE THE COHPOSITIC~ ANO CO~PON~NT FLOW RATES.OF 
C ••• SWiETENEC GAS, ·· ··· 
C • • • CC= u. -Y fl OUT <3> > / (YAIN··(~·1l'/,f:Y:AINJ2l+YAlN(itl +·YAINl5) +YAINJ6'l +;VAIN (7> I 
DO 11 I=1,2 .. <>,:'/\',· .. ;/<··; ·· ... : · ... ·· · .. _. :,·.· .. ; .. ·. 
11 YAOUT<I>=CC•VUN(Il .. . . 
DO 13 . I = t+ , ~ C 
13 YAJurcI>=CC•YAIN(I) 





, :_1_. ;·, 
,,· 























VI I I 
c ... 
C • • • 













" \1 I I I 
t' 
\.I I I I 
C, .. 
C • • i 
,.. 
'- ... 
C • • • 
·"' I., ••• 











SU8ROUTI~E ST~IP.CALCULATES THE STRIPFER T~Af VA~OR CO"POSITIONS 
ANO FLCW kJTES ASSU~ING CONSTA~T TEMPE~ATUR~ IN THE STRIPPER, 
COMMON/Y/T='.MF(~1> ,TR2(2U ,T~3(21l ,XA.f14l ,XS{9l,X2,TR'4<2U 
COMHO~/FIOTD1(21) ,07ROT2C21>,0T~OT!(2!) ,CXA(34l,OXS(9),0X2, 
1 OTROT4 < 21) 
COHMON/H2F/NC,!!J(i) ,OUMU05) ,VA C1l+> ,TA(34> ,YA(34) ,~FFA,PA,OHR,VAIN 
1 ,YAINC7> ,VAOUT,VAOIJTf7l ,XMA,I1,YS(9>,TSC9) ,VS(9), 
·2 XLS19)~PS(9),EfFS,PB,YB,VB,~~.ae,XM8,XMS,1~LAG,I2, 
3 X~:'.F, XL~:EF 
COMMON/H2C/DMMC72),TAIN,PAIN,FAIN(7),TAOUT,PAOUT,FAOUT(7l,T1~P1, 
1 X1,XL1,T21P2,XL2 
STREAM 1= RICH CARBONATE SOLUTION FRC~ A~S0R3ER TO FLASH ORUM 
Xi= ~OLE FFACTION OF CO2 IN STREAM 1 
XL1= ~OL~R FLOW OF SOLUTION IN STREAM 1 
T1= -TErFERATURE OF STREAM 1 
P1= PRESSURE 0~ STREAM 1 
CL8HOL~S/HR) 
( OEG Rl 
CPS IA> 





MOLE FRACTION OF CO2 IN STREAM? 
,OLA; FlOH OF SOLUTION IN ST~EAH 2 
T~~F~RATti~E OF STREAM 2 -
tLBMOLES/H~l 
( DEG Rl 
cFFS= HUR 0 HR:E ~FF!CIENCY OF ST~IPP~R TRAY 
Pa= ~::qoILE~ OPERATING PRl:SSURE (PSIA) 
DP= TrA~ PRESSUR~ G~OF IN THE STRIPPER (PSI) 
IFLAG=2 
CALCULATE TH~ ~:AO!LE~ VAPOk COHPOSITIO~ ANO PRESSURE 
~Q~ AGIVEN R£30ILER TEMPERATURE AND SOLUTION CO~FOSITION 
. C:ALL TH: SU3ROIJTINE THAT CAlCll. AT~S THE: E_QU·ILI8RI-U,i1 V~P,OR d'o}t'fOSITION . - ... _- ,. . . -· ... 
4 11 PJ.t20=WATV<T2,1,) 
1l _ CALL i~UIL<YX,X2,T2,1,> 






. ,/ ' 
















C. I I 
c ••• 









v • • • 
C. I. 
c ••• 
C • •• 
c ••• 
c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
I" 
v t t I 
c ••• 
C • • • 
,.. 
u ••• 
C • • • 
?3=PH20+PC02 
Y8=PC02/P8 . 
MU~Pi-iR_E:E f:FFICIE~CY OF RE.BOIL~R IS 0.5 
, 
YB= HOLE FRACTICN OF CO2 IN VAPO~ PHASE IN THE RE90Il.ER 
TS(ll= TEMPERATURE OF ITH T~AY IN TH~ STRIP?ER 
PS(!)= FR£SSUER OF ITH TRA '1 IN THE STRIFPER 
XS(!)= ~OLE FRACTION GF co~ IN THE SOLUTION 
CN THE ITH· TRAY IN. THE STRIPPER . 
lS(I)= MOLE F~ACTIO~ OF CO2 IN THE VAPOR ON 
THE IT~ TRA~ IN THE STPIPPER 
VSC!l= MOLAR VAPOR FLOH FROM.ITH TRAY IN THE 
STRIFPER 




CALL TH~ SUBRCUTIN~ THAT CALCULATSS VS ANO THE COMPOSITION 
OF VAPOR l C:A·VING THE 1S T TRAY 
PS ( 1) =P·c·DP 
CALL VAPFLW(V3,XLS<1) ,XS(U ,YSCU ,Y3,PSU)) 
I3=I2•1 
OD 3 I= 1,t3 
CALL THE SUB~O!ITr'N= THAT CALCULATES THE VAPQl( FLOW RATE 
F~OM ITH TRAY ANO THE CCMPOSITION OF THE VAPOR LEAVING 











C • • • 















. c •... 
DHR=135G~.O 
VS(I2>=C~/(YSCI2>•0HR•<1.0·YS(I2>l•OHV(T2)t ,.. 
XF = ~OL~ FR~CTION CF CO2 IN THE SOLUTIC~ LEAVING 
THE FLASH ORUM 
XLF: MOLA~ FLOW RATE OF SOLUTION STREAM 
LEAVI~G THE FLAS~ OPU~ CLB~CLES/~R) 
YF = MOLE FRACTION OF CC2 !N THE VAPOR 
L~A'JI~G THE FLA.St' OPUH 
VF= MOLA~ FLOW RAT~ OF VA?OR .LEAVIN~ 
THE FL ASH. DRUM C LBMOLES/HR'l 
CALL TH~ suar;o.urrt.t:: THAT CALCULATe::s TH=.: lEMP~RATV~E 
' ' ' ' ' . , 
' • • -
' . 
_.,., )..c ,~ ... , ' 
ANO COMPc:srT:IONS OF-lHE SOLUTlON ANO VAPCR LE·AV:!N,G . 
' THE REFLUX' lfRlJM . -
/ . . .. •. .. ·~ ;, ', . ' ,:,,,,.:,__,. . 
CA LL J:LASH ( X 1, XL 1,T1, Pi, XF, XLF', Y F,:V.F:,:F~S'(Il> .- . 
: ' . ' ... '··,:~·~ '·!·;;\."'~- '· ")• ~ ·. 
· XREF· = MCLE: FRACTIOM CF CO2 .IN THE ::Rt~~UX ;SOLUTlON 












C • •• 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 






C • • • 





C • • • 
.. 
v • • • 
C • •' 
c ••• 
C • • • 




C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 




v I e I 
C • • • 
11 














XLREF~)(Lf+ (1.-YF> •VF +VS (I2) • U. •YS (12)) 
6 RtiURN . . . 
-:•-''.I' 
'ENO 
S'UEROUTI~E VAPFL W (V!., XL I1, XI 1, YI1, VI, PI 1> 
SUB~OUTI~E VAPFLW CALCULATES VAPO~ FLOW RATE F·RoH THE ITH TRAY ANO 
COM.::>CSITIONS OF SOLIJTION AND VAPOR L::AVING THE (l+1lTH Tl<AY FOR 
ISCT~Ef:MAL STRIPPER. 
COMMO~/T/TIHE,NF!N,NRUN 
C0Hh0:~/V/T:M 0 <2"1) ,T~.2(21) ,TR3C21l ,X~C34) ,XS(9t,X2,TR4(21l 
COMMO~/F/DTOT(21)~0T~DT2(21>,0TROT3(21),0XAC14) ,OXS(gl,OX2, 
1 DTRO"T4(21' 
COMMON/H2?/NC,I0(7), OUM UOS> ,VA (~4) ,TA(3'4) ,YA (3'4) ,~FFA,FA,OHR,VAIN 
1 ,VAIN<7> ,VAOUT,YAOUTC7> ,XMA,!1,YC:(9>,TSt9>,VS(9t, 
2 XLS(9liPS(9),EFFS,PB,Y9,Va,cF,QJ,XM3,XHS,IFLAG,I2, 
3 X~!F,XLREF 
COt!:10N/ H2C /Of'tH72 > , TA It,, FA IN, FA IN (7) , TAC UT, ?~OUT, F AOUT (7), Ti, Pi, 
1 X1,XL1,T2,P2,XL2 
STREAM 2= LEAN CAQ80NATE SOLUTION FROM STRI~PER 
1'0 A 8SOf<8ER 
)(2: MOL~ FRACTION OF CO2 IN STR~ AM 2 
XL2= MOLA~ FLOW OF SOLUTION IN STREA~ 2 (LBHOL£S/HR) 
T2= "TEMFE~AlURg OF STREAM 2 (DEG R) 
EFFS= MURPHR~2 EFFICIE~CY OF ST~IPPER TRAY 
OHR= H~AT OF ~EACTION <eTU/LB HOLE) 
Qi.i =f.i.: ~OIL~~ H.:AT· DUTY< ETU/HR) 
VI = MCLAR VACQR FLOW RATE F~O~ !TH TRAY <La MOLES/HR) 
YI = HJLE F'R~ClI9N OF CO2 ItJ THE VAPOR PHASE 
LEAVING T~E ITH TRAY 
ZI = MOLAO FLOH RATE OF CO2 I~ TH~ VAPO~ 
PYAS~ LEAVING ITH T0 AY (~5 MOLES/HR) 
ZZI = ~CLAR FLOW ~ATE OF ~20 IN THE 
.VAFOP PHAS~ LEAVING ITH TR~Y (LS ~CLES/HP) 
OHH=1350~. 
FUijCTION OH~ CALCUL~TES TH~ HEAT OF VAPO~I2ATICN OF WATE~ 
VI=08/ < YI•OHR+C1, •YI l.~OHV <T2> I 
c~L. cuLAT: PRO.CEss FL.ow, RA1ts. Ano' c·o-~~os11:1 mfs .. 
·us-ING. MATC:RIAL aALANC,Es · · /''· • < ... > · .,,,, ,,., '; :· · 
ZI=\JI •YI 
ZZI= \I.I~ ZI 









I•, •• _.~ 














C • •• 
,.. 
\., ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • •• 





C • • • 
c ••• 
C • •• 
c ... 
C • • • 
<I•1>TH TRAY <LB MOLES/HR) 
XI1 = ~OLE FRACTION OF CO2 IN TH2: SOLUTICN 
LEAVING <I•1lTH TRjY <LEMOLES/HR) 
YI1 = MOLE FRACTIOi OF rib~ IN THE VAPOR 
PHDS.E L~AVING <I+1> TH TRAY. 
XLI1=VI +XLz-·zI 
IF IFLAG=1 TH~N THE CCMPOSITON OF C!•1lTH TRAY 
CALCULATED USING THE COMPO~EiT MATERIAL EALANCEe 
IF(!FL.AG. i::O. 2·> GO TO 10 
XI 1= ( XL 2" X 2 + VI .. VI l /X !.. I 1 
·coNTINUE 
CALL THE SU8ROUTIN~ THAT CALCULATES ~QUILI9~IUM VAPOR COMPOSITIO~ 
CALL EQU!L(YX,XI1,T2,PI1> 
G,., CALCULATE YI1 USING MUf.FHRC::E Tf;AY E'FFICIENCY 
C • • • 
C • •• 
C • • • 
" "' ... 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 




VI I I 
c ... 
... 
v • • • 
,.. 
VI I I 
G • • • 
·"' I.I ••• 
c ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 





THIS su~;ouTIN! CALCUlAT~S THE T£H~~~ATURE OF THE STREAM LEAVING 
THE FLJSH. O~UM, THIS CAN ~E OONE B~CAUSE TH£ PRESSURE OF THE 
STFEA~ L=AVI~G THE FltSH ORU~ IS ~QUAL TO THE PRESSU~E OF T~E 
STRSA~ iNTi~ING THE STRIPP~R. VAPOR•LIQUIO ECUILI9RIU~ IS 
ASSUME[ TO PREVAIL THFOUGHOUT T~E FLASH DRUM. SO 9Y GUESSING 
T~MPfRaTURiS e~TW~EN 11 (T~MPE~ATU~E CF STREAM 1,· RICH CARBONATE 
30LUTICN FROM ASSJR8ER TO FLASH ORU~) AN~ (T1 • 10Q), PRlSSURE 
OF WAT~R ANO PRESSUR£ OF CJ2 CAN g~ CALCULATED. WHEN THE 
CO~R~CT TEMPERATURE HAS 3E~N S~L~C~EO, THE SU~ OF PARTIAL 
PR~SSU~ES OF H20 ANO CO2 L~AVlNG TH; FLASH O~UM WILL eE EQUAL 
TO THE p~~ssu~=: £1·,TER.!NG THE ST~!OPC:R. 0~~£ THE TEHPERATU~E 
IS KNCWN, t-Jl .. A~ FLO\ol ~A.Y~ OF' \IAPOR l:'.AVItJG THE FLASH O~UH (VF), 
~OLE F;ACTION CF CO2 IN THAT STREAM <~F), MOLAR FLOW RATE OF 
SOLUTICN LEAVING tHE FLAS~ DRU~ (XLF> ~NO MOLE F~ACTIC~ CO2 IN 
THAT STR:At1 (XF) GA" ~LLB:: CALCUL~TE~ FROM ENERGY ANO MATERIAL 
SALANC~, . . 













RUNT ~ERSION FEB 74 3 19114 013/08/79 
22 
23 
C • • • ,.. 
"" ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 












ITMAX=2 0 . 
. CALL Z9~ENT ( o::L TAP, EPS, NS~.G, r_z, TF', I lMAX ,IER~ 
Z3RENT IS AN IMSLR FOUTI~E HHICH ~I~DS T~E ZER6 OF A FUNCTION 
( OELT AF). eETWE!N TWO TEM~Ei~ATUR ~s (TZ ANO TF) •. F
0!NAL VALUE OF 
TEMP~RATURE IS GIVEN IN LOCATION T~; 
YW=WATV <TF,PF) 











6 COMMON/ H 2P/NC, IO ( 7), OUM:(1 OS>-, VA OL;.), TA ( 3~), VA C 34>, :'.FFA, FA ,OHR, VA IN 
1 ,YAIN(7) ,VAOl:T,YAOUTC7> ,XMA,I1,YS(9) ,TS(9l ,VS(C3), 
2 XLS (·3) ,PS (9) ,::FFS,P9, va,·,,e,CP,Q.3,Xt:.e,X~iS,Ir:LAG,I2, 

















C • • • 
CI. I 




C • •• 
1 X1,XL1,T2,P2,XL2 
D::L TAP !S 
... =1· I.I;:' ~N o... ., __ 
P llRT! Al 
ORU'1, 
A FUNCTIC~ ROUT!N~ WHIC~ CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE 
THS PijESSU~E ENT~R!NG THE ST~IFPER (PSC9t) AND THE 
P~£SSURE CF CC2 CP~02) ANO H2C (YX) LEAV!N~ THE FLASH 
XW0=0~75/18,/(0,7S/18,~+Q.2S/13~,2) 
XWl=XWO ~ >1 
YW=WATV <T, PS (9) > 
~H20=WAT\(T,1,) 
!F<YW,GT,1,lYH=1, 





XF= ( X1 + X,L1-VF~ ( 1, C-YW)) / C XL1• '/l='•YW) 
CALL E1UILCYX,1F,T,1,t 
OE-LlAP=PS (9) •PH20•YX 
RElURN 
ENC 
,c -•• ''.' 
.,',',·: 
, . ..;;,'',. 






















VI I I 
c ... 
c ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ... 
,... 
'J • •• 
.. 
'J • •• 
C • • • 
" L· ••I 
SUE~OUTI~~ £CUILCY,X,T,F> 
OAT A C1; C 2, c.~ ,C4, C5, A/5, 65 6r;12 8 ,-714 J, 6E!! 3, 3, o·618'238 ,-o, 51t121tlt81, 
10,u432418,16S,1947/ · 
SU8POUTI~E EOUIL CA'LCULATES T"fE: MOLE FR/ICTIO~ OF CO2 IN v'APOR 
PHASE (Y) IN EQUILIBRIUM W!TH A SOLUTICN AT.TEHP:RATUR~ T ANO 
b~C:SSURE P .ANO CO2 CONC~NTRATION OF X ~OLE FRAC.TION, 
IF(X.GT,C,O) GO TO 3 
P1:C,O 




Xi= ~ONCENTRATION OF CO2 IN SOLUTION 
PHASE (SC~ CF CO2/ GALLON) 
T = TcMP1:l<ATUR2 OF SOLUTION COEG P> 
P1 = PA~TIAL ~R2SSU~E OF CO2 IN VAPOR 
PH ~SE ( PSI A) 
PC=C1+c21r+c~•x1+c4•x1•x1+cs•x1••3 
IF C::>C,GT ,•10 0,0> ·GO TO 1 
P1:j,0 
GO. TO 2 
P1=EXP( PCJ 





C • • • C.,, FU~CTION WATV CALCULATES THE MOL~ FRACTION OF WA1ER IN. VAPOR 
c... 0 HAS:'., 
c ... 
G,., WATIJ = MCL=: FRACTION Of WAT~R lN 







C • •• 
C • • • , 
c ... 
TJ = T~~PERATUqE 0~ THE SOLUTION <DEG Rl 






FUNCTION OH~. CALCULATES TH~·,HEA,T, or VAPC~IZATION OF WATEK FOR A 
. ,, .. ., :- ·.:. , .· r,,'.-,. :, . 
· GIVZN TEMPE~ATUR~. . ·, . . . · 
102 
' •':,' . ~ 
) 












c ••• DHV = H~~T OF· VAPO~!ZATION OF WATER c... (BTU/LE MOLE DEG ~, 
G, •• T = T~MFERATU~Z OF THE .VAPORIZATION (OEG 'R) 




C • • ~ 
C, •• SU~POUT!NE SNTL CALCULATES THE ~NTHAL~Y OF TH~ HOT CARBONATE 
C... SOLUTICN (25 PER CENT> WITH X ~OLE FF..ACTIO~ OF CO2 ANO AT 
C .. , TE!{PERATURE T CO::'.G R>. 
C • •• 
C,., ENTL = ENTHALPY OF HOT CARBONATE 
C, •• SOLUTION (eTU/LB MOLE) 
C' • • 







DATA XMW,XMBC.,XMC/18, ,10C,1,13S.2/ 
XMW = MCi.ECULAR WEIGHT CF_ WATER 
XM3C = ~CL~CULA2'W~IGHl OF BICARBONATE 
XHC = MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF CARBONATE 
C,,, CP= SPEC~FI: HiAT OF THE .SOLUTION 
C • •• 
" v' ee 
CP=,75 
XW0=,75/XMW/(,75/XMW+,2S/XHC) 




C • •• C,,, X3C2 = MCLE FACTION OF BICAR30NATS IN THE SOLUTION. 
C • • • 
C • • • C,.. XC, = MOLE FPACT ION OF CAR30NATE' !N THE SOLUTION 
C • • • 
C • • • 
c ... 
C • • • 
~C2=1,•XhO•X 




~,VNCTI-ON ENlV <Y3fT> 
;,, . . . . . C • •• .. ·· .. 
C,~. · FUNCTION ENTV- CALCULATES THC: ENTHAL?Y OF VAflOR. 


































C • • • 
C • • • 
,.. 
\J ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 






C • • • 
C • • • 







DI MENSI C~ YY (7t 
C~(1,0•Y!)/{YAIN(1l+YAIN<21+YAIN(4)+YAtN(5)+YA!N(6)+YAIN(71) 
do 1 I=1,2 . 
YY (I J =C"' YA IN <I> 
00 2 I=4,NC 







sueROUTI~E !NITRE SETS lNITfAL CONDITIONS FOR THE REFo,~tR, 
STO~R1 STOICYICMETRIC R~TIOS FOR STEAM REFORMING REACTION 
STOK~2 STOICHIOM~TRIC ~ATIOS FO~ SHIFT REACTIO~ 
FI~: F~ED FLOW RATES IN LBMOLE/HR 
SU3ROUTINE INITRE ALSO CALCUiATES 
FTOTit, = 10:rAt FLOW RATE INTO REACTOR (LdMOLE/HR) 
FLO~= -~EEO FLOWS OF EACH COMPONE~T RELATIVE TO ~HAt OF METHANE 
T~MP = TEMPERAJUijE IN DEGREES RANKINE 
PATM = FRESSU~E IN ATMOSFH~RE 
THIS qEFCRMI~G UNIT OPERATES AT CONSTANT PRESSURE, 
COMMON/T /TIM=:,NF!N ,t-.:RUN . 
COMMON/V/TEM~·c21>,T~2C21),TR3(21),XA(34),XS(9),Z2,TR~C21J 
COMMC~.J/F/OTDT(21) ,OTROT2<2U·,O'TP.OT3(21) ,OXA ('34) ,DXS(9) ,OX2,-
1 DTRDT4(21) 
COl'IMO"J/H2C/OUl".A (97>, FIN (7l, FOUT (7) 
COM~ON/8~ 0 /NC,IQC7>,0UM8(7) ,FTOTIN,C,OHO,OU~0(2t,Y(7),DUMC{266), 
1 Fl..OIH7) .SAVE<7a ,S,PATM,EOK1 .EQK2,X1(21' ,X2(21>, 




1 W(33),IERR,LPO .. 
00 3 I= 1, 21 
' TE '-! P CI ) = 15 0 0 , 0 
OTOT <I> =O, C 
OT t: L ( I> = D ,. 0 
OX10L (I):u, 0 
OX20L(Il=3,0 
Xi Ul =O, 0 
-- , .... 
3 X2(I>70,0 
CAL·L ST Cl<R:: 
·104 
'I ,,, .. 
. • 
, , ' ~: ,., 















FEB 74 3 19114 u8/0B/79 
FitdU=O,O 
FI td 2) = 3 ~ 0 ~, 8 
F_I N ( 3·) = 0 ~ . 











C • • • 
c... 239 TUaES IN REAClOE, EACH TUBE HAS ARE!l OF 0,0576 so.FT. 
C • • • 
71+ FT OTIN= 0 ,0 




112 2 FTOTIN=FTOTI~+FIN<I) 





















C • • • 
c ••• 
C • • • 
K=1 
CA1..L GET)( 
00 1 !=1,21 
Xi (I) =X (il 




·sus ~·)UT IKE OE~VR: CA LCULA T:: S T'"'E NE w X1 <IC), X2 < I() AND THE 
O~R!VATIVES WIT~ SPACE, TH~ OERIJATI~~ OF TEMPERATURE WITH 
TI :-1::. 
COMM04/T/TIM~,NFIN,NRUN 
CO MMC NI Y / T .:'.MF ( 21 ) , H. 2 ( 21> , T F< ~ ( , 1) ., X A ( 3 4) , XS ( 9) , Z 2, TR ft ( 21> 
COMMON/F/0Tpl(21l ,DTRUT2(21),0TROT3(21> ,OXA(34),0XS<9>,0X2, 
1 OJRDT4 < 21) . · 
cot1.t10'Nl.H2Cl.OUM'A (g7), FIN (71, FOUT (7) . 
,p-0:M-+{Q\~/H.2?/'NC, IO <7'>, OUM 8 < 7> , f'T CTI N, C, OHO ,OU"40 ( 2), Y ( 7), OU~C ( 266>, 
!· ·. .. . . · FLOW Ci'> ,SAVE(7> ,S,PAT:1,:01<1,Ef'.lt<2,X1(21l ,X2(21), 
·2 · • C'X1CL(21>,0X20L.(21),0TOLC21>,K,STOKR1(7),STOK~2(71, 
3: - H~XN1 (21> ,HRX N2 < 21> ,CPIG, OF (6), Q, AkEA ,R, DEN CAT ,CPCAT, 
:~~{ . . • · . ·· ,:'.t'PTY ,S2X ,PSI A 
·.· ·CAliL :'OSS01lt < 0 •, 10 • ,21, TEMP, OTDL ,1, 0) 
105 
" I•,,,, 
·. ,',, ·· . )t.'.,\'.,. 
.. , ......... 
L ' • ' 
·'· ,,~;- ;-:" \-• )\. • ), • ..,,1,,1, • 
. .. .. 

















C • • • 
"' 'J ••• 
,.. 
u e • • 
C • • • 
C • • • 
CALL INTAL 
DO 6. !=1,21 
IF<~T~T(I)J"2,6,6 




END , .. 
SUBROUTINE P~N,E (NI,NO> 
' . 




OTROT4 ( 21> 
COMMON 
2 
/H2C/ T~IN1, PSIA1, FIN1C7l~ TRCUTi, PSI0T1, FOUT1(7l 















, TRI N3, PSI A!, FINJ ( 7) • TRCUT 3, PSIOT3, FOUT3 (7) 
,TRI~4, PSIA~1 FIN~<7>, TRCUT4, PSICT4, FOUT4(7t 
,rAIN,PA!N,FaIN(7l,TAOUT,PAOUT,FAOUT<7> ,T1,~1,Z1,XL1~ 
T2,P2,XL2,¥IN(7),FOUT(7) 
/H2P/ NC, I0C7), S10KC7), FTOTIN, C, OHO, CON66B, CONlA, 
Y(7), FATE, NLI~E, ~PTSS1, NPTSS2, NV4RL, NUNIT, IP, 
XS1(21,1), XS2(21,1>, XH1C21,1), iCTME, N?TS~E, 







NPRT = ~AXO < N?TSS1,NPTSS?,NPTSHE > 
IF(NLINE,NE.C> GO TO 50 
C. •• P~!:n INITIAL VALUES, 
C • • • 
C • • • 
WR. I TE C N C , 8 > 
8 FORM~T(////1H1,4~TIHE,6X,8H~~FOrM~f;16X,12HINITIAL TEHP,9X, 
111HINL~T FLOWS/3X,4H(HR),32X,7~(DEG R>,eX~19HCLB HOLES PER HOURI/) 




3 r 39~,F7.2,9X,2HH?,8X,F7e2/ 
4 39X,F7,2,gX,2HN2,8X,F7.2/ 
~.: 39X,F7,2,9X.3HCH4,7X,F7.2/ 
6 , · 3 9 X , F 7 , 2 , 9 X , 4H C 2 H & , 6 X , F 7 • 2 / 
7 (3C?.X, F7, 2)) 
RETURN 
































s, WRITc(NC,9> . 
9 FO~RHAT ( /// / 11-!1; 4~TU!E ,6 X, 8HREFOF..ME:R, 1ftX, '4HTEt1P, SX ,SHFRACT ,&X, 
1SHFPACT,iX,12HOUTLET FLOWS/3X,4H(~~l-,27~,7HiOEG R),3X,6HC0NV 1, 
2SX,6HCONV ·2,~x,1qH(L8 l'Clf.:S PE~ HOU~)/) .•. 
W~IiE (I\0,1~l TH1E,<TEMP(I) ,Xi(ll ,X2<I> ,FOUT{I) ,I=t,7), 












C • • • C.,, SU2ROU1I~E STO(R~ S~TS THE ~TOICHIOM~TRI~ RATlOS FOR THE STEA~ 





C • •• 
c ••. 
c . •• 
COMMON/H2C/OUMA(97l,FIN(7l,FOUT(7) 
COMMON/H2P/NC,!G(7l,DUME(7l ,FTOTI~,c.nHC,DUM0(2),Y(7l,OU~C(266), 
1 FLOW(7>,SAVE(7> ,$,PATM,::QK1,EQK2,X1(21> ,X2(21l, 
2 OX10ll21),0X20L(21l~nTOl(21),K,STOKR1(7l,STCKR2(7l, 
3 H~XN1(Z1Ji~FXN2<21),CPIG,OF<E>,O,AREA,R,OENC~T,CPCAT. 
4 EMPTV,S2X, 0 SIA 
STO Ki<.1 S1'0 ICHIOl"IET P IC F. AT !OS FIJR SJEAM ~E F0Rt4ING Ri:ACTION 
STOKR2 STOICHIOHETFIC ~lT!OS FOR SHIFT REACTIC~ 
STOKQ1(1l=1,J 
STOKR1(2):•1•0 
STO <R 1 ( 3 l = J • 1 
STOKR1(ft)=3.D 
STO~qtC:l=0,0 
STO K~1 ( 6 >=· 1, 0 
STO l<R 1 < 7l = 0 , 0 
STCK~2( 1)=•1.1 
ST OK R 2 ( 2 l = • 1, 0 
STO K~ 2 C 3 > = 1, 0 
·sto KR?< 4, = 1. J 
STOl<R2(5l=IJ,1 
STOi<R2(6l=Q,O 









~ ·!,'. ' 











1 . FLOH(7) ;sAVE(7> ,S,PATH,EQ1<1,EQl(2,X1(21) ,X2(21), 
.2 OX10L(21> ,OX20L(21l,OTOL(21>,l(,STOK~1(7),STOKR2(7J, 
3 H~XN1(21J ,H~XN2(21l ,C~IG,OF(6,,Q,AREA,R,OENCAT,CPCAT, 
4· . , E~PTY,S2X,PSIA 




2 CALL G:: Tl< 
3 1 00 1J H=1,21 




C • • •. 
C • • •. 
c ... 
C • • • 
c ... 




v I• t 
C • • • 
c ... 
,.. 
v t It 
C • •• 
C,, o 
C • • • 
AX, ~)( AF..Z. INITIAL GU~SSSS FO~ Xi, x2·. 
X(1t=A>C 
X(2)=3X 
SU3ROUTINE NS01A SOLVES 1H~ TWO EOUILI9~IUM EQUATIONS FOR A GiiEN 
· TEMPl:~ATUi<E ANO CALCULATES X (1 >, X (2J. 
C~ll NS~1A 
IE~F = 0 IF ~a ER~OF IS MET IN NS01A, IF SO, THE"CALCULATEO X(1), 
X(2) AR=: STOR~O IN XHK>, X2(Kl 
... . .. 
IF I~R~ IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO, THEN OTHER VALUES OF AX, .ex ~RE 
TRI:O, 
15 IF. <IERR) 13,4 ,13 
2a 13 AX=AX+J.(S 
22 11· CuNTI~UE 
24 AX=0,1 
25 aX=3X+0,05 
27 10 co~T!NUE 
31 IF<IE~R> tS,4,15 
34 15 WRITE(NC,20) TEMP(1) · 
43 20 FORMAT(~4H CANNOT FINO X1, X2 FOR INITIAL TEMPERATURE=,F10.2> 
43 4 RETURN 





C •,. SU8ROU1IN2: GETK GETS THE EQU!L IBRIUM COt!STANTS, EQK1, EQK2, FOR A 
Ce,, MIXTURE OF GAS, THE IDENTIFICATION OF GAS MIXTURE CID1,I02> 
C, 11 ANO STOICHIOMETRV.OF ~EACTION~ (STOKR1, STOKR2> AFE DEFINED I~ 
G .. , 'PR2?1<, :O:Cl<GAS, 
C • •• CO~HON/Y/TEHF(21>,TF2(21>,TR3(21>,XA(34>,XS(91,Z2,TR4(21> 
COMMON/H2C/OUHA(97J,FIN<7>,FOUT(7) 
I ''j 









1 FLOW (7) ,SAVE <7>' ,S,PATH, !!OK1 ,EQK2, X1 (2'1>, X2 (21), 
· 2 O*iOL(21>,0X20L(21t,OTriL<21l,K,STOK~1(7),STOKR2(7), 
~ H~XH1(2t),H~XN~(21l,CPIGlOF(6),Q,AREA,R,DENCAT,CPCAT, 
4 E~PTY,S2X,PSIA 
Q,;1.~ .P,f.~f,K(IC,NC,STOKR1,C, DHOI 
CALL' ~,Q KG. AS C IO, NC, TE MP < I<> , ST O KR 1, : , OHO, E OK 1 > . 





C • • • . 
C... SU3~0UT!~c'. CALFUN CALCULATi:S THE T'AO FUt-.CTIONS F(it , F(2) WHICH 
C... SHOULD 3E ALMOST ZERO IF X(1J l X12) ARE THE CORRECT SOLUTIONS. 
,.. 
'J ••• 
C • •• C,,. SU3RCUTI)~ ~SClA CALLS SU3ROUTINE C~LFUN TO SEE IF MORE 
C,,, lTERATION IS N::EOEO TO GE:T A 8ETT~R X·H) AN.0 X(2l VALUE, 
c ... 
2 COliHOi~/H~C/ OL_l.iA 197>, Fl N (7), FOUT (71 . 
2 COMMON/H2P/NC,ID(7),0UMe(7),FTCT!N,C,OHG,OUHn(2l,Y(7>,0UMC(266), 








23 IFCW8) 3,4,3 
25 ~ ~3=1,0~~10 
27 3 CA=FLOW(H+X(1)-XC2l 
40 IF(CA) 2,1,2 
42 1 GA=1.0~-10 · 
~4 2 SA=S+2,j 4 X(1l 
51 CR=1, 0- X (1) 





C • •• 
c ... 
C • • • 
C • • • 




SUBROUTINE DERVH .FI~ST CALCULATES 0)<.1:0iT>ANO 1lX21J~\-
·1H ... ·11 oi:~ 1/H CALCUt.AT.:"<: OX10' AN'o· ·. o';t,'o···L;..,: . ·:'"'?<-''. :_,, .• .. - ._ L. '' ·'\~.(~~-.1.>,,/~~ .. ' ,J,._ .. -~,\i' ·,. .. ·. ,' .::i.f:'·,\ • ; · • " 
T H~N D:RVH CAL CUL~ TE~ ti TOT,.: T~E· JtM:~:Q.~~l.,. ,P.,-~c~.:l.)lA_l;;f ~;J.Q.ED BY 
OERV SC THAT ass CAN PERFORM THE TEMPCRAL·,:INT:E'G'R(.TION •. ,. ," . -;:---":.:· > .-r .~. i~ : ·:.:,. _. ". - , .. . 
COMHON/TITIME,NFIN,NRUN 
, ,"'' 1,i.' 
'.··· 
·: ,.: .,,-, 
---1 ........ ,,. 





co:·H'10N/Y/T::MF(21) ,iF.2(21) ,TR1(21l ,XA(34) ,XS(9l ,Z2,TR1t(21) 
COMMON/~/OTOT(21) ,aTROT2(21),01R~T3(21),0XA(3~,,oxs(91,0X2, 
1 . D TR 014 ( 2 U 
&O~MON/H2C/OUMA(q7),FIN(7),FOUT(7) 
C6M~O~i~2P/NC,IOC7),0UK8(7},FTOTIN,C,OHO~DUM0(2),Y(7),0UMC(266), 
1 FLOW(7>,SAVE(7) ,S,PATH,EQK1,EOK~,X1(21),X2(21J, 
2. O'i<10L < 21 > , OX20L l2U, l}T:OL < 21), K, STOKR H7) , STOKR2 < 7l , 
' . '. •·'' .. ' '
 '!1 .. ' 
3 ·HRXN1l21),H~XN2l.2il,CPIG~OF(El,Q,AREA,R,OENCAT,CPCAT, 
4 EMl>TY ,S2X,PSIA "· 
2 CALL C~LCHR 






6 3 IF ( K. :'l .1) G C TO 1 
65 EP~T=EMPTY•PATM/CP.•TEMP(Kl) . 
73 DTOT(()=(-~I~(&)•(S2X•OTOL(K)•CPIG+H~XN1(K)~ox1cL<K,+H~Xtt2(K)• 
10X20L(())tQ)/(AR~A•<EP~T•CP1G+OENCAT•CPCATl) 





















SU E"OUTI~:: I 1'1TAl 
C • • • C,,, SU3~0Ul!~E I)JAL INTEGRAT~S Ai AND X2 ALCNG THE L£NGTH OF THE 
C,., LE~GTH 0~ TH~ REACTOR. 
C • • • CO~MON/T/TIM~,NFIN,~PUN 
COMMO~/V/TE~F(21> ,TR2(21>,T~1(21>,XA(34),XS(9),Z2,TR4(t1) 
COMMONlF/OTD'1(211 ,OTROT2(21> ,OTRnT3C2U ,CXAl34> ,OXSC9) ,OX2, 
1 OTRCT4(?1) 
COMMON/H2C1DU~AC97l,FIN(7),FOUTC7l 
CO M MO N/ H 2 P / N C , ID ( 7 > , 0 lJ .-, E < 7) , ~TO Tl N , G , OH C , 0 UMO ( 2 l , Y ( 7 > , 0 U HC ( 2 6 6 l , 
1 FLOW(7) ,SAV~C7) ,S,PATM,E0'<1,EQK2,X1<2U ,X2(21', 








CALL DER 'JH 
E1~(DX10l(Kl•OX10l(K•1>)•0,5/2,0 
X1 (I() ~x1 (Kl +:1 
~}i(OX20((K)•OX20l(K•1)l•0,5/2~0 
X2l1() =X2 CK> +E2 . . .... 
CAfi.. ·oE RVH 
IFfl<,~0~2tl RETURN. 
GO TO 20 
ENO. 





·-:_:., .. _)t"-,.1·;/. '( .. ,; ... 








C • • • 
G • • • 
SUSROUTI~E C1LCHR 
SUBRO.UTltiE CALCHR CALCULI. TE.S THE HE4·TS OF· J~E.A'CltON ANO HEAT 
CAP~CITY NtEO~O 3Y SUEROUTIN~ CALtOF, 
COHMONlY)Tc:~.S: ( 2f)' 'T.F.. 2 (21) ,TP:rt21) • xA·,:34) .• XS ('91' -~ Z2 ,.f:R'ft·( 21) 
con~ON)H2C/OU~A(97),FIN(7),FOUT(7) ' .. 
C0MMCN/H~ 0 INC,I0(7),DUM8(7) ,FTOTIN,·C,OHC,OU~D(2),Y(7),0UMC(266>, 
1 F~0~(7> ,SAVc'(7l ,S,PATH,:'.Ot<1,EQK2,XL(2U, X2(2U, 
2 OX10LC21> ,OX21Jl..(21l ,OTIJL(21) ,K,STOl<R1(7) ,STOKR2(7), 
3 H~XN1 (21) ,HRXN2(21) ,C.PIG,Of (6) ,Q,Af<EA,.R,OENCAT,CPCAT, 
4 ~~PTY,S2X,~S!A 
HcATS OF ~~ACTION (HRXN1, HPXN2l, ANO HEAT CAPACITY ICPIG> 
2 S2X=FTCtIN/FIN(6l+tO•X1(I<) 
12 DO 1 I=1,7 
13 SAVEfIJ:FLOW(Il+STO~R1<I>•X1C~l+STO~R2(Il•X2lK) 
32 Y<I>= SAVE(I)/S2X 
37 ~OUT(!)= SAV~(!) • FlN(E) 
~6 1 CO~TINUE 
50 CALL CP!GAS ( ID,NC,TEflP (Kl ,Y ,CPI~> 
55 CALL -~RXIG<IO,NC,T~~P<K>,STCKR1,H~XN1(K)l 
6~ C~LL ~~~1G(IC,NC,TEMF(K),STOKR2,~RXN2(K)l 
73 RETURN 
7 4 ::" C 
SU5ROUTI~E CALCDF 
c ... 
C, •• SUBPUUTI~:: c,LCOF CALCULATES THE CO~FFICIENTS TO T~E TWO ALGE9~AIC 
Ce.. i:OUATICNS WHICH AFE FUNCTIONS OF .OXlOT A~O OX20T SO THAT OX10L 
C,.. ANO 0'.l<20L CAN '3E SOLVEC ANdLYTICA:.;LY IN DERVH, 



















C • •• C, •• SU EROUTI"E C ~LCOF CALCULAT.~S OF I-N Ge:TT !NG P.:: AOY FOR OERV 
C • ·, • 
00. 1 I=i',7 





as:- ( 1l :Hq,CNl C 1<1 /RT2 . • ... "/'. . 
oF < 2, =-sA v cc u-g. o•~ AVC: <4> -SAVE <6)-SA~+-4.-0/~?>t.,., 




. . I 
'' ., ' 
,· ,· 
, -. f ~· 









































:====== 19/0J/75 l~ST LIB~ARY WPOATE 
CO M. t-' 0 NI NS O 1 A 1 / '-1 , X ( 3) , F ( 3) , ~ .J ! NV {3 :, 3 ) , OST E P , D MAX , A CC , MA X FUN , I PR , 
1W(33l,IE~R,LFO 
CO"'MCN/IC/N!,LP 





IF CLP.(:. 0) IP~! NT=O 
C t.r1AXC:t COU>-.JTS TH~ NI.JHe£R OF CALLS OF CALFUN 
NT=N+4 
NT.:ST=~T 
C tNT't A:m tNTESTt CAIJSE AN SRPOR R~TURN IF F < Xl DOES NOT OECREASE: 
OTEST=FLCATCN+N)•C.5 
C tDTEST~ IS US!O TO MAINTAIN LI~EAR INOEFENOENCE 
NX=~~""N 




NO=.NDC+ N . 
C TH~S~ p~~AMET~~s S~FARATE TH~ worKIN~ SPACE ARRAY w 
FM!N=O• 
·c USU.ALLY tFf'!I~.t IS Tf-!E LEAST CALCULAT:'.O VALU°E OF J:'(Xl, 
C ANO T4~ EEST XIS IN .k(NX+1) TO W(~X+N) 
00=0. 
C USUALLY 00 IS THE SOUARE OF THE CURRENT STEP LENGTH 









TI NC= 1. 
tTINCt IS UStO !N T~E CRITERION TO INCREASE THE STEP LENGTH 
START A NEW FAGE FO~ PRI~T!NG 
IF (IPRI~T.N~.~>WR!TE(LP,86) 
66 FORMAT (1H1) 
CALL.T~E suaROUTINE CALFUN 
1 HAXC.=MAXC+ 1 
CALL CA LFUN . 
TEST FOR CONVE~GENCE 
FSQ=O. 
·r;,o. 2 I=1,N 
FSQ=FSO+F(I)•FCI) 
·2 CONTINUE 
IF <FSQ•AGG> '3, 3 ,4 . , ,. . . . 
P~C VIO': FRINT.ING OF FINAL. SOLUT:lON·,· If ·R·EGU,ESl,E:O 







,:1· ( .. 
'1 ·r, ,,· i ' 





















































WRITE (LF,7) MAXC 
7 FORM14T (°///SX,47HTH: FINlL SOLUTION CALCULA.T:O BY NS01A REQUIRED, 
115,:t-~~H' CALLS CF. CALF UN, ANO IS) . 
:\trRir~<LF,~> <1,(<r1,F<I> ,I=t,N> ., 
8 FORM °AT ( / / i+ X , 1 HI , 7 X , 4 H X (! > ; 12 X , l+H F < I l / / ( I 5 , 2:: 17 , e > l 
-~RIT,C:;JLP,9>FSQ .. - . 
q FORMAT ( /5 ',( , 211-tTHE . SUM OF ' SCUAR~S IS,: E17, 8) 
5 RETURN . . . . 
T2ST FOR ERRO~ R~lURN BECAUSE F(Xl DOES NOT OECREASE 
4 GO T1 f1J,11,~1,1C,11l,IS 
1 C IF ( F S {1 • !='MI N ) 1 S , 2 Q , 2 0 
20 IF (00-DSS> 12,12,11 
12 NT~ST=NT;sr~1 
IF CNTcST> 13,14,!,-1 
14 IFCL?O.G1.JlW~ITElLP0,16>NT 
IE~K=1 
16 FO~~AT (///SX,31HEi~O~ ~ETURN FROM ~S01~ B~CAUSE,I5, 
1~8Y Cl~L~ OF CALFUN FAIL~~ TO IHPROV~ THE· R~SIUUALS) 





GO To. 3 
ERROR RErU~N 9£C~USE A NE~ JACOBIAN IS UNSUCCESSFUL 
13 IF(LPO.GT •. C)~~ITEILPD,1g) 
IE~~-= 2 
1q FORMAT (///5X,37HE~FOR RETURN FROM NS01A 3ECAUSE F(X) , 
13~HFAI~~p TO ·o~c~EASE USING A NEW JACOBilN) 
GO TO 17 
1S NT2ST=NT 
T~ST ~H~THER THERE HAVE 3EEN MAXFUN CALLS OF CALFUN 
11 IF C;H,XFtN-MAXCl 21, 21, 22 
21 IF(LPO.GT.:>~RITE(LP0,23lMAXC 
IE~R=3 . 
23 FO~MAT (///5X,47HEPFOR RETURN FROM NS01A 3ECaUSE THE~E HAVE 9EEN, 
1I5,16~ C~LLS CF C~LFUN> 
I~ (FSO·F~I·~) 3,17,{7. 
PRCVI~E ~RINTING IF REQU~STEQ 
22 IF <IP~I~T.LE.O>GO TO 24 
IF(MCOC~AXG·,IPPINT>.NE~O>GO TO 24 
WRIT~(lP,2E)MAXC 
26 FO~~AT (///!l,6HAT THE~I5,?6H TK CALL OF CALFUN WE HAVE> 
WR!T:'.(LJ:,6) <!,X(!),F'lI> ,I=1,N) 
WRlTC:(LF,9lFSC 
24 GO 10 (27,28,2g,&7,30J,1S 
STORE THE ~ESULT OF THE INITIAL CALL CF CALFUN 
30 FMIN=FSC· 
·oo 31 I=1,N 
W(NX+I> :X(I> 
W(NF+I>=F(I) 
:: mP~~~ . .A NEW ,,i~~~\~i~~c~!,~~;(~~~f Jj~\ . 
. \'. ~· :· 'i ; ', 
IS='.3 








I , ,·•· , 
'·' 












• 4 Cl t; 
40E 












































X(IC> =W (NX+ICl 
IF CIC~N> 33,3S,3S 
C :ALGULATE TH~ INVfRSE OF THE JACOBIAN A~O SET THE DifECTION MATRIX 
35 K=G 
00 3 5 .! : 1, I~ 
!JO 37 J=t,JJ 
i(:1(+1 
A JIN 1/ (I , J) : W C i<l 
WCNO+'<)=O, 









IT~F:; IT ER+ 1 
IFCIPRINT,GE,l)GO TO 6 
IFCMOOCIT~R,·IPRINTl,NE,1)GO TO & 
WRITE<LP,25>IT~R 
25 FORMATC///3X,64AT THE,I5,63H TH ITEQATIO~ THE LEAST CALCULATED SUM 
1 0~ SQUAPSS IS AS FOLLOWS) 
WRIT:'.(LP,8.) <I,WCNX+!l ,W(NF+!>,!=1,N).· 
Wi<ITECLP,9lFMIN 




00 40 J=1,~ 




DS=OS+X C!l ..,X <1> 
ON=ON+F(Il "FCI> 
SP=SP+X CI> "F <I> 
3g CONTINUE . . 
C TEST WfETHER 11 Ni:'.A~BY STATIONARY POINT IS PREDICTED 
· IF CFMit-."'F~I~·OMM•OS) 41,41,42 . 
C IF SO THEN RETURN OF REVISE JACOBIAN 
42 GO TO (43,43,44),IS-
44 lF,J Ll?O, Gl, 0 lW~ITE (LPO, 4·5> 
lER.R=4 . _ . . . . .. 
'+5 FORMAT C///5X,41HERROR RElURN 'FROM ,.NsJfA. BECAUS:E .A NEARS.Y • 
, , ... :·. . . . : :· .... ,-, ··.,,-·~:?,· , ·\(·~·.·· .. -·:,.-,·, :.,-.. .- .. -·i.i.:·:·- 1t; .. :""·l:,,·~,'-'.1,_,1,;.r,r,;,.:_.- .. · \.-/· '\1'.:·-:~<.··" 137HSTATICNARY POINT 'Oift:, Fl(Xl1 .IS··PRE'O'IGTEttll'. "".· ···r GC) TO, 17 . , _. . .,,,, > ,·: . ·., . /f 1\. 
































































00 46. I=1, ~~ 
)((I):W(~,<+IJ 
46 :C.ONTIN.UE· · 
G·o· TO 32 . .. . .. 
T~ST WHETHER TO APPLY THE FULL N:'..WTON CO~RECTI'ON 
l,.1 IS=2 




TF <O~·OSS) 't9,Sl3,58 
49 !S=L+ 
GO TO ~O 
CALCULAT: THE L;:NGfH OF lHO:: STEEPEST O~SCEN'T STEP 
4.3 I(:~ 
Q:~UL T=O I 
DO r; 1 I= 1, N 
OW= QI 
00 52 J=t,N 
K=K+1 








TEST WH!TH~R TO USE THE SlEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION 
IF tos-on !53,54,54 
T~ST W~~TH!R TY~ INITIAL VALUE OF 00 HAS BEEN SET 
54 IF COD) ~5,55,56 
5~ OO=~~AX1(0SS,A~IN1(0H,0Sl) 
0S=OS/tQ~ULT¥aMULT> 
GO TO 41 
SET THE MULTIFLI~R OF T~E ST~EPEST OESC~NT DIRECTION 
56 A~MULT=O, 
OM~LT=OH~LT•SQ~TC00/05) 
GO TO 98 
INTE~POLAT€ EETWEEN THE ST~EPEST OESCENl ANO THE NEWTON OIRECTIO~S 






CALCULAT:'. THE CHANGE IN X ANO ITS ANGLE WITH 1'.Ht. FIRST OIRECiION 
98 ON=O, 
SP=O• 
DO S7 I~1,N . .. 
FCii=O~liLT"'X(I> +.ANMUL.f"'f'(I) 
ON·::::ONtF <U •F <I) . 
SP=SD+F(!J•W(NO+I) .. 
57 CONTINUE ,, · ," 
OS=0,2S•CN .· .. ,.. . ... .. . . . . ., .. 


























































IF 1W(NOC+1)•0TEST) 58,58,59 
~9 IF (SP•SP~os, l0,58,5! 
TA.KE THr.· EXTRA STEP ANO UPDATE THE DIRE.CJI,ON MATRIX: • ; •. I • • 
s a I,~=2 





00 62 I=1,N 
K=~fo+ I 
SP=W(K) 
00 63 J=2, N 




E, 2 GO NT I ~u E 
GO 10· 1 
SXPk'.ESS T~E N:)I DIR[CTIO~ IN TER"lS OF THCSE OF- THE DIRECTION 
MATRIX, AND lPOATE THE COUNlS IN WCNOC+1l ETC, 
58 SP=C. 
K=NO 
00 64 !=1, N 
X<Il=Ot~ 
OW= Q • 
00 65 J=1,~ 
K=K+i 
OW=OW+F (Jl •w (K) 
6 5 COi\ TI NUE 
GO TO (6~,~6>,IS 
66 W{NOC•I>=W(NOC+I>+1~ 
SP=SP+Ow•ow 









REOROE~ THE DI~~CTIONS SO JHAT KK IS FI~ST 
IF (KK-1) 70,70,71 
71 KS=NOC +Kk"''l 
00 72 I=1,N 
K=KS+ I 
SP=W(I() 
DO 73 J=,,KK 
W(K)=\HK•N) 
. K=K-N 
7 'J CONTINUE 
W (KJ =SP- . '.":-::t 
. '· , -, -~.:! ,,.,.,i. • . . ' " • • .. ' ' 
72 CONTINUE . . :: :.:/:·•:, .·· , : .:\· ... ··• .. · .·~;.} .}-:?~ 
GC:N C:R ATE T.H.E rgc:w idRl\H:0":0:tfA:L .·oI~,EC,'fcl':tlN .: fiA(fil~/-
, , .· : A. 11,-.;\J:; , - \.,., .: 'I. ··'.· •,. :· :'. :: '., ~- ,:-" ·' :.' . . ·;_ -; .··"';·, : 














1, (. ' -~--
'.I 
' / 






















































7 4 CO ~TINUE 
SP=X(1)•X(1l 
K=~m 
00 75 I=2,~i 
OS=SORT<SP•(SD+X(I>•X<l>,l 
IF<OS> .204,215,204 . 
2C. S 0S=1. OE-10 
20 It 0'4:SP /CS 
OS= X ( I> /OS 
SP=SP+X (I)+ X (I) 













C CALCULAT~ THE NEXT VECTO~ X, ANO ~KEDlCl THE RIGHT HANO SIDES 
6 0 FNP=O • 
l(:Q 
00 78 I=i·,N 
X (I)= 1(( NX +! )·+F (I) 
W CNH+I>. =~ O~F+I> 





7 8 COf\TI NU~ 
C CAL~ C4LFUN USING THE NE~ VECTOR .OF VARIABLES 
GO TO 1 
C UPOAT~ lHE ST~? ~IZc 
27 OHULT=J.~•FMIN+J,t•FNF•FSQ 
I F ( 0 i~lJ L T> S 2 , 13 1 , 81 
82 OD=A~AX1(0SS,1.2s•co> 
TI NC=i. 
IF (~S~-FMIN> B3,28,28 
C T~'f lH:: TEST TO CECIOE WHETHER TO INCREASE THE STEP LENGTH 
61 SP=O. 
SS=O. 






209 ZZA=1,0:'.•1J .. , · 
20 8 PJ= 1. +OMUL.T /ZZA-




,f ;,;,: . 
t ,··\··, \ 
.·· .I! 
1t. 

































20 0 4 
200S 





















211 SP=1, OE•10 
210 TINC=l>J/SP · 
OO=A~INi(OH;sF•OO) 
GO TO ·9 3 
C IF F(X) l~PRCV~S STORE THE NEW VALU~ OF) 
8 7 IF ( F SQ• FM I N ) 3 3 , 5 0 , 5 0 
83 FMIN=FSQ 









IF crs-1, 2e,2s,sc 
C C~1..CULAT: TH:: CHANG::S IN F AtlO IN X 




C UPOATE TH~ AFFROX!MATIO~S Tb J AND TO AJINV 
1( -..., 
-\,I 
00 9J I=1,N 
W01W+!) :'f(Il 
WCNW+I>=FCI) 
00 <31 J=1,~ . 
W.(MW+I> =t-CMW+I>-.AJn~v (I ,J)+F (J) 
K=K+1 
W(iJW+I> =ld:--JW+I> •W CK> "'X CJl 
91 CONTINUE 
90 :o ~TI in!E 
SP=-0 • 
ss~o. 
00 92 I=1,N 
CS=O. 




SS=SS+XlI> ._X <I> 
F CI) =OS 
92 co~TINUE 
OMULT=1, 
IF (A.9SCSPl•0,1"'S5) 94,95,95 
94 O!iULT=0.8 













.. ' .~' 
. ' 



















































. GO TO ·3 8 
. I 
ENO 
SU~ROUTl~E ~801C · 
····· ..... 
C====== 14/J2/7~ LAST ll3PA~Y UPDATE 
C THIS '<CUTitE. WAS HOOIFI~D TO AVOID 
COMMON/NSu1A1/·~, 1N0(3l, CC3>, 
1 ·IP~, W(~3,·, !ERR, LPO 






2 IF'( a Ct, 1> .~-1E·, J,) A <1, 1>=.1. /A <1,-1) 
GO iO ~g- . 
3 H1=M•1 
AMAX= O. 
DO ~2 I=1,'1 
INO<IJ=I 
IF (~ 8S{A (I, 1 ll • ~ ~S (AMAX)).32, 32, ·31 
31 AM A X = A· ( I , 1> 
PHX=! 
32 COt-TINU:'. 
ASSIG~ 3e TO JUM~ 
00 41 J=1,M1 
IF<!MAX~Jt35.1S~33 
33 IW=INO<I~AO 
INC (I :1A X) =IN fJ (J > 
INO(J)=I~ 
00 34 K=i,'~ 
W=A (;MAX ,Kl 
~ < I MA X • 10 = ~ < J ,K> 
A<J,Kl=W 
34 CO ~TI ~W ~ 
35 J1=J+1 
GO TO JUf"P ,·< 36, 38) 
36 00 37 I=Jt,M . 







IF(!K,L~.O» GO TO 701 
DO 6~1 II=1, !I( 
SUM=SU~+~(J,II>~A(II,I> 
A(J~Il=A<J+I>•SUH 
CO f\1I NUE . 
OIV=,AMA X 
AM~X=il, 
ASSIGN 3E TO JUMP 
00 40 I=J1, M 
A ( I , J) = ~ CI , J > /0 I.V . _ . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . · _ 

























































IF(J,LE,C> GO TO 702 
00. 6D2 II=1.,J 
602 SUM=SUM+A <I, ID• A UI, J+ 1) 
702 A~!iJ+1l= A<I,J+i)•Sti~ 
IF (ASS<A'n, JU>-ABS ( AMAX) )'+C,z.a, 39 
39 AMAX=A<I,J1) 
IMAX:T 
40 CriNT.INt.f E 
41 CONTINIJ: 
00 13 I i=1, M1 
I=M+1-I1 
I2=!-1 
DO 11 J1=1,I? 
J=I 2 t-1- J1 
J2=J+1 
W1=-.a. CI ,J> 
IF(I2- J2) 1Q ,g,g 
C 9 CALL '1CJ~~S (ACJ2,Jl ,A (J2+-1,·J) ,CCJ2) ,C (J2+1) ,H1,k1,I.Z-J2+1,1l 
q SU~=Cl,O 
IF( U2-J2+1> ,LE:. O> GO TO 703 




11 CO t, TI NUE: 
DO 12 K=1,I2 
A<I,K>=C<'<> 
12 CONTINUE 
13 co·~rr Nuc: 
00 22 I 1=1, M 
I=M+1-!1 
I2= I+ 1 
H=A <I, I) 
00 23 J=!,M 
IFC!•J) 14,1S,16 
14 W1=0. 
GO TO 17 
15 W1='1.-0 
GO TO 17 
16 W1=ACI,J> 
17 IFCii-1)19,19,18 
C 18 CA l l '4C O 3 AS C A <I , ! 2) , A CI , I 2 + 1 > , A Cl 2 , J > , A (I Z• 1, J l , W 1, H 1, M- I 2 + 1 , U 
18 SUM=u,D 
IFCHl•I2+U,LS,3) GO TO 701.!-





DO 21 J=1,M 
IF(WC1) > ta9';,998,,9.99 
gg~ WCU=1,0E-10 
993 A<r,J>=CCJ)/W(U . 
21 CO~TINUE 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 26 I=1,H 
.. ~_ 
120 
VERSION FEa 74 3 19114 08/Je/79 
OS 23 IF(!N~(Il•I)2~,26,24 
~12 2L+ J=INO(Il 




5~1 25 CONTINUE 
~43 ISTO=I~n(Jl 
54; INO(Jl=J 
I 'J O < I l = IS T IJ 
GO TO 23 
2 lj CO t-. T ! NU E 
gg i<::TUP.N 
121 
Appendix C. SAMPLE RESULTS OF THE DYNAMIC SIMULATION 
RUN NO. 1 - ENTI~E HYO~OGEN FLANT 
INITIAL VALUE OF TIM~= O. 
FIN A.L VAL OE CF T I f' ~ =· 3,. 0 0 0 DE - 0 3 
P?.IN'f INTi;~VAL OF T!H:'. = 1, OOOOE•03 
NUMBER OF F_IRST •OR02R Olf'F·.EREtHI AL EOUA·TIONS = 128 
PRINT ! NTER\/ AL/M·INIMUM IMT E GF.AT!ON INTERVAL = 99999 
INTt:.:GRAiION ALGCRITHM = 6-
1 
-
RU NGC: KUTT A EUL C: R 
2 ... !?Ut~GE KUTTA NI.:.SS~ 
3 
-
~UNG='. KUTTA .,E~ SCN 
4 
-
RtJt-i C:='. KUTT A T At·! A KA - L+ 
5 
-
RUNGE KUTTA T~~JAKA - 5 
e, 
-
RUNG:: KUTTA CHAI 
7 
f -
RUNGE KUTTA E~G LANO 
' 
-
RU~G! KUTT A w~s - 4/1 
9 
-
RUNG::: KUTT A wc:s - 4/2 
10 - RUNGE: KUTT A WES - 4/3 
11 - ~UNG:: KUTT-~ WES - 4/4 
12 - RUN(;E KUTT A W'::S - t+/ 5 
13 
-
~UNG.: KUTT A w~s - :/1 
1'+ - ~UNGZ KUTT A WES - S/2 
PRINT OPT! vtJ = 1 
NO r:·HEGRATIO~ ERR.OF-: DIAGNOSTICS - 0 
SU~MARY CF INTE(;PATION E~RORS - 1 
TYPE 0~ l~TEG~ATION E;RoR = REL 




' . . ' 




a. o-J·o o 
R::FO~MER INITIAL TEMP 
<DEG R) 
· ts::Q D· e/l 0 
'1=:-;i;a::. ·o· > n ·o·. 
.;,l • :. u 1s;oa. :1 o · 
1.s.·o:a • a o 
.,,l~, .!'l,r•~·,,.'"'" '\·1 ° ~ 
1'S'0'0 j·~-0 1s·oo • n·o 


























. 3!04~ 80 







• ,·1, .. 
,· /' 
-, ' '; .. ~-,I, 
TIME. (HR> 
0,0000 
SHIFT ~~ACTOR NO, 1 








94'5, 0 0 




































' • I ' • ' 
,·. i, ... . i' -/, 
Tit.tE 
(HR) 
SHIFT P.~ACTOR NO. 2 
,,:: i. '/ 







88 3. 00 






8 B 3, .) 0 






ea 3, o a. 
883,00 
as a. a o 
INLET FLO~S 
<Le MOLES PER HOUR> 
ca· 1. 01 
H20 3168.33 
tc2 67.73 











CJ2 l·1Sc,;in~;.: Cl iOTlf!k '41L) 
uso~~".u r::"o £>n.o· oi::r. ~ 
srR1or:~ r~•P ,~1.1 n~r. F 
\ 
CO2 IN VAPCII 
A!!~l)it9!q STRIPPER . 
C'10H' t:'P.ACTJ l"CL':: f:'ifACTJ 
• DDl\ .oon 
.ai,12 • DUO 
-·~11? .Octa 
oaou .~DU 
• 0!11,; .oou 
.D016 .DOU 
• GIJl?' .oou 
• a111• • oou 



























CO2 IN U'IUIO. INL!l f:LCIIS 
laSOll!IU. STRJPfl!R flit 'IOLES P~~ HOU!tl 
C"OLE FRACTI INOLE _FRlCTI 
Oo ODil.1 • DDllJ co .u 
0.0000 .ouo HZO 3167 ..... 
o~oa.~o • ~Ol,IJ CO2 6806? 
tJ.0000 .0.010 ·ti:? lllJ. ]It 
a.aooo .tlt!J Ni! l o.n OoDOOD .run CHlt "76.ltE, 
o. aaDo .Dno C2H6 o.eo 
o.ouo • O!!llJ 














































































TIMi: RC:FORM::R TEfw'P FRACT FRACT OUTLET FlOWS 
<HRt (OEG ~) CONV 1 CCNV 2 (LB HOLES PER Houru 
· o. aa·o o 1s·o.o.·oo ,126 ,116 co s. 25 
15.0 o. 00 ,12F .• 116 ii2o ·:·:. 3172. f;7 
1S Cu. 00 ,126 ,116 
~f 63,49 150.C, CO ,126 , 116 . 828,20 
1;·0 ~, 00 , 1.26 , ,116 N2 o. co 
1soo,, oo , 12E;,. ,116 CHi+ 476,'46 
150G, 00 ,12S ,116 C2H6 o.ao 
1~00.on ,12f .116 
1:- 0 0 • ~ J .12r; ,11S 
1500, 00 .12~ , 116 
15G~. CO .12; ,116 
150:2, OD ,12'> ,116 
1:.- 0 0, Ou , 126 ,115 
15 ~ ~. % ,125 ,116 
1~~ 0 G. JC ,126 ,116 
15·00.00 ,126 ,116 
1SOO,GC ,126 ,116 
1SOO, GO , 126 ,116 
150C,OO ,12S ,116 
1:-uO,OC ,126 , 116 
15 0 0, 00 ,126 ,11G 
. , 
'' •r.·1 
Tit.tf: SHIFT ~CACT~R NO. 1 TE~!P FP.ACT OUTLET FLO~S
 
(HR> <OEG "> CONV (LB MOLES PER 1-iOUR> 
I' 
0 • 00 0 0 , 9~! .• O,~ J. o oi,· co 1. 01 945,00. • J 8, H20. 3168. 33 
<:.45, aa ,162 CO2 67.73 
' .,i,, 94.5, 00 , 2 32 H2 832. 45 91+5, oc ,297 N2 0 • 00 
g45,oo ,35.5 CH4 476,46 
945, 0~ ,t+ OR C2tle a.oo 
9L!-~. u~ ,1+57 
g 45, oc , ~01 
945,00 , 542 
945, oa ,S78 
94S,GO , €12 
g 45, on , E43 
945,CG , 67t 
g45. 00 ,696 
945,~G , 719 
~45,00 , 7~1 
gtts.cc ,760 
'345. oc • 777 
945. oc .793 





' ' : .'' ' . ,_. \, '" 
,'• 
·,, 
, I,', I , ' 
I·' ~ t 
.":'/1 /;;; ' ' ":·', . 













SHIFT R:ACTOP. NO. ?. TEMP FRACT 
<DC:G R) CONV 
es,3. oo 0, O.QO 
e·e·.3. 00 ,4t:6 
8 8 3. 00 .63? 
883. 00 , 7S4 
88,3. oc · ,··817 
•. I.~, 
as 3, ·ow • gs_c 
8 8 3. CJ • f67 
883. 00 • ~ 76 
d83. 00 • 8 81 
683. Ou I 884 
aa3.o~ • ~85 
883.JG • /\ 8E: 
883,CO • 88'=> 
883.00 • S87 
883.00 • 8 87 
883.0~ .·a 87 
883.CC • .I\ 87 
6'33, OJ • R87 
883. ca , 13 87 
Be 3. ·o o • 887 
883. 00 • 887 
130 
OUTlET FLOWS 
(LS ~OLES PER HOUR) 
co .11 
H20 3167,i.4 
CO2 &! , 62 
H2 8 33, 34 
N2 0,00 
CH'4 476,46 
C2HE 0, DO 
"i.'"; -
·~k,:: _ 1' i. -
/ 




C.iJ?. IN V IPOR 
19SO~BC'.R . ,T~IPPER 
c,co.;: rr:acn IM'lU i:111cn 
.aau .ono 
.a~n • illJlO 
.,u~ ,DUD 
.,ai:. • 00,2;1 
.,015, .·oa~H 
• 001a; • 301f 
.n1J11 .11011 






, ilO 29 





















CO! IN ·ucu1n OUTLET FLOWS 
IP~0'-9E.R· .. ~TP.IPP!I:' . _llq MOLE.S PER HOUP.I 
fMOLE FUCTt ' IMOLE FOCTt 
a.0000 • Ol!t!J e,, .u 
o,·,aoo • ae·13 H20 !117.ftlt 
D.oooa .01!10 ,·co2 ... n 
a., po,oo. ell,IIU H'. ~'!]. lit 
o •. aan i~at!J N'. a. n 
0, DIJOO • QOIIJ. C'41t 
""· •& o.DQOO .0010 C2H6 a.on 






























'. <~ ' i -. 
""·" . ~ ' . ." 
.,•,' 
~ .··· \ 
• ooo a 




















1 C 1 C. 0 C. • ~ 23 
1c10.o~ .4i;3 
1~ 1D, OD • ~83 
1GUl,CG .~10 
1\,10. CL .536 
1~10. 0 0 • 5 61. 
1G1C. OG .ssi:; 
1 (, 1 G • 0 C !' -6 0 7 
1u 10. GO ,0213 
1010.00 .648 












, • 04 · 
3173,88 
1. 59 
e20 ~ 38 
~. GO 
479 .• 72 
0 • 00 
~E'F ORM:R TEMP FRACT FR ACT OUTLET FLOWS 
<OEG R) · CON I/ 1 CCNV 2 CLB MOLES PER HOUR) 
-
-...:-
, 00!0 1s o·o, oo , 12.6 .·116 co 5,73 
15:0i~··ag ,134 •. ~23 H2.0 3166,03 
15c'8,9~ ,135 ,121+ CO2 66,52 
1S O 8,·59 ,13.3 ,122 H2 81t1,78 
1-S·0:8,· l{8 · , 1':3-~ ,.122 N2 a. oo 
1S'O 8, 49 ,132 ,122 CH4 472,t;S 
1508,'+CJ , f33 .122 C2H6 0, DO 
1~ 0·6, lt9 , 13l ,122 
1~08,49 , 133 ,122 
1:08.49 ,133 .12'2 
1;, 0 .8. 4g , 133 ,·122 
1c;oe.4g ,133 ,122 
1S08,49 , 13.3. ,122 
b O 8, 49 ,133 ,122 
1~(;8,49 ,.133 ,122 
1SQ-8. 49 ,133 •. 122 
1S C 6·, 49 , 133 ,122 
15 0 8,.49 •. 1-a! ,122 
if C 8. 49 , 133 ,122 
1!;: 0 8, t.9 ,133 ,122 
1c; 0 8, 4g ,133 ,122 
~· 
,-, !'-. 
,--· rt":,,·)·._ , 
~- '' ' ·, ' " } " 





·~ '",j.1·' •'\', I, 
.,' •• ,. ·1~ 
IM~ (HR) 
• OJ10 
SHIFT R~ACTO~ NO, 1 TEHP FFACT (DEG R> CONV 
·(}1+:S, 00 u. o o_o 
Q::' '>: ·,., 
··.,oa.i. 
_4.5. a .. 
945.03 ,161 
945.', C ~ ·• 232 
9,@:/02 .2~6. 
'-, .. 
94.5. 02 ,354 .. 
945. ·02 .407 
945,02 ,4SFi 
gLi.5, C? , 5 00 
945,G1 , S4!J 
<345,Gi , 577 
94~,G1 , & 11 
945,(1 • 641 
91+5,01 • f)E,q 
945,01 , 695 
945,01 • 71°~ 
945,01 , 739 
C345,01 • ?c;g 
g4~.c1 ,77~ 
9'1-5, G1 ,792 
g4 s. 01 • 807 
., ·1· .. ~. 
•·: , I 
>\:-\,, · .. 
134 
co . ·1.11 
H?C 31fJ1, 40 
CO2 71,15 
H2 · 846. 41 
N2 Qi~ o:o. 
CH4 472·. 95 
C2HE a. oo 
., ' ,, -














SHIFT REACTO~ NO. 2 T~~F FRACT (DEG I<). CONV 
883.00 J. o o·o 
as). 02 • 411 
88J.02 io38 
883. 0.1 • is& 
,. 883'~ oc • ~t6 · 
883 •. 00 • 852 
883.0C , 869' 
883. 00 .871 
883,tn • 8 8'+ 
883, 00 • 886 
883. OIJ • 8 88 
~63. oc • 389 
883. Ou eA89 
883,0C .889 
138~.Qj • a~q 
883.uG ,88'3 
883, 00 • 8 89 
883. 00 • 889 
883, 00 .aag 
883,00 .889 
883. 00 .889 
135 
OUTLET FLOWS 




H2 81+7 • 39 
N2 O·. 00 
.. , 
CHI+ 1+72,95 
. C2HE 0,00 
' 
--· .11 




CO2 'ltl VAIIQ~ CO2 IN uau·10 
ar:so~a~~ S.TP.lPPER A~Slj"ij~P. . 43JIUP~~F 
INOL~ -,uctt lflCLE FAACTI .. IHOLE FRACTI IHOLE FitACTt 
',runn FLOWS 
1~1 HOLES P~R HOU!tl 
• DOU .·101? .oua • aan 
, OIJlO c~ .n 
.~OIJ , 30 to .ODD7 .ocu 1420 !160 ... ? 
.a,u .0010 .alias ·.u1:i C•lZ . s.21 
• ,11·1~ ,Ult .aoa_3 .11010 
., HZ 8117.39 
.• ~·;1r, • 03h • 0002 .auo N? o.aa 
• JIJ17 .aou .aaat .aou CHlt li72.95 
oO'!U .aau .0001 .0010 !:2H6 o.n 
o0!12~ o Ht l .0001 \ .one, 
.:021 • :nu .nu • 01!1! 
• 0021 • 0002 
olJG2! .0002 
• Dtl27 • DG02 
.M2~ .0002 
• 0031 e lJOD2 
• O!l llo .0002 
• DO 3fl ,ODU 
.llJ 19 .oou 
• il'1 lt2 · ,DDDl 
• 30 ,.,, • 0003 
.011~1 .0003 
.oo,c. .aaoc. 
.OCS!I , ODO It 
• OIJ62 .oaa1t 
.ao&, ,0005 
• 'JC71 .nos 
~Da79 .0006 
, ]181'; ,D006 
• !IOq~ ,0007 
• Jc'gq .0001 








IHC: ~ETHAN~TuP T?:t':P FRACT OUTLET FLOWS (HR> <OEG R> CON\/ (l8 t-OL ES PER HOUR> 
• 001 j 1010. 00 o. 0 00 co • or. 
1c10.11 • 0.5~ H2.o· 3167.44 
1U10.11 .104 co 2 1.74 
1J10,10 .1s2 H2 833, 2.6· 
1G.10, 10 .197 N2 0,00 
1_{il:,·og • ,i.o CH4 475,50 
1010,09 .261 C2HE O,OD 
10.10, 0~ , 319 
.1C10,~8 • 3'55 
1C10,07 • 390 
1010,07 • 422 
1u10,G7 • L! 53 
1010.oc ,48~ 
1t1C, OE , 51~ 
1c1c.oe ,536 
1C1C, 05 .-;61 
1c10. 05 • S 8~ 
1C10,0S .607 
1C1Q,Qlj .628 
1G10, 0'1 , 648 
1c10,C4 ,666 
·-. :,- .:~, ', •.' 
137 
PC:FC~MER 
• 00 20 
.• 
TE~P FR ACT 
(DEG R) GOU V 1 
15 D a. 00 
























































































3HIFT R:ACTOR NO, 1 T,.MP ' c:. (DEG P.l 
9}t5. Q~ 
cji45~•·06 
9 45 .• uc 
9.~5, OS g·ii:.s. as 


















J, 0 0~ 
• 0.8" 
,161 
, 2 31 
,294 
, 353 .... 














, '3 06 
OUTLET FL CWS 















SHIFT REACTQq NO, 2 TEMP FRACT OUTLET FLOWS 
<OEG ltl CONV <LB ~OLES PER HOUR) 
• 0 020 ~l,~· oc C • 0 00 co .13 
88:-3·. 0.0S • ~1.7 H20 ·315?, 51 
sf:{~ oi.. ,6:3g CO2 76.08 
R8~e02 • 7:-7 H2 863~22 
88·3. 01 · • 6 2.0 N2 o.oo 
e:sii 00. • 854 CH4 4&8.99 .~ ·., 
-
o r. 
a 83. oo • 872· : C2H6 o.oo 
8 8 3. OQ , 88! 
883. QG , i\ 86 
883,0C • 889 
683.0t: .890 
883,00 • 091 
883, 00 , 13 92 




8 8·3, 0 0 • 89~ 
863, oc • acn 
883,00 • 89? 












1~02. IN vi:,o~. 
ar:.:;o:af~ c:HI!1P£lf 
cit:>L.:: ·F~•CTI. C"CL:I FR~CTI 










• ~a 2F • 
• 11!J 2ft 
• tliJ 11! 
.00!1 































CO2 IN LICUlO OOTLff FLOIIS 
AS~O.P.B!R SJU!l 2 ~F 'fl°' MOLES P5:li HOUU 
CHOLE FIUCTI CHOL£· FRACTI 
.0010 


























































,. --t~: ~· :;r :·· . 




<DEG ~, CONV 
1c 1c. ou a.aoo 
1c1c. 21 · • 0 53 
1C 10. '2'4 .1 a,,. 
1~10,22 ,152 
1010. 2J ,197 
1C1G.19 • 24~ 
1C 1 O. 18 • 281 .. 
1010.11 , 31~ 
1;.110.1E • ~s; 
1;:10.15 • ~g~ 
1010.11.t , 422 
1010.14 • 453 
1~10.1~ , lf82 
1010.12 , 510 
Ui 1 a. 11 • 5·36 
1~1c.11 •• S61 
1C10,13 • ,a4 













C2HE 0 .oo 
V 
f,,, •, 




:.• '·. :~ 






T::MP FR ACT 
(0£G R) CONV 1 
1S O 0, DO • 125· 
15,19. 87 ,·1-45 
1526.79 .1s2 
1526,89 .1s1 
15 25. l'2 ,148 
152S. lt2 .148 
15 25. 42 , 148" .. 
1~25.~6 e 14B 
1S25,47 .14.e 
1,2s. L;7 .14~ 
1:-25. ~7 • 148 
152S,47 , 14~ 




1525. t.7 .14~ 
1;25.47 ,14B 
1525,47 ,148 
1S25, 47 .148 

























(LB MOLES PE;~ HOUR, 




N~ o. 00 
CHlt 464.E3 
C2H6 C, DO 
,. 
), 
_··, ~:': ' 
'~· .t 
'.'• 
. j.J, '· ·. 
,\1: ' ,-~.- ~l 
1; : 
,.. ~ I l . 
-.·;,:,' 





SHIFT REACTOR NO. 1 TEMP FRACT 
<DEG f?) CONV 
9.45. QC o. 000 't 
94·5. 09 , 0 8 " 
945.10 , 160 
') . ~ 4.5. 09 , 23D-945.0~ • 291 
945, 0·1 , 351 
945,06 ,4G4 
o 45, Of, , 453 
g45.o~ .497 
945,GS • s:rr 
g45. CL+ .;74 
9'45,Cti .608 
-9J+5.0Lt • 6 38 
945,03 ,666 
945.03 • 692 
94S,C3 • 71S 
~l+S,33 .737 
945.02 • 75S 
945,02 • 77t,. 






(LB ~OLES PER HOUR> 
co· 1,35 
H2.0 311+5 • 02 
CO2 79,21 
H2 879,41 













SHIFT ~EACTOR NO, 2 TEMP FRACT 
<DEG F.) CONV 
seJ,·oo o.oao 
8:83, 0 8 , 417 
e·a 3/0°6 ,El;O 
883.~~ • 75q 
88~,01 ,822 
883,01 • es6 
eeJ. oc ,q74 
883, 00 ,884 
8:83,00 , 889 
t~~.~o , 892 
883,CC , 89~ 
883, QQ ,894 
es~.oo ,894 
~83,00 , ~95 
8 8 3, 00 , 89S 
&83,0C , 8 95 
8 6 3, oc , 895 
863,0!'.! , 895 
S 8 3. co , 895 
683,00 .,95 
883, co , 895 
OUTLET FLOWS 




CO2 s'o. l2 
H2 880,62 
N2 , o. 00 
CH4 &t64,63 
C2HE a. oo 
nttt: 
CHIU 
-CU IN VIOOR 
IIISOC 11:'l STIUPPER 
CHOL£ FRICU Cl'CU: FRACJt 
CO2 IN ucurn OlfTLU. FLOIIS 
lfSORBt'l STIUPP!P CLII l'OL~~ .PU HOUltt 
'"Cil.E FRACTI (KOL! Fct•.cn 
• aa:so .o,i,. • 0Dl0 
olOlO elJU!I CIJ 
., .. 
o!IOllt • nio .aau • ffllll H20 3tlt3o
ll 
.,us .nu .001u .01110 CO2 
IJo illt 
• !I Uri • gl)h, .ailh ;oau H2 HOo6? 
.001~ .aou oOlllO oOOlil 
NI? . o.oa 
oDOlq o DOU .oOD09 .oou CHlt 
li61to61 
• DIJ2~ • GOU • OOD!I o DUD 
C?.H& a.OD 
.0022 .aou o 0007 .OOLO· 
o!I021i .aou o:1006 .,!!tit 
.03zr, 00006 
• 0028 .DDD5 
oH3,, .ooos 
oOC32 ·oDD06 
o ,JI! 35 .0006 
.DU31S .DOD& 
• D01tl • DD07 
.O'Jltli .0001 
• IJ01t7 .DOD8 
.oon • OOOCI 
.o~s:: • D009 
.!IO~'J .0010 
'\ 
• !1361t .aou 
.OD7~ • D'Jl2 
• OIJ75 .DD!l 





.au1 • 019 
• c12r. • 0021 
.otzq .0022 
.otr.t- o!I021t 









TIMC: M::T!i ANAT OR TEMP FRACT OUTLET F.LOWS 
(HR> (DEG c:n . CONV (LB HOLES PER HOUR) 
·• ou.3 a 1010.· 00 J.aoo co . I OS 
.101D.3t ,053 H2C ·3151. 69 
. 1c10;;37 .1J4 CO2 1,95 
V 
1010,3'i .152 H2 864,77 
1 C 1 ~, '31 ,197 N2 0, 00 
., 
101n.29 • ,4n CH.ti 468,62 ' 
1C10,26 • 2S1 C2HE o.oo 
fu10,2E , 31g 
1.C 10 • 25 • 3 ~5 
1010,2~ • 39g 
1~10,22 • Li 2~ 
1010. 21 • !+ 5'3 
1C10, 2C • '4 82 
1C10,1S • 510 
1010,18 • 536 
1C10,17 , 561 
1r10.1e • ~·84 











... t,, • • •• 
. •.-' '.·.' .. ' 

















Appendix D. LISTING OF FORTRAN CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF 
THE JACOBIAN MATRIX 
PROGRAM JHAP (INFUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT,TAPE1) /f 
PROGRAH JHA? CALCULATES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX 
COMNON /Y/ Y(12!> 
COMHON /F/ F11iJ> 
. COMMON /T / T, NFI)4, ~.RUN 
CO~HON/HAP/FCL0(12d),STOCOL(128),YOLDA(1l8),l(1~8,128),SY~aoL(l2E) 
COMMON/ H2C/ IOWU 1111 /f(,P/.IUUMA < 4 ~6) 
3-
. . : . . .. 





















C • •• 
C • • • 
c ••• 




C • • • . 
NI=5 
N0=6 
N = 128 
C... SU3ROUTINE RSTAf;.) INITIALIZES THE ~~HIRE .HYDROGEN PLANT .l.T T.!M~S, 
G,.. T=TPtE, 
c . •• 
CALL RSTART 
C • • • 
C • • • SA~ES YIN YCLOA 
c ••• 
00 ltO ~ K=1, N . 
YOL DA <K > = Y (I() 
400 COt-.TINUE 
C • • • 
c ••• SAVES ALL VARIAB~ES 
C • • • 
00 40 I=i,111 
40 JOUM (!) =!OUM <I> 
00 41 !=1,466 
41 JOU HA <I> =I OU~A CI>· 
W Rl TE C NC , 9 0 5 > 
905 • FORMAT C 1HU 
FRACT = 0, J O·Ci 
c ••.. 
C • • • CALLS S0ERCUTINE oc:~v TC C:VALUATC: 
C • •• 
c . .. 




SAVES OLO F AS 
DO 10 J=1,N 
FOLD ( J) = F ( J ~ 
FCLD 
10 COhTINUE 
C • •• 
c ••• 
c •.• 
. c ••• 
c ••• 
8 DO 20 JbCL=1,N 
SA WE'S Y 
YOi.'D = . · Y (J)b;Ol:): 
. . . ' ' i:{t?f (~:';'.{; ) >;: 
CAL CULA~T:i°S/ J.iE wt Y 









UNT V~RSION FEe 74 6 10153 08/C9/7q 
c ••• 
66 YlJCOL> = V(JCOL>•l1.-F~ACT) 
75 DELTA= Y(JCOL) • YOLO 
C • •• 
Ceie CALCULATES NEW F WITH ~EWY. 
C • • • 
101 CALL OERV 
102 00 21 IRCW=1,N 
C • •• 
C,., USE FINITE OIFFC:RENC:E TO APFl:OXI!-!ATE A OERIVA:TIV:: 
c ... 


































C • •• C, ••. MATRlX A HAS TH~ ACTUA~ VALU~ -OF TH~ JACCBIAN MATRIX 
C • • • 
AlI~OW,JCOL> : STOCpL<IFCW) 
21 CONTINUE 
00 '+·O 2 1<=1, N 
V<K> = VOLOA<Kl 
402 CONTINU~ 
00 '1+3 I=1,111 
43 lOUM(l)=JOUM<I> 




90 7 FORMAT C 1~1) 
00 100 IR0~=1~N 
DO c0.0 JCOL= 1,N 
JS = JCOL 
IF .CABSC,1CIRQH;JCOL».LE.l.Q~001> SYM20L<Js·, = 1H 
IF <ABS (A<IRC~·,JCOU) .GT.~. liJ001> ~YtlEOL(JS) = 1.HD 
IF (ABSlA(IROW,JCOL)) .GT.0.0~01C> SYM80l<JS) = 1J'U. 
IF· CABS(A(IRCW,JCbL».GT.O."c~100) SYl.190l(JS) = 1H2 
IF (ABS (A ( IR OH, J COL)) , GT • a • 0 10 il C ) SY '-1 e O L (JS> = 1 H 3 
IF (A3SU(IRGW,JCOL>>.GT,J.10JCC) SY1-120L(JS>:: 1H4 
IF (ABSCACIRCW,JCOL)).GT.1.u:uOO) SVMeOL(JS).: 1H5 
If' (A3S<A<!RCW,JCOL>>.GT,10.·JOOO> SYM80L(JS> = 1l:i6 
IF ( A es <A C I RC W, JC O L> l • GT • 1 il O , 0 0 0 > S Y l19 0 L (JS ) :: 1 H 7 
IF ( A 9S ( A ( I RC W , JC O L > I • GT • 1 J C C • 0 Q) S YM a O L <JS ) = 1 H 8 
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c ••• 
SUEROUT.INE RSTART CA~ .B; U§;~g·;.~ttf~~,~9,1;,.:0,f. S:Ys~~9.QT.I~~ INI~TAL· TO 
INITIALIZE THt. ENTIRE~, H·Y:DFQJ;:e:(NfP,11:;A;.~J~ · ... - ''.''.:\ _, ' 
0
:''.· .·.-.'.; ' 
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C • •• · 
COMHON/T/TINE,NFIN,NRUN 
COMHON/Y/TEMF(21> ,Tfi.2(21) ,TR3'21) ,XA(34l ,XS(g) ,Z2,T~4(21) 
CQHHON/F/OT01<21J,DTROT2(21l,~TRUT3(21> ,OXA(3~),0X5<9>,0X2, 
1 DTROT4(2U v 
COMMON /H2C/ TRI~1, PSIA1, F!N1<7l, TROUT1, PSI0T1, FOUT1(7t 
2 \ , TRIN2, PSIA2, F!N2 (7), · TROUT2, PSIOT2, FOUT2('7) 
3 ,TRIN3, PSIA3, FIN3C7>,. TROUT,3, PSI0T3, FOUlJ(.7.> 
lt ,TRINL..,. PS.IA~, FIN4(7), TtOUT4, PSIOT!+, FOUT4,.(7l 
5 ,TAIN,PAIN,FAIN(7l,TAOUT,PAOUT,FAOUT<7>,T1,P1,Z1,XL1, 
6. T2, P2 ,XL2 ,Flt~ (7 > ,FOUT (7). . .· 
COMMON /H2P/ NC, I0(7), STOK(7> ·, .FlOiIN, C, OHO, CQN'J63, c·oN3A, 
1 Y<7>, PATi, NLINE, NPT$S1, NPTSS2, NVARLi NUNIT, I~, 
2 XS1(21,1), XS2(21,1), XM1(21,1>, ACT'1:'., ._IPTS~E, 
3 STOK1(7) ,STOK2(7) ,VAf 34) ,Tt.. <3&t) ,YA C3L+l ,EFF.A, ?A,OH~,. 
~ VA!N,YAIN<7> ,VAOUT,YA0Ul(7),XMA,I1,YS(~>,TS(9),VS(9), 
S XLS(g),~S(9),EFFS,ca,Y3,18,C;,Q9,xM6,~~S,IFLAG,I2, 
6 XREF,XL~EF,Fl0~(7),SAV~(7),S,PAT~,ECK1,~GK2, 
7 X1(21) ,X2(21) ,OX10L(21) ,IJX2CL(21) ,fJTOL(21) ,K,STO<R1<7) 
8 ,STOK~2(7),H~X~1(21),H~XN2t~1),CPIG,OF(6),0,~~EA,R, 
9 OENCAT,CPCAT,~MPTY,S2X,PSIA 
C,,, REAO IN STATUS OF 8:TI~E HYOPOG~N PLANT ~T T=TIME, 
C • • • 
2 READ 32, TI"1:'.,TEt-1F,TR2,i?.3,XA,XS,Z2,TRL+,TRIN2,FSI~2,F'!'N2, 
1FOUT 2, TRIN3, PSI.A3 ,FIN 3, FOUT 3, TRH14, PSI~t,, 
2 FIN 4 , FOUT l+ , TA IN , 0 A It J , FA I ~ ~ TAO UT , P ~ 0 U'T ·, F A CUT , T 1 , 
JP1, 21, XL1, T 2, XL 2, FU., FOUT 
112 32 FOR~AT(6E13,E> 





320 READ 11, · NC,IC,NLINE,~IPTSS1,tliPTSS2,t-iVAKL,NU~Ii,IP, 
1NPTSME,I1,IFLAG,I2,K 
35& 31 FORMAT<19I3) 
c ... 
C,.. ZERO ALL DERIVATIVES 
C • • • 
3 5 6 DO 3 3 I= 1, 1 2 8 
36u 33 DTDT(Il=~.o 
364 NLI NE= 0 
365 NI=5 
367 N0=6 
370 CALL PRINT(NI,NO> 
372 NLINE=~LIN!+1 
374 RETURN 
375 END 
. ~ 
.. ,., 
150 
